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* MANUAL AAM * SIEET CHASSIS * ETECTBONIC SPEED ..}-
TN0t 33 I 4s * VAR PITCH CONTR0L * HIGH TOBOUE S::, -
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SHEL1 t : CARTH ME FIXINGS * CUE TEVER * POWER 22, :,,
5060H2 * 390r305mm * SUPPTED WITH MoUNTNG Cl- ----
TEMPTATE

PRTCE t59.99 + t3.50 P&P.

STANTON ALsOO GOLDBING G85O
PRICE f15 99 + 50p P&p pHtCE E6 99 + 500 p&p
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THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

0MP100 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts
R M S into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz -
30KHz-3dB,T H D 001%,S N F 1'l8dB,Sens for
Max output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 115x65mm
PR|CE 833.99 + t3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES

oMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 1'10 watts R.M.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Besponse '1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8. Damping Factor, >300, Slew Rate 45V.uS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.002%. lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N. R.

-125d8. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE t39.99 + E3.00 P&P.

NOTE:- MoS-FET MODULES AHE AVAIUBLE lN TIVO VEHSIONS, STANDAHD NPUT SENS 500mv BND w oTH lt[xHz
PEC (PBOFESSIONAL EoUIPMENT COMPATABLE) - NPUT SENS, z5mv, EAND WIDTH $KHz oRDEB STANDARD OR PEC

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.L4.S.

into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB; Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T H D Typical 0 0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV,
S N R -130d8 Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PH|CE t79.99 + t4.50 P&P.

Vu M Edetailed above. A very

displa 4 red) plus an additional
Sophi s and decay times. Tough

case, 45mm.
PRICE eB s0 + 50p P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts R i,4 S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,
T H D Typical0.001%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S N B

-130d8. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm
PRICE e62.99 + 83.50 P&P.

USED THE WOBLD OVEB IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC,

srzEs:- MxF 200 wl9"xH3%' (2U)xO1 1"
MXF 4o0 Wl9"xHs,h" (3u\xo1z
MXF 600 W19'xH5%" (3U)xD13'

MXF200 f171.35
PRICES: MXF4oO e228.85

MXF600 e322.00
SECURICOR DELIVERY T1 2 OO EACH

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w * 100w)

MXF400 (200w + 200w) MXF600 (300w + 300w)
All power ratings R N,'l S rnto 4 ohms

FEATU R ES: t lndependent power supplies with two Toroidal Transjormers t Twin L E.D. Vu meters t Hotary

indended level controls t llluminated on/oif swilch t XLR conneclors t Slandard 775mV inpLts * open and shott

c rcurt proof t Latest [,{os-Fets lor slress free power delNery into virtua ly any load t Hgh slew rate t Very low

distorlron t Aluminium cases * MXF600 Fan Cooled wiih D.C. Loudspeaker and Thermal Protection.

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUOING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CBOSS.OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FRE-
OUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (3OP
STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

GPM ID,, DISCO,
HEO, BICE 829.30 + e2.00 P&P
OOGP EXCELLENT MID.
REQ, BlcE e35.58 + e2.50 P&P
OOGP H POWER MID.

RES, FBEO,45Hz. FREO, RESP, PRICE E48.67 + e2.50 P&P
'tz ioo waTT ci2toocp HtcH ITAR, Dlsco.
REs, iheo, +sHz. rnEo, HESP, ...... PRIcE e37.5s + r3.s0 P&P

rz' ioo wAiT cr2toorc rwrN NSE, P.A., volcE, Dlsco.
RES, FBEO,45HZ FREO, BESP, .... . PRICE 838.58 + e3.50 P&P
11 200waTl c1220oB HIGH P P.A.
RES, FREQ, 4OHz. FREQ, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 1 00d8. .............. -. -.-. . PA]CE C65.79 + C3.50 P&P
rz ioo mir ctzsoocP HtcH PowER BASS LEAD GUlrAR, KEYBoABDS, Dlsco, ETc
nEs,Fheo,asAz.rnEo,RESP,TOsKHz.SENS,1OOdB...........-....-.-- PR|CEE8751 +C3s0P&P
rs' ioo warr crstooBS BASS GUtrAR, Low FREoUENCY, P.A., DISco.
RES, FREQ,4oHz. FREO. RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS,98dB PRICE e55.05 + t4 00 P&P
15" 2OO WATT CIS2OOBS VERY HIGH POWEB BASS,
RES, FR REO, RESP, TO4KHZ. E75.10 + 84.00 P&P
15'250 SOBS VERY HIGH PO
neS, fR REe. RESP,TO4KHZ. ra2.s4 + r4.s0 P&P

t5,4OO OOBS VERY HIGH PO
RES,FB REO,RESP,TO4KHZ e96.47+e4.50P&P
16'400 O4BS EXTREMELY HI S.iOO O4BS EXTHEMILY H

; FREO 27Hz FREO.RESP.TO3KHz 99dB PRTCE e172.06 + e5 00 P&P

xce pl EBB-50 8 EB 1 O 5a whrch ate dual mpedence lapped (il 4 E I ah m

8" 50 WATT EB&50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN.CAB
RES. FBEO. 40H2. FREO. BESP. TO 7KHz. SENS. ( 7dB PRICE E8.9O + e2.00 P&P
1(y'50 WATT EBlO-5O DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4i8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN.CAB
RES,FREO,40HZFFEO,RESP,TO5KHzSENS,99dB PB|CEe12.0O+e250P&P
1(y, 1OO WATT EBlG.IOO BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
BES,FREO,35HzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,gtuB PBICEe2776+t3.50P&P
1Z'60 WATT EB,t2.60 BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
RES,FBEO,28Hz FREO,RESP,TO3KHz SENS,92dB PR|CEe2l 0O+e300P&P
1Z' 1OO WATT EBI2-,IOO BASS, STUDIO, HI.FI, EXCELIENT DISCO,
RES,FBEO,26Hz.FREQ,RESP,TO3KHz SENS,93d8.......... ............ PR|CEe38.75+e3.50P&P

FULL BANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLEO SURFOUNO
EB56OT HI- DISCO ETC,
3Hz FRE Hz. ....................PR1CEC9.99+E1.50P&P
EB6.6OT HI. DISCO ETC.
8Hz FRE Hz. ....................P81CEf10.99+Cl.50P&P
B&60TC l-Fl lsco ETc.
OHZ.FRE Hz. PB|CEe12.99+E1.50P&P

l(y',60 WATT EBl050TC (TWIN CONE) Hl-Fl, MULTI-ARBAY DISCO ETC.
RES,FREO,35Hz.FREQ,RESP,TO12KHz.SENS,86dB..... .................PR|CEEl6.49+E2.00P&P

THE VERY BEST IN OUALTTY AND VALUE

MAOE ESPECIALLY TO SUIT
TODAY S NEED FOF COM,
PACTNESS WITH HIGH OUTPUT
SOUNO LEVELS FINISHED N
HARDWEARING ALACK VVNIDE
WITH PROTECTVE COF\EIS
GRILLE AND CABFVING PANDL!
INCOFPOMTES r2 OBl1f,tr rLJS
HIGH FREO FCI\ 'CT '!LLFREC mNGE laaz.m<tz -aa-^
MODELS I OH[l SZ=:'8 r,-:
x D12

cHolcE of Two Itoo€LS

POWER BATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS BITS FOB EACfi CAAfiEI

oMP 12-10O (1oOW 1O0dB) PRICE 1159.99 PER PAjR

oMP 12-200 (200W 102d8) PHICE 1209.99 PER PAJF

SECURICOR DEL:- t12m PER PAJP

TWO SUPERB HIGH
POWEB CAR STEREO
BOOSTEB AMPLIFIERS
ll ,irTS 175+75) INTO4 OHMS

r:: .,:rs .50+150) tNTo4oHMS:::_ ' i: S
- - r- : LOW iNPUT IMPEDANCES
- - :- : LOw INPUT SENSr:,V TIESY :: I::: \PUTGAINCONTROL

':-:: : ECUTOUTPUT:::-::.\
Y:: J::::]J FEMENTl2V DC
PRICES : 1 50 WATT 143 00
il WATT S95-00 ! e3 00 I

TYPE A (KSN2O35AI : -:--c .- :'=:.e * re

spea<e- Prie !l S e4' - r:: :i:
TYPE B (KSNlm5A j r-L+ -.:- =:'T{ =
PUTPOSe SC€a(:= : S:: :-,: : : :. -:-S =: 

>i=
t5 99 each - 5:: :i-
TYPE C (KSN6015Ar: : ^ :: : -;-.-r -. =-r
qualrty H r s)s:e-s a-,: :-: :j l::,:s --: >G 

= =each + 50p P&F
TYPE D (KSN1025A)2 a ^rE:-<+-::,--:'-
Upper f requercl' rgsrc -- -::: - 

=: :.:a-'l -r rls- --
m,d'anger2Krz S---i':'-=-:--- -. - ',: -i-.
ald quality o.s6: Prie aS 9€ B- - :-E :::
TYPE E (KSNI038A)::. -:-:A--?'.- --::,:
srlverfinish trm S-:-e':, - -' -,:--:- :,:1=-: :-:
Price E5 99 each - 5a: -i=
LEVEL CONTROL l:-: -:= :- : ::ii-: -:--: - :
plate level coiirc :^: :3: -.: -:-: ::< :::.::
85,85rn Prie E39€ - ::: :i:

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L & R
graphic equahsers and twrn 10 segment L.E.D.
Vu Meters. Many outstanding leatures 5 inputs
with rndivrdual faders providing a useful com-
bination of the following:-
3 Turntables (N,1ag). 3 Mics.4 Line including CD
plus Mrc with talk over switch Headphone Monr-
tor Pan Pot L & Fi Master Output controls
Outpul 775mV Size 360x280x90mm Supply
220-240v

Price 8134 99 -- t4.00 P&P

PROVEN TBANSIIITTEF DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3W FI IRANSilmEB 80-1mMHz VAFICAP CoNTBoLLED PHoFESSIoNAL PEH-

FoBMANCE BANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x 18mm, SUPPLY 12V @ 0 5AMP

PnrcEfl4{3+HmPAP
Fll tllcFo TRANSf,ITEH (BUG) 100r08MHz VARICAP TUNED CoMPLETE wlTH

VERY SENS FETMIC BANGE 100-300m S|ZE56 x 46mm SUPPLY 9V BAn PRrcE

3 watt FM
Transmitter

B 33i&ifHt'3,8T.',,i flEh !^',','3Y5,i,?31 iffi1
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- iust complete the coupon below ond you will receive
obsolurely FREE rhis wlRE STRIPPER worth 04.95

The wire strippers shown here will grip ond remove the
insulotion cleonly from o voriety of wire gouges in one
eosy oction. No more gripping ond guessing the depth
of cut os with other mokes, this hondy service too! will
do the iob quickly ond efficiently. Any regulor
electronics prolect builder would not do without one.

SUBSCRIPTIOil RATES
U.K. CI9.2O EUROPE T24.10 MIDDLE EAST C24.40

FAR EAST t26.80 REST OF WORLD 925.85 USA $48.00

This offer closes 3l st July 199'l - so
don't miss out iust complete the
coupon ond send il with your
remillonce to the Subscription
Monoger, Argus House, Boundory
Woy, Hemel Hempsieod, Herts.
HP2 7ST.

This offer is open lo existing
subscribers who wish to exlend or
renew lheir subscriplions.

- subscribe to lhe
best eleclronics
mqgqzine in town

Pleose commence my subscription to E.T.!. with the issue ond

send me my free WIRE STRIPPER. I enclose my cheque/money order for

poyoble io ASP or pleose debit my Acess/Viso

ttll Volid from to

Signoiure

Address

Pleose ollow 28 doys dellve4T for free gift.
Postcode

ETI/IT
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ETI is normally published on rhe first Friday in rhe month
precedinB rhe cover date The contents o[ this publicadon
including all arricles, desiSns, plans, drawin8s and programs and
all copyri8hr and orher intelleclual properry rithls therein
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Vivian Capel examines the differences between smoke alarm
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Ibwards Tomorrow
Andrew Armstrong looks at the future of Nano-technology.

Back To Basics 5
Paul Coxwell examines the concept of inductance.

Tech:Tips
Some more readers circuits for you to try out.

Lasers 3
ln our third and final part, Kevin Kirk introduces an opto receiver for
the [aser project and suggests some applications.

HDTV 7
James Archer scrutinises another batch of proposed AIV systems.

Cookers and Micros - Alive, Alive-o
Damon Hart-Davis reports on the latest development in Local
Operating Networks to automate the office, factory or home.

Circuit File
Ray Marston examines temperature sensor IC circuits.

Versatile Temperature Controller
AJP Williams constructs an accurate temperature control system.

Supercomponents
A controversial issue amongst those within hi-fi circles, John Linsley
Hood states his case for component quality and layout.

Piezo Film lbchnology
An in-depth look at the Piezo-eleclric effect by Douglas Clarkson.
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(a)

Bditorial
The age of the alarm is here! Car alarms,
burgler alarms, radio clock alarms and
digiial watches to name but a few.
Affordable technology is now all around
us so the media would have us believe.
Insurance companies twist our arms to
pay up either way through the invest-
ment of the latest hardware or with
higher premiums. But at what cost. It
may just make us more aware that a
crime is being committed and be a
deterrant to the offender, but what of the
social side effects? The false alarm
menace could indeed be the price we
have to pay for increased security until
the alarm becomes more discerning and
alert us of a 'real' crime.

The cacophony of communaltonal
alert started at the end of the 70s, early
80s when digital watches became
affordable and in order to show the
world you had the latest technology, the
hourly bleeper was left on - and in a
hall where there could be 500 of the
darned things, you can imagine the
effect. They might have been marvellous
for stereo sound field experiments but an
extreme annoyance to a lecturer in full
flight.

Next, enter the car alarm. The
social menace at night of this one
errupting into a whaling banshee
through the night air is bad enough for
the owner in wondering whether to face
the worst or not and bad for everybody's
sleep patterns down the street. These
things can be set off by a whole variety
of means including wind, rain, cats and
of course humans brushing by. Just wait
for the whole street of alarmed cars to
errupt in the future by a joyride from
pranksters, sleep will be a daytime
occupation.

And finally, the house alarm.
Although they have been around for
longer than the others, particularly for
high street shops, domestic house alarm
installation is on the increase. False
alarms in the high street are an even
greater problem to solve mainly because
keyholders very often cannot be traced.
Those who have the misfortune to live
in flats along the high street have been
known to take their own action in putting
the bell out of its misery. People will go
to desperate lengths for a peaceful night!
You might think an obvious solution is

to have have some sort of direct link to
the police station so removing the need
for audible warning. Just ask a night duty
policeman what he thinks about that and
you would wish you hadn't asked.
If the electronics industry doesn't come
up with better and more intellignet
systems, it may be that social pressures
will cause the downfall of dumb security
systems in the future.
Paul Freeman

ililililil
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OPENCH
pollowing the break-up of the old Independent
I Broadcasting Authority (lBA) into privatised
segments, the part which is to hold and operate
engineering aspects of radio and television broad-
casting - previously the Engineering Division of the
IBA - is currently up for commercial grabs. Sale of
National Tiancommunications (NT) is being handled
by Price Waterhouse and severalsignificant prospec-
tive bidders have expressed interest.

NT has been looking at methods of diversifyingto
extend its business, with the aim of moving out of

oadcasting, intotechnicallyrelated
Consequently thdy are considering
works and satellites, although final

details obviously cannot be undertaken until its sale is
finalised.

While sale of NT may be valid in terms of
economic success for the company, it's worth con-
sidering what might happen if it is bought and con-
trolled by a company which does nottake into account
NTs possible future contributions to the various
electronics and communications industries it serves. In
the past, as the Engineering Division, the organisation
had power to more-or-less actively define telecom-
munications futures. A power which, incidentally, was
not generally abused. In the right hands this function
could be continued by NT. In the wrong private
hands . . .

VHS Upgrade
A new system of picture enhancement has been
developed which promises to improve pictures avail-
able from VH The system,
known asactj O), looks set
to be used by allVHS equipment manufacturers as an
eflectivereplacement for complex high quality (He)
picture enhancement systems currently used. ASO's
significantly less complicated and hence cheaper
circuits offer exciting possibilities, so form an attractive
manufacturing potential.

ASO worksby using a system of automatictrack-
ing, similar to those currently found in some video-
cassette recorders. Where ASO differs however, is in
its optimisation of retrieved automatically tracked
signals, to the extent that second and subsequent
generation tape-to-tape copies (where copyright
restrictions allow) using ASO are said to be clearer than
a conventional videocassette recorder's first generation
tape recording.

It's not difficult to envisage, therefore, ASO is going
to be popular in the new wave of tape-to-tape video-
cassette recorders which promises to be next year's big
consumer spend.

Light At The End Of The Chunnel
ThomsonoConsumer Electronics has launched its long
proposed newtelevision monitor, capable of displaying
high definition television (HDTV) pictures. It's expen-
sive - around 13500 - but, as Thomson points out,
in relative terms it is less expensive than colour tele-

vision receivers were when theyfirst hitthe high street.
There is a difference though. When colour tele-

vision receivers weredeveloped there was no doubtthe
system used (conventional 625-line PAL transmission)
would be continued. Indeed it has, to this day, and in
the foreseeable f uture. On the other hand, Thomson's
telly requires MAC signals (specifically D2MAC) to
recreate its HDTV picture, and there is no similar lack
of doubt that MAC is going to be the eventually used
HDTV standard format.

Thomson is a French state-owned company and
as such, allows usto see what French government view
on HDTV is. Currently, the future of HDTV standards
is unclear and, as it is being defined on a rather ad hoc
basis, depends largely on what the consumer wants.

One of the biggestproblems in Europe's definition
of an HDTV system is the fact the two current Astra
satellites (as well as most low and medium power
satellites) broadcast mainly PAL transmissions. Con-
sumers movingto satellitetelevision systems as ameans
of obtaining greater television choice have typicatly
taken to Astra like ducks to water. Apart from a rela-
tively simple receiver and dish, nothing else is required
and users can make use of their own television set. Even
when the BSB Marcopolo satellite began to operate,
with its promise of higher quality pictures, few users
took advantage of this through direct RGB connections
to the television, instead opting to use conventional
UHF connections restricting the picture obtained to a
PAL format anyway.

In other countries within Europe the situation is
similar. Salesof eceiverst
and similar sate ions far o
MACreceivers. of PALsa
to take advantage of Astra transmissions are around
60000 per month, while tofalsales of MAC receivers
in France (whose government is actively backing MAC
through Thomson, remember) amount to less than
3000. Few people, it seems, want higher definition
pictures.

Currently, allbroadcastservice satellites (BSS) are
allowed to transmit only MAC signals. Astra satellites
so far have got round this one as they transmit only
medium power signals, and are thus classified as tele-
communicationssatellites and are able totransmit using
any format. There are moves by European Commis-
sioners though to bring a// satellites transmitting
television signals under the broadcast services bannei.
But is this what we really want? If the European
Commission forces this through (and there's a possi-
bilitythe decision willhave been taken bythetime you
are readingthis month's column) then no accounthas
been taken of the fact MAC as broadcast by satellites so
far (DMAC and D2MAC) is only an intermediate
standard. It is notby any sketch of anyone's imagination
hrgfi definition television, but merely hrgher definition.
In effect, the whole thing is a glorious muddle which
prevents the user wanting to buy any new system, in
fear of equipment becoming obsolete Let's face it;
there's quite a few BSB equipment users who must feel
a bit put out that they bought receivers which have
become eflectively obsolete within just a few months
of purchase.

Question arises, should satellites be allowed to
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transmit what they find best {ills market requirements
until the full high definition television standard
(HDMAC, or whatever other whim comes along before
then) is operational? Or should a way forward be
defined by legislation?

Apartfrom anything else, if Astra and other satel-
litesareforcedtohansmitMACsignals, where doesthat
leave the two million owners of PAL satellite receivers
who legitimately bought and use their equipment atthis
moment? Interestingly Nokia, Philips and Thomson
have formed a workingpartyto considerthe possibility
of replacing receivers in such a scenario. While such a

cost may seem initially astronomic, it is smallenough
when you consider a unified European high definition
standard is then within grasp.

Dot, Dot, Dash
ASCII's days are numbered, it seems. An S-bit digital
communications code, used by telecommunications
equipment, computers and the like for over 24 years
now is abouttobe laidtorest. Many of the world's major
computer and telecommunications manufacturers
including Apple, IBM, Microsoft and Xerox have joined
forcesto design and support a new digitalcode called
Unicode.

Unicode is a 16-bit code, capable of 65536
different sequences. This means all characters and
symbols from the world's different languages and
sciences can be allocated specific sequences within the
single code. ASCII, on the other hand, with only an
S-bit format is only ever capable of signifying 256
sequences.

Keith Brindley

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices.

Plus Tools, Watches, Fancy Goods, Toys.
Mail order only. UK only.

All inclusive prices
NO post, or VAT etc to add on.

Write or phone for catalogue/clearance list.
At least 2,100 offers to amaze you.

Brian J Reed Electrical
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell

Epsom, Surrey KTl7 3EQ
Tel:081-393 9055

J. VINCENT TECHNICAL BOOKS
Ku BAND SATELLITE TV
THEORY TNSTALLATION
AND REPAIR
This huge420 page

3rd Edition by Bay
lin Publications

covers dish theory,

cables, site survey,

polar mount adjust-

ment, footprints,

now is the time to

learn all about

Satellite TV e23

All items ex-stock, price includes P&P UK, Airmail Europe add 10% Outside Europe +20%

Pay by cheque, ACCESS, MASIEBCAR0, VISA, COD.

J. VINCENT TECHNICAL BOOKS,24 RIVEH GARDENS, PURLEY, READING RG8 8BX.

Tel:0734 414468 (Answerphone & Fax)

SA]EILITE AND CABLE SCRAIIBLING AIID ()E.

SCRAMBLIilG.2nd Ed basic theory t19
WoRLD SATELLITETV E SCRAlilELltlG IEIHoDS By Bay-

lin, Madox & Mccormac lor lhe service engineer f27
WoBLD AI{AC by Mark Long. Footprints,

Frequen nemenls,2nd Edition. ........ €32

WoRLD ,lt{NT AL by luark Long. oflicial
supplementtoAlmanac ........... ...., .. ................ tgl
WoRLD 1991 SATELLITE ll}{l,iUAL by Mark L0ng. lncludes

transoonderloadino ............... C34

nor,rE snerlrE Tv [sIArLATrot{ vroEoTApE 40

MinulesVHS PAL, Sft how 3 meterdishesare inslalled C27

SATELLITE INSIALLATIoiI GUIDE second edilion byJohn
Breeds t12

ide to Satelli le TV lhe-

or,irt*i*ildi,,113
disk (DoS 32) Calculales dish size and lists coodinatesolall
salelliles in view t35

N'DEAPBESSUBE CA R A LA B/W
This new type of alarm is triggered by a unique pressure sensing system. As
any vehicle door is opened air is drawn out, causing a minute drop in air
pressure. A sensor detects this sudden pressure change and sets otf the
alarm. A sophisticated arrangement of electronic lilters and timers provide
leatures to matcfi more expensive ultra-sonic systems.
* 1 Mlcro-pressure lntruder detectlon.
*, 2 Operales on all doors and tallgate - no swltches needed.
*' 3 Automatically armed 1 mlnute after leaving vehlcle.
* 4 10 second entry delay with audible warnlng.
*' 5 Sounds horn intermlttently tor 1 mlnute - then re-arms. \* 6 drill. \*7*8 l*e i

klt t15.95 Assembled 922.35

ensing to any volt drdp operated
alarm simply by connecting lwo wires across the vehicle's 12v supply Use it
to upgrade an existing alarm or combine the benefits of both systems.
MICRO-PRESSURE TRIGGEB DIY parts klt 810.95 Assembled 814.95

YOLTDROP CABALABM
This alternative alarm uses the popular voltage drop method of triggering,
Based on the timers of the micro-pressure alarm it otlers features 3 to I above
but relies on the existing door switch operation tor triggering

DIY parts klt e14.90 Assembled t20.95

l2OdB SIBEN
An ear piercing alternative to using the car horn. This high intensity piezo
siren can easily be added to attract even more attention.
120d8 P|EZO S|REN 013.35

All the above lnclude cable, connectors and clear, easy to tollow instructions.
All klts lnclude case, PCB, everything down to the last washer, even solder.

All prlces now include post, packing and VAT on t K orders. Same prices
apply to all European countries For delivery outside Europe please add E3.

Telephone orders acrepted with VISA or ACCESS payment.

Order direct (please quote ref. T1 6) or send for more details from :-

FUSELODGE LTD

257 ACTON LANE
CHISWICK
LONDON
W4 5DD

Tel:
081 -994-6275
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More on RIAA
f n ETI overthe lastfew months
Ith"r" have been articles on the
RIAA characteristic.

It was stated that the response
o{ the pre-amp was to correct for
the output of the magnetic
cartridgs to the RIAA standard.

From the information I was
given in college and from text
books at the time this information
is incorrect. This standard is laid
down by the RIAA (THE REC-
ORD INDUSTRIES ASSOC.
IATION OF AMERICA) for the
cutting of the master disc which is

used during the pressing process,

not for cartridge manufacturing.
The frequency response of a

magnetic cartridge isflat to say +
or - 3dBs.

The signal/noise for good hi-
fi reproduction must be that at
high frequencies where the signal
out-weighs the noise and so the
noise can be disregarded.

The response shown in Figure
1 is of the recorded velocity
against the recorded amplitude of
the master disk with no correction
applied. It can be seen that the
bass frequencies will be excessive.
This can lead to cut{hrough

between grooves on recordings
with a high bass content. At high
frequencies it results in the signal
being corrupted by noise. There-
fore low frequencies are attenu-
ated in the recording amplifier
before they are applied to the
cutting head. Mid-range fre-
quencies are passed through with
no correction. The high frequen-
cies are boosted to give good
signal/noise ratio (shown in
Figure 2l a normalised
characteristic. The play back
characteristic is also shown. This
curve is typical of that which you
would normally find in a amplifier
if the frequency response is

plotted.

The frequencies at which
change over takes place are
defined in micro seconds and
these are 3180prs. 318ps and
7Sps.
The turn over frequencies can be

found by:-

'I

F: rt 
" 

(tc:time constant)

Atbass :12x3142x
3180 x 10 -6

:50.04 Hz
At mid-range :500 Hz
At treble : 2122 Hz

I hope this has helped clear up
any misunderstandings.
P. Jackson, Retford, Notts.
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Alarm CaIl
f am writing to you with a

Isuggestion for a project which
I have not yet seen published in
ETI. Last night my wife's car was
broken in to and the radio/
cassette was stolen for the second
time in 18 months. There is an

alarm fitted to the car which I am
sure must have sounded, but as

false alarms are unfortunately a

regular occurrence people gen-
erally take no notice.

Therefore when the alarm cir-
cuit is triggered, if a coded signal

was transmitted with a range of
abofi3/4 mile to a small pager
type receiver carried by the owner
then it would be possible to catch
the would be thief in the act.

Can you come up with a

design? I am sure many readers

would find it an interesting
project.
J. Savin. Southsea.
We may just come up with a
design in the future - Ed.
Send in your suggestions to ETI
Editorial an d we will pass the m o n.

Have You Seen The Light?
n a recentjob vacancy, I set
the following question for

some interviewees. The idea
being, to see the knowledge of my
interviewees and to formulate
conversation.

A lot of interest hadbeen shown
in the question and I therefore
offer it to the deliberation of your
readers.

As an incentive, I'm offering a
free expandable digital wrist-
watch for the first correct entry
through my door

A man cuts an 8ft fluorescent
fitting in half. The original rating

was 125watt-240volt AC. Using
each half with original choke and
starter, the person fits two 4ft tubes
(40watt each). What will be the
rating in watts given by each tube
to +10% at240VAC.

Will the tubes perform normally
at 40watts each or will each
overrun giving 125 watts or will
both tubes fail to strike?
Ketth Lawrence, Ilkley
WestYorkshire.

By the way - nobody should
attempt to cut any fluorescent
tubes in half.

TUBE 8It 125 WATT

8 ETr IUNE r99r



NEWS
tlritish Telecom research
Daa,"n,,a,, nave responoeo to
a callfrom North Yorkshire Police
to help solve a communications
problem which has national impli-
cations.

Faced with increasing nation-
wide pressure on UHF and VHF
radio capacity, the Force asked BT
to develop an ahemative system to
link its hilltop radio sites taking
advantage of modern digitaltech-
nologies, provide cost effective
options for the future and maxi-
mise the use of the Force's inte-
grated digitalnetwork supplied by
BT.

Dr. Alastair Brydon and Tony
Yarwood at BT's Martlesham
group technology and develop-
ment laboratory in Ipswich have
succeeded in adapting BTs Mega-
Stream digital technology, cur-
rently used in both the Force's
private network and the public
switched telephone network, and
achieved a development which
was previously thought impos-
sible.

Dr. Brydon explained: "The
problem was thatthe MegaStream
system was not designed to do
what the police quasi-synchro-
nous radio system wantedl

"MegaStream's service
strength is its ability to automatic-
allytake an alternativeroute when
direct route lines are busy. [n
conventional applications the user
is not aware of this, since there is

no difference on the line.
"But the millisecond differ-

ences that could arise in a police
message taking non-direct routes
to several different hansmitters
would render the police com-
munications system useless."

Said Dr. Brydon: .Police VHF
radio transmissions are carried
throughout a region via relay
towers There are several within
each region.'

.When a police car is roughly
equidistant between two trans-
mitters each carrying the same
message, the signals can conflict
with each other and the message
to the police car becomes garbled.'
The resulting 'black spot' of non-
transmissions can extend to
several miles in both rural and
urban areas.

This was a major challenge for
Dr. Brydon, who, at 27, has a
doctorate in radio communica-
tionsfrom UMIST. He focused on
the timing dilemma and experi-
mented with satellite basedtiming
clocks.

.Ib start with, I wasn't sure this
was possiblei he said. "But we met
with surprising success and now
have refined the system so thattwo
or more potentially competing
signals arrive at their transmission
destinations and are broadcast
simultaneouslyi'

A signal taking a short route
between a controlroom and relay

transmitter might have to be
slowed down by several milli-
seconds so its counterparts, travel-
ling on longer routes, can catch
up," explained Dr. Brydon.

The technical term for this is

quasi-synchrorious radio', for
which Home Office standards
state that signals mustbe synchro-
nised to better than 50prs if
amplitude modulation is used,
and to better than ZOps iI
frequency modulation is used.

In a well set up quasi-synch-
ronous radio system, the radio
signal remains clear, no matter
where the police car is in relation
to relay towers.

The BTsolution is now embed-
ded in circuitry attached to multi-
plexors at the North Yorkshire
Police Force Communications
Centre and at each relay tower.
Signals are automatically adjusted
and little ongoing maintenance is

likely to be needed.
The system has been wel-

comed by the North Yorkshire
Force, although they have been
reluctant to adopt an analogue
microwave solution. Much interest
has also been generated in the

Police Service nationally.
North Yorkshire Police Head of

Information Technology, Super-
intendent Geoff Garbutt, said:
"BT's digitalsolution will help the
Force significantly in moving
towards an integrated and digitally
based communications/informa-
tion technology strategy.

.Currently the Force has in
place an integrated digital com-
munications network, which car-
ries the Force telephony and
computer data traffic. BT's solu-
tion, when implemented, willadd
radio traffic to this network
providing the Force with toially
integrated communications.

'BT's solution willalso provide
the Force with a platform which
will allow it to cost elfectively
iptroduce new technologies and
systems as and when they are
developed. These include, an
automatic vehicle and personal
location system; mobile computer
data into police vehicles and to
police officers on foot and system
wide encryption to secure the
privacy of police communica-
tionsl'

/t hancellor Norman Lamont's
tyassertion that a tax on com-
pany mobile phones will "make
the roads safer" is an irrelevance,
according to NEC, the cellular
phone manufacturer.

The company argues that
investment in technology, rather
than financial penalties, is the
most effective way to keep the
roads safe, and thatthe Govern-
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ment's proposed levy would not
make existing subscribers any
more safety conscious than they
are at the moment.

"There is no cause and effect
between,Jhe extra 11.60 a week
that subscribers, who are higher
tax payers willpay, and their safety
consciousness on the roadl'
argues Sandra Richards, the
operations and marketing man-

agerfor NEC Radio Communica-
tions.

.Nor do we believe thatthe tax
will deter new subscribers who
have a business requirement for
cellular in spite of tax penalties.
The effective way to increase road
safety in this respect lies in
advanced features developed for
the telephones such as hands free,
automatic answering and voice

call recognition units, introduced
by NEC in 19891

The company has a Voice Call
system that gives a driver hands
free operation - even to dial -
other than pressing one button
once to activate the system and
one to end a call.
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pounds. the UK manufacturing
ind ustry is largely unaware of the
full extent of its dependence of
CFCs and other chlorinated sol-
vents and the problems this
impliesi' This is just one of the
challenges confronting the UNEP
Solvent Technical Options Com-
mittee, working to ensure that the
terms of the 1987 Montreal
Protocol are met by the 2005
deadline

The European Update to the

1987 Montreal Protocol added
methyl chloroform to the list of
CFC and chlorinated solvents to
be completely phased out by the
year 2005.

This ruling will affect all metal
cleaning and manufacturing in-
dushies, particularly those requir-
ing precision engineering, such as
delence, aerospace, and auto-
motive. and also the dry cleaning
and paint industries, which are all
heavily dependent on chlorinated
solvents.

Alternative cleaning methods

and methods of adapting manu-
facturing techniques accordingly
are being researched, but the cost
of changing manu{acturing pro-
cesses, which often involve 20
year plus production cycles,
means that there is currently no
simple solution in sight. Suggested
alternative methods using water as

a cleaning agent, are not only un-
suitable for the precision en-
gineering industries, but also
require extremely high levels of
energy consumption in the drying
process and thus exacerbate the

problem of global warming.
Government legislation re-

garding .worldwide CFC and
chlorinated solvent elimination,
differs greatly in different parts of
the world. Accordingto UNEP, the
European manufacturing industry
is under less govern ment pressure
to seek alternative solutions and
therefore is m uch less aware ofthe
industrial solvent issue and the
wider technology implications
than its USA counterparts.

lf aplin Electronics has intro-
lvlau."a a sophisticared, yet
easy to use, complete sound
mixing system. The unit which
combines a tape recorder is

designed for children or a budding
DJ. The f un unit combines a four
channel mixer, sound effects
generator and cassette deck. It
comes complete with
headphones, shoulder strap and
electret microphone. Sockets are
provided for external 6V DC
input, microphone input, auxiliary
input and headphone output.

The children's mixer can be
used for 'sing alongs' or recording
your own music orplaying atbeing
a Disc Jockey. The children's mixer
provides a good introduction to
the basic skills in recording and
mixing. It costs 139.95 inc VAT
(Maplin codeYU24Bl.

P M 
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Meter with a wide viewing angle
from Northern Design of Brad-
ford The latest EPROM tech-
nology is used in a unit thar can
measure and display both Power
and Energy When instantaneous
power is displayed the energy
counting continues

The 8 digit a)phanumeric LCD
with permanent back lightingcan
display kW or MW and kWh or
MWH Automatic and permanent
indication of both bperation'and
'reverse' is via an LED and a pulse
output is provided for remote
monitoring

The EPROM technology pro-
vides a non-volatile memory that
retains the in{ormation at power
down for up to 10 years. The self-
calibrating anti drift system
maintains an accuracy of better
than 17o

Further information contact
lan Hutchinson at Northern
Design Tel: 0274729533
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A Hertfordshire based com-
Apuny. Sounocratt Etecffonrcs
Ltd, has won a coveted l99l
British Design Award in the
contracts category for its 200 Delta
professional mixing console.

The Design Council British
Design Awards are sponsored by
National Power PLC. These
awards are presented annually to
products chosen for their out-
standing all-round design, excel-
lent performance, innovation,
safety, reliability, value for money
and good appearance.

The 200 Delta is a compact
console suited to any application,
from theatre stage mixing and
conferences to home-recording
studios and live sound reinforce-
ment.

British professional sound
equipment has a high reputation
worldwide and is one of the few
areas of electronics which has not
been monopolised by the Japa-
nese. Soundcraft, learning that
Yamaha were planning a compe-

titive product. set about develop-
ing the Delta desk, Soundcraft
expanded on existing technology,
and examinedthe aesthetics of the
product, Design consultants
Roberts Weaver were commis-
sioned to work on Delta's styling,
moving away from the traditional
'black box' towards a console
whose sophisticated look and'feel'
vindicated the high level tech-
nology used. Pete Townshend,

who installed 200 Delta in his Eel
Pie recording studios, said, iApart
from the performance of the
Delta, I was very impressed with
the details that Soundcraft
managed to include in the design

- it looks great!'
Soundcraft sellto 47 countries

and 85% of their sales come from

export Computer based testing
equipment has also been em-
ployed which again increases
throughput and leaves the test
engineers free to deal with specific
problems.

The company invests heavily
in research and development and
have a development team which
includes engineers, design con-
sultants, manufacturers and dis-
tributors

*M 
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careers in science and engineer-
ing, but most will agree that there
is stilla lack of recognition for their
achievements There is also a

general lack of encouragement,
particularly for young women, to
enter these fields;' says Dr
Elizabeth Laverick. chairman of
the ninth international conference
of women engineers and scien-
tists.

"This situation must changei
she says. "ln the time of demo-

graphic change, professionals and
their skills are badly needed by the
scientific and engineering com-
munitiesl'

This is just one of the topics to
be explored atthe conferencetobe
held atthe University of Warwick
f.rom14-20 July 1991

With Communication as its
theme, this year's Conference will
update women on a wide range of
technical and social issues in-
cluding: transport, telecommuni-
cations and satellites, basic
science, human communications,

technology hansfer education and
international demographics. The
Conference will also include an
important session on career devel-
opment.

Speakersfrom over 20 count-
ries will outline current training
and employment trends for
women in education, engineering
and science and there will be a

number of keynote addresses
from leading women in the field.
The Conference programme also
includes a number of technical
visits as well as an exhibition

demonstrating the latest technical
innovations in communications
and providing top careers
guidance

'Not enough priority is given to
getting the message across that
women can succeed in these
fieldsi says Dr Laverick. "lCWES9
will provide an excellent oppor-
tunity for us to demonstrate the
achievements of women scientists
and engineeers worldwidel'

Contact: Sherrie Simpson,
Conference Services, Tel:
071-486 0531

A new series of rotary optical
Aencoders is now available
from Arrow Electronics (UK) Ltd.

These encoders produce a 2-bit
quadrative signal which is suitable
for digital systems where both
magnitude and direction of adjust-
ment must be provided.

The encoders can be used as
digitalpanel controls or as position
sensing devices in applications
where long life, reliability, high
resolution and precise linearity are
critical.

The encoder converts rotary
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input into electrical signals which
can be used by microprocessors
without A/D conversion. The en-
coder output signals are digital
which makes it possible to signifi-
cantly reduce the memory over-
head and wiring.

Offering a rotational life from
10 million to 200 million shaft
revolutions. the encoders require
a 5.0 VDC + 0.25 supply voltage
and can be servo mounted.

Further information contact
Ian Ewin, Arrow Electronics (UK)
Ltd. Tel: 0234-270777.



lf itsubishi Electric has re-
IYI teasea u taserdiode module
thatcombines a 1.3prm diode with
a single mode fibre. The module
can be used in high speed applica-
tions such as local area networks
operating at up to 1.5GHz, wide
area networks of up to 10km in
length, and mainframe computers

with high data throughput require-
ments.

The diode has a minimum
optical power output of 1mW and
a typical threshold current of
10mA. Maximum reverse voltage
is 2V, and typical operatirig volt
age is 1.2V. The central wave-
length of 1.3pm is accurate to

within 0.03pm andthe rise andfall
time istypically 0 3ns, with a hack-
ing error (a measure of how the
power output varies with tempera-
ture) of 0.4dB.

The module also contains a
photodiode for monitoring pur-
poses. This has a maximum
reverse voltage of 15V, and a

maximum forward current of
2mA.

Further information contact
Christine Warren, Mitsubishi
Electric UK Ltd. Tel: 0707-
76100.

fsien has released a new
I upgraded version of Board-

Maker-1, a CAD package for
printed boards, at 195. The colour
software system runs on a stan-
dard IBM PC, and offers elect-
ronics designers who cunently use
conventional methods of general
ing PCB artwork a highly cost-
effective entry point to the benefits
of computer-aided design.

Comparing the system with
manual artwork techniques, most
firsltime BoardMaker users cite as
key benefits the speed with which
modifications can be made to
PCB artwork following a proto-
type design, the ease of optimising
a PCB's size or shape, and much-
improved appearance and overall
quality of the tracking. Although
there is often little increase in the
speed of design cycle for the first
couple of applications, most users
report very significant gains after
this initialperiod.

The new BoardMaker-1,
Version 1.50, provides an inte-
grated PCB and Schematic Editor
that will handle artwork for
through-hole or surface-mount
components with up to 10 circuit
and silk screen layers. The user
interface is designed for simple,
intuitive, operation. Features are
controlled via context-sensitive
pop-up command menus, in ion-
junction with a mouse (or cursor
keys) for component placement
and track routing. High resolution
colour graphics simplify the
generation of multi-layer artwork.

All tracks and pads are drawn so
that'what you see is what you get'.

Tiacking is laid out using
powerf ul commands. Pads, vias,
text and symbols (user-defined
components) are placed by
moving the cursor and touching a
key. Tracks are then drawn from
pad to pad as required, using a
'point and shoot' methodology
which gives precise control over
positioning. Designs can be
generated to a user-defined grid,
free-hand to a resolution of two
thousandths of an inch, or both.
High level editing features allow

you to modify or optimise the
size/shape of the artwork -operations that could take hours
if performed manually occur in
seconds. For instance, block edit
and rotate commands allow you to
move a component's or orien-
tation while maintaining con-
nectivity, and a mirror command
lets you instantly switch a
component to another layer.

BoardMaker-1 provides an
extensive library of 128 standard
track sizes and pad symbols, plus
the capability to generate custom
shapes and forms. Tiacking for

PCBs up to 17 inches (432mm)
square can be handled.

Artwork can be output to a
wide variety of peripherals,
including dot-matrix or Post-
Script-compatible laser printers,
HPGL- or DMPl-compatible pen
plotters, or Gerber-compatible
photoplotters; NC drilloutputs in
Excellon format are also available,
providing the complete design-to-
manufacture package.

Further information contact:
David Brooks at: Tsien (UK) Ltd.
Telephone: (02231 277 7 7 7 .

T h" Central Research
I Laboratory of Hitachl. Ltd.

Has become the first in the world
to succeed in developing a
64-megabit DRAM, which was
once considered commercially
unfeasible until the 21st century.

With the application of
0.3-micron ultrafine process tech-
nology, the 64-megabit DRAM

12

would be able to store up to 4
million Japanese Kanji characters,
or the equivalent of a 256-page
newspaper, in the 9.74mm by
20r28mm square chip.

The key achievement of the
experimental chip, apart from its
potential in the circuit density, is in
its low power consumption. The
experimental chip was suicess-

f ully operated with a 1.5V battery
though the use of such a battery
was once throughtto be unviable
since DRAMs consume a great
deal morepowerthan SRAMs. By
overcoming the negative influ-
ence of a reduced power voltage,
the introduction of the develop-
me nt of high-speed circuitry tech-
nology ensuring high-speed stable

operation under 1.5V of low
power consumption led to
Hitachi's pioneering work in large
capacity battery-operated
DRAMs.

This development will encour-
age the miniaturization of personal
equipment such as notebook-size
personal computers and portable
telephones.
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DIA
IEE Electronics Meetings
May 1991

fhe following meetings for May 1991 have been
I organised by the Electronics Division of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers (lEE). All meetings
will be held at the IEE, Savoy Place, London WC2,
unless otherwise stated.

Antenna radar cross section
Colloquium - Tuesday 7 May - 10.30am

This colloquium will review a broad range of topics
related to antenna RCS

Stgnal processing for the restoratlon of
degraded gramophone recordings
lecture by Dr J W Rayner (University of Cambridge)

- Wednesday 8 May - 5.30pm

The lecture will introduce and demonstrate the
processing techniques used to remove a number of
commonly occurring degradations such as surface
scratches an d various types of surface noise on early
gramophone recordings. Much of the processing is
based on the underlying theme of signal modelling
in which uncorrupted signal is used to determine the
parameters of a mathematical model describing the
signal. This model can then be used to replace
degraded segment of the original signal.

R&D in advanced communications
technologies - Race 2
Colloquium - Thursday 9 May - 10 30am

This meeting will advise and assist potential
participants in how to benefit from the European
Commission's imminent programme on
Telecomm unication s R&D.

Prospects for digital TV broadcasting
Colloquium - Monday 13 May - 1.00pm

The Colloquium will cover both the picture
compression, and RF emission aspects and will
attempt to provide a picture of how realistic the
prospects for digital television broadcasting really are.

Advances in analogue VISI
Colloquium - Tuesday 14 May - 10.30am

Presentations will cover novel CAD tools for analogue
chip design, GaAs analogue circuit-level design
techniques, the use of AI in automated analogue IC
design and the rapidly developing field of integrated
circuit neural networks. The programme will be
balanced with papers reflecting academic and
industrial research developments, current industrial
applications and design case studies

Digital sound: low bit rate coding for
broadcasting applications
L.ecture by Yves-Francois Dehery (CCETT) -Wednesday 15 May - 5.30pm

Recent advances in audio coding algorithms have
enabled high quality sound signals for broadcasting
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applications to be encoded to 64 to 128bit/s per
monophonic channel without noticeable impairment
to subjective quality. Some such codecs however may
have characteristics (such as a large processing delay)
that affect their ease of use in an operational environ-
ment. ln this lecture Yves-Francois Dehery will
describe and demonstrate the coding quality and
Simon Shute {E*BC) will describe the operational
requirements for such codecs.

Deslgn for testabillty
Colloquium - Thursday 16 May - 10.30am

This colloquium will update engineers on new
developments in this field.

EMC tn htgh integrity digital systems
Colloquium - Friday 17 May - 10.30am

This colloquium will address the issues concerned
with the effects of EMC on digital systems which are
safety critical or must exhibit integrity which is beyond
reproach for other reasons. Some of the measures
used in design to ensure the required degree of
integrity will be described and some methods of
recovery from error conditions will be discussed.

Digital audio signal processing
Colloquium - Wednesday 22May - 10.30am

This colloquium will survey research and recent
developments in digital signal processing as applied
to audio systems. Topics covered will include room
equalisation, PWM for power amplification, parallel
multiprocessor architectures for audio, and an
overview of current technology.

Adaptive interpolation in images
Colloquium - Tuesday 28 May - 10.00am

Adaptive interpolation methods are some of the most
widely used in image processing finding applications
in areas as diverse as high definition TV bandwidth
reduction, the concealment of lost image data, display
scan-rate conversion, a variety of low bit-rate image
coding algorithms and television standards
converslon.

This meeting will span allthese topics to give an
insight into the central role being played by recent
schemgs, such as motion-compensated interpolation.

Film for television: alive or dead?
Colloquium - Thursday 30 May - 9.30am

Broadcast TV has always relied on Motion Picture
Film as the prime medium for prestigious production,
documentaries, feature film presentation and
commercials, also in recent time, 'Pop videos' have
relied on film.

With the considerable developments in video
and film technology with the potential future of High
Definition Television, what does the future hold for
Motion Picture Film?
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An electronic
gaide to frre

prevention by
Vivian Capel

Detectors
t is a sad reflection on human society, that
more time and attention is devoted to defence
against other humans who are intent on doing
us harm, than to man's ag'E-old enemy fire.
Recent cases where elderly couples who had

intruder-proof steel doors erected, were bumt to death
when the fire services were unable to break through
in time, underline this point only too well.

Intruder alarm systems proliferate along with the
firms who install them, while security devices are to
be found in nearly allbusiness premises and in many
homes as well. Advice in magazines and in books as
to the various types and their suitability is readily
available.

In contrast, little is generally known about fire
detection and alarm systems, which types are best for
particular situations, and how a system should be
planned and installed. It is true that the chances of
being burgled are probably greater than that of having
a major fire, but the consequences of a fire are far
more catastrophic. It can involve loss of premises as
well is contents, and possibly, of life too. It is hoped
that this series of articles written specially for ETI will
go some way to remedying the situiation and provide
readers with what could prove to be life-saving
information.

Firstly then, we will take a look at the various
types of fire detector. There are three, each of which
responds to it particular fire- generated phemomena.
These are, the smoke detector, the heat detector and
the flame detector.

Smoke Detectors
There are two kinds of smoke detector. The first which
is based on opticalprinciples, relies on the Tindal effect
whereby light is scattered by the smoke particles. A
detecticih chamber is coated on the inside with a matt
black finish so there is no reflection of light from its
walls. A small infra-red radiator projects a pulsed beam
into the chamber, while an infra-red photo cell
detector looks into the chamber from a different angle.

Owing to the non-reflective interior, it sees nothing,
but if smoke enters the chamber, the particles reflect
some of the beam to the detector (Figure 1) . The effect
is rather like that of dust particles in a sunbeam. The
first few pulses are ignored so as to eliminate false
alarms due to dust, but subsequent ones trigger the
system.

Another type of smoke detector uses ionization
to detect the particles. It has a small radioactive source
which is usually Americium 241, that maintains a flow
of ions through the air in the detection chamber to a
pickup electrode (Figure 2). Smoke particles impede
the ion flow so that the current falls when smoke is
present. The drop is sensed by a comparator circuit
which signals it as an alarm condition.

A further type uses a set-up similar to that used
in many intruder alarms. It consists of an infrared
tansmitter and receiver facing each other at a distance
any drop in the radiation picked up by the receiver due
to smoke intervening anywhere along the path of the
beam, is interpreted as an alarm, but a delay is
incorporated so that momentary beam interruptions
due to other causes does not generate a false alarm.
Unlike the intruder alarm system, the transmitter and
receiver are mounted high up where smoke quickly
gathers but where the beam will not be broken by
human activity.

Heat Detectors
These sense temperature changes and can be either
mechanical or electronic. The mechanical ones use
a bimetallic strip consisting of two dissimilar metals
bonded together. Like the mechanicalthermostat, the
strip bends where the temperature increases due to
one metal expanding more than the other. At a certain
point it releases a latch which tilts it tube of mercury.
Contacts in the tube are thus immersed and an
external alarm circuit is completed. This arrangement
is more positive and certain compared to the normal
the normal metal contacts of the ordinary thermostat
which could become oxidized or corroded during a
long period of disuse.

Most heat detectors are now elechonic and they
can be of two different types, the fixed temperature
heat sensor and the rate-of-rise heat detector. Both
use a thermistor in which the resistance changes with
temperature.

With the fixed-temperature sensor, we find a
thermistor and resistor forming a potential divider that
is connected to one input of a comparitor. The other
input goes to a divider consisting of two resistors. As
the temperature rises, the potential difference between
the two inputs increases until at a set level it triggers
an output circuit into conduction, which in turn
activates the system alarm circuit. The temperature
at which this is set is usually 135oF
(57oC).Mechanical sensors are also usually set to this
temperature.

With the rate-of-rise detector. two thermistors are
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Fig. 1 a lnfra-red beam radiates into the matt black chamber
of an optical smoke detector; there is no reflection.

b lf smoke is present the photo-cell receives reflections.
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used, one in each divider, but one responds to
temperature change more slowly than the other
(Figure 3). If the temperature rise is gradual, they more
or less keep in step, and the potential difference
between the two comparator inputs is small. So rises
due to hot weather, or industrial heat do not affect it,
as these usually take a while to develop. When there
is a more rapid temperature rise the fast acting
thermistor leaves the other behind in its resistance
change, and a potential difference appears. A
response in generated when the rise is of the order
of 40oF (22ocl per minute.

It will be noticed that the slow thermistor has a

SOURCE Am 241

Fig. 2 lonization smoke detector. Current flows
through the ionized air between the
radioactive source and an electrode.
Smoke particles impede the flow and
reduce the current,

resistor shunted across it. This further modifies its
response so that at a certain point its resistance is
swamped by that of the shunt, and there is very little
overall change. Above this point, the circuit reacts
even if the rise has been slow, so the device then
behaves its a fixed-temperature sensor.

Flame detectors
The third type which is less often used, responds to
either the infra-red or ultra-violet light radiated by a
naked flame. As other sources of infrared are likely
to be around, the detector distinguishes and ignores

within this band.
So another possilble and unforseen effect ofthe

continued depletion of the Ozone layer could be a rash
of false alarms from fire systems, that is if we are in
any fit state to worry about them by then!

One of the first effects of most fires, long before
heat is generated to any extent and before even there
is much flame, is the production of smoke. As the
alarm should be initiated as soon as possible, smoke
detectors are the obvious choice. The optical detector
is a good choice for smouldering fires that generate
a lot of smoke such as those produced by burning
fabric, furnishings, PVC, and insulating materials in
electrical equipment.

Fires of materials that generate little smoke such
as gas, spirits, and solvents, are more quickly detected
with flame detectors or ionizing smoke detectors.
Where both these and smoke generating materials are
present, the ionizing smoke detector is the best choice.
It can detect the light, air impurities given off by both
types of material at a very early stage of the fire, even
before dense smoke appears. It is thus a good all-
round detector. Both types of smoke detect6r can
protect an area of approximately 1080 ft2 (100 m2)
around the device, depending on layout.

The infra-red beam-€an cover a much larger area
as the transmitter and receiver can be spaced up to
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300 ft (90 m) apart. Smoke generated at some 20ft
(6m) on either side of the beam will affect it, so a total
area of 12,000 ft2 (1080 m2) c.n be covered.

It is very elfective in detecting smoky fires, but
less so in responding to clean burning ones. However,
air turbulence caused by rising hot air and gases from
clean fires can produce variations in beam intensity.
One modelanalyses turbulence variation patterns and
triggers in alarm when the typical turbulance
frequencies irroduced by fire, thal is 2-20H2, are
present. It is thus effective for clean and smokey fires.

Where cleaning and machining is carried out
there is likely to be high levels of dust or other
pollutants in the air. Smoke detectors are unsuitable
here as they cannot distinguish between smoke and
dust, so false alarms would almost certainly result.
Rememberthat unlike an intruder alarm, the system
is not only on at night when work ceases and the air
is less contaminated, it is on 24 hours a day.
Furthermore, dust would collect inside the detection
chamber, especially with the ionizing detector,
necessitating frequent cleaning.

Other area#or which smoke detectors would be
unsuitable, are those subject to steam or other vapours
such as kitchens, bathrooms, Iaundries, garages and
paint-spray shops. The common domestic mis-
application is the kitchen, where the self-contained
domestic fire alarm that usually employs a smoke
detector, can often be found. A heat detector is the
better choice here.

Cold storage and refrigeration areas can generate
condensation which could also affect smoke
detectors, and for which the heat detector should be
used. In such conditions though, it may take a long
time for the temperature to rise from below freezing
to the 135o trigger level, by which time the fire could
have taken a firm hold. The best choice here then is

a rate-of-rise heat detector, as a temperature increase
will trigger the alarm even though the ambient
temperature is still low.

Another possible trouble source is a smoke
detector on a low ceiling in an area where tobacco is

smoked. This is less of a problem than it once was,
now the smoking habit is dying out, but it still could
appear in clubs, pubs or in some domestic situations.
An opticalsmoke detector is less likely to be triggered
than an ionizing detector which is sensitive to light
products of combustion such as tobacco smoke.
Alternatively heat detectors could be used. It is rather
ironical that the most effective detector cannot be
utilized at locations where the risk of fire is greatest.

BS 5839 Requirements
The BS 5839 which we shall be referring to it
subsequently, lays down the requirements for fire
alarm systems. Here we consider those relating to fire
detectors. The ionizing smoke detector contains a
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Fig. 3 With a rate-of-rise heat detector, there are two
thermistor/resistor networks. One thermistor is
shunted by a resistor so that its action is
slower than the other. With a slow rise of
temperature they keep in step, but a fast rise
leaves one behind so producing a \roltage
difference at the comparator.
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radioactive material, and health regulations require
notification to the Health authority, of such use in a
place of work. However, this is only the case if the
radio activity is greater than 4 MBq, and the dose rate
greater than 1pSV.h-1 at 100 mm. Most smoke
detectors using Americum 241 have a radiation level
much below this so no notification is required.

Self-contained smoke alarms are considered
only suitable for domestic use with single-family
dwellings, and should not be used for multiple
occupation or business premises.

It is necessary that detectors be removable for
cleaning and servicing, but if there is the possibility of
vandalism and malicious removal, it should be
possible only by using special tools.

Call points
Although not strictly detectors, manual call points
need consideration too. Detectors trigger the alarm
system at an early stage of a fire, whether the premises
are occupied or not. There may be an occasion
though when a fire is inadvertently started by
someone or discovered very soon after it has started.
Rather than wait for a detector to be triggered, it is
ohviously best for the alarm to be raised immediately,
and this is the function of the manual call point, It is
to the fire system what the panic button is to the
intruder alarm.

The normal construction is that of a press button
which is held in the depressed position by a glass face-
plate. In this position the switch is o,/c. In case of fire,
the glass must be smashed whereupon the button is
released and the switch contacts close. One model has
a microswitch that bears on the side of the glass and

so has no visible button to tempt vandals. It is released
when the glass is broken just as with the conventional
ones.

To reduce the risk of iniury when breaking the
glass, some are scored so that only light pressure is
needed to cleanly break it Others have a plastic
coating which prevents sharp slivers of glass flying free.
While any object such as a brick or an elbow can be
used, some have a small metal hammer on a chain
for the purpose, although this does seem to be inviting
trouble!

It may be wondered though, why go to this
trouble at alt? Why not simply have a button to be
pressed like the panic button of the intruder alarm
system? As manualcallpoints are installed in buildings
in public areas, a simple button would undoubtedly
receive the attentions of mischevious small (and not
so small) boys. Panic buttons are usually accessible
only to staff or in domestic situations, to members of
one's own family. The need to break the glass is some-
what of a deterrent to casual mischief-making, and it
seems to work as not many false alarms from manual
call points are reported.

According to the BS 5839, a manual call point
should trigger an alarm not more than 3 seconds after
being operated. The maximum distance from
anywhere in the building to a callpoint should be 100ft
(30m), but this should be less if inflammable materials
are being used.

Call points should be mounted 4ft 6ins (1.4m)
above floor level, should be clearly visible, and so
should be of contrasting colour to the background,
and clearly labelled. They should not be recessed into
a wall if approach may be made from the side as in
a corridor. Partial recessing is permissible providing
the visible side profile is not less than 750mmz.
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he miniaturisation of integrated circuits still
uses what can only be described as coarse
technology. Photomicrographs of inte-
grated circuits show rough edges, even
Iooking at a scale of many atoms Clear

advantages could be gained if individual atoms, or
very small groups, could be manipulated accurate)y
to produce smooth edged features

The aim of nanotechnology is to make machines
with dimensions measured in nanometres (10-9
rnetres), a requirement which presupposes the ability
to manipulate with accuracy individual atoms or small
molecules

There are two obvious approaches to this
problem - to build small machines which proceed
to assemble still smaller ones, and so on, or to start
by building molecules, and assembling them into the
desired machines.

Can this be done? In 1959 physicist Richard
Feynman observed that "the principles of physics, as
far as I can see, do not speak against the possibility
of manoeuvring things atom by atom". Since then
researchers have spelt out 'lBM' in single atoms, so
Feynman's deduction is vindicated.

The next question might be whether practical
machinery can result from such atomic manipulation.
We have some evidence that it can, because living
things use protein nanomachines for self-assembly.
In the cell, a nanomachine called a ribosome hundles
along RNA molecules building protein according to
the command steps encoded in the RNA. This is

analogous to a punched tape controlling a simple
automated assembly process.

This also answers another question about the
utility of nanomachines. We knowthatthey can build
structures ranging in size from simple molecules to
complete whales. Construction of a three-dimen-
sional integrated circuit should present no problem.

The Story So Far
Progress to date is limited but encouraging. Starting
from the macro scale and building smaller, "micro-
engineering" devices such as smart silicon sensors for
automotive use can be made. These are still made
using conventional techniques of lithography, though.
A Japanese nanomechanism project has produced
a single axis positioning mechanism using a linear
motor and a rolling ball guide, giving a positioning
accuracy of 1nm and a maximum speed of 200nm/s

Nanometric measurement is also important.
Workers at the National Physical Laboratory at
Teddington are reported to have devised instruments
able to measure down to 0 05nm

Imaging of structures consisting of individual
atoms is possible using a scanning tunnelling micro-
scope (stm), the device used by the IBM researchers
last year to print 'lBM' on xenon at liquid helium
temperatures, and to read back the image produced.

From the other end, it has so far not been poss-
ible to predict reliably how a protein molecule witlfold,
that is, what shape would be produced by assembling
a certain set of small molecule building blocks.
Research has been concerned with biological
molecules, and it is likely that initial nanotechnological
machines will be biochemical in nature. These
machines may then be used to assemble more robust
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devices using more suitable atoms.

Applications
What may take many people by surprise is the range
of possibilities that nanotechnological machines open
up. To make a molecrilar Babbage engine which runs
faster and uses less power than any electronic
processor we can now envisage is an obvious course.
Less obvious is the possibility of building a seamless
engine out of elements taken from (say) seawater, and
when the engine (with no flaws at all) is complete,
leave nanomachines secreted within it to repair
damage which may later occur.

Pollution could be cleaned up with minimal side
effects by couiitlEss nanomachines each removing an
atom at a time. In many cases the polluting byproducts
could be turned into useful items, or at least de-
composed into less dangerous forms for storage or
disposal

Medical nanomachines could totally eliminate
the need for surgery, while allowing routine recovery
from diseases and accidents which are currently fatal
Death would inevitably be pushed back. Befor€
cardiac resusciiation techniques, when your heart
stopped you were dead. Now the heart can be
restarted, and the patient can make a complete
recovery so long as the delay is brief enough to avoid

nihogen in the hope that their fatal illness can be crlred
in the future will be revived by nanomachines.'The
major problem with freezing is that crystallisation
damages cells beyond conventional recovery.
Nanomachines could repair these cells as revivaltook
place, and restore the structure of the brain.

For myself, I look forward to the day when
nanodentistry can remove the metal from my teeth
and replace it with proper tooth.

Problems
Inevitably, snags exist First of all, limitations may
become apparent, so that not all of the imagined
applications are possible. Secondly, and more
seriously, accidents and abuses are possible.

One such, the .grey goo' scenario, assumes that
nano-assemblers simply replicate using all available
raw materials and energy, until nothing is left except
nanomachines. This is unlikely, but cannot so far be
shown to be impossible.

Nanoplagues could be used in warfare, and the
only defence would seern to be further nanomachines
to counter the plague. It may be, of course, that in the
future everyone will routinely be injected with medical
nanomachines to keep them healthy, and that these
will automatically confer considerable resistance to
nanowarfare. Still, it would do well to attempt to avoid
problems befbre they occur. What we need to do is
to develop nanotechnology as soon as possible, and
to use it with discretion. The more technologically
aware people consider these matters, the more likli-
hood that we can reap the benefits of this technology
without suffering serious problems.

In the second part to
this series, Andrew
Armstrong examines
the extremely small
world of
Nanotechnology.
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This month Paul
Coxwell examines the
concept of Inductance
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Fig.l The magnetic field around a coil

ffin ffiasfcs

t this point in the series you should have
a good knowledge of basic electrical
circuits. Back in part 2 we examined the
link between magnetism and electricity,
and saw that a magnetic field is gener-

ated around a current-carrying conductor. The
existence of this field can be proven by placing a small
compass next to the conductor. The electromagnet
is a device which puts this field to good use. If a wire
is wound into a coi[, the magnetic field surrounding
each turn of the conductor combines with those next
to it. This results in a much stronger magnetic field
surrounding the coil (Figure. 1).

The magnetic field may be shengthened by
increasing the current flowing through the coil or by
adding extra turns to the coil. The amount of magnetic
power available is called the magneto-motive force
(MMF) and is measured in ampere-turns. For
example, if a current of 2A is passed through a 10-turn
coil of wire, the MMF is 20 ampere-turns. The same
MMF could also be obtained by passing 1A through
a 10{urn coil, or 0.5A through a 40-turn coil. Air is

ARMATURE

ARROWS INDICATE THE MOVEMENT OF
ARMATURE WHEN RELAY IS ENEBGISED

Fig.2 The Relay

not one of the best conductors of magnetic lines of
flux, and practical electromagnets are wound with a
soft iron core. This core concentrates the magnetic
field and the resulting electromagnet can be used in
a variety of applications. One application is that of the
relay (Figure 2). A relay can be thought of as a remote
switch;jnstead of a small lever being used to open or
close the switch contacts, an electromagnet is
employed instead. When a current is passed through
the coil it generates a magnetic field. This field causes
the relay's armature to be pulled down, thus activating
the contacts.

Relays are available in many different sizes, from
miniature types intended for remote-conhol of models
right up to industrial power relays that are capable of
switching very powerful equipment on and off. The
relay allows current flow in one circuit to control
another, without there being any direct electrical
connection between the two. It is, for instance, a
common requirement to be able to remotely control
a very large electric motor. The cables that supply
power to the motor may need to be very thick in order
to carry the high current; to run such cables over
several hundred yards would be impractical, not to
mention very expensive. If a relay is fitted at the motor
site, however, much lighter wires can be used to
connect to the relay' s coilto provide remote control.
Figure 3 shows another way in which electromagnets

Fig.3 The Electric Bett

are used: a common electric bell. Notice that the bell
also has a pair of contacts, just like the relay, only this
time they form part of the circuit to the coils
themselves. When power is applied, the coils generate
a magnetic field which attracts the armature, causing
it to strike the bell gong. At the same time, the
movement of the armature has opened the switch
contacts, thus removing power to the coils. A spring
returns the armature to its former position, which
closes the contacts and applies power to the coils once
again. The whole process is repeated severaltimes a
second, with the result that the gong is repeatedly hit
to produce a continuous ringing sound.

The relay and the electric bell are just two
examples of the way in which a coil may be used to
control external events by way of the generated
magnetic field. There is another important aspect of
the coil, however, in that it can influence the circuit
of which it forms a part. This property is called
inductance.

Inductance
Recall that when a conductor is moved across a
magnetic field (or vice versa), a current is induced.
This is the converse relationship to a current causing
a magnetic field to be generated. Thinking carefully
about the construction of a coil (Figure 4), as cuffent
through the coil increases, a magnetic field is formed
around each loop of the coil. As this field expands,
it cuts across neighboring turns of the coil, and induces



a current in those turns. Each turn of wire forms part of
the same conductor, so the induced current will either
aid or oppose that already flowing depending on
whetherthefield isrisingorfalling. This action is known
as self-inductance.

Application of the left and Right-hand Rules
shows that the induced current opposes the original
current, and the induced voltage is called a counter-
EMF, because it istryingto counteractthe applied EMF
It is importantto rememberthatthis self-induction takes
place only when the current through the coil is
changing; when the currentreaches a constant levelthe
magnetic field around each loop stops expanding, so
there is no relative movement between the field and
neighbouring loops.

A coil not only opposes any increase in current -
it also opposes any decrease in current. As the supply
current decreases, the magnetic field around each loop
ofthe coil starts to collapse, cutting across neighboring

Fig.4 Self lnductance in a coil

Ioops as it does so. Self induction takes place once
again, but this time the induced EMF aids the applied
EMF , so the coil tries to keep the current from
decreasing.

Figure 5 shows the action of a coil, or inductor.
in a simple circuit. The first diagram shows a circuit
which should now be familiar: a battery, switch, and
load resistor. When the switch is operated, current
through the resistor rises almost instantaneously to a
value determined by Ohm's Law, as shown in the
graph. When the switch is moved back to its original
position, current stops flowing straight away - the
power source has been removed and a resistor has
no way to store power. The second part of the diagram
shows how the circuit responds when an inductor
(coil) is used. When the battery is connected to the
resistor and coil, current starts to flow. As this current
builds up, self-induction in the coil tends to oppose
the flow of current. The counter-EMF generated is not
strong enough to stop the increase in current, but it
does slow it down considerably. The result is that
current increases much more slowly than it did in the
purely resistive circuit. Current is limited to a specific
value by the resistor, and once it reaches that level self-
induction ceases. Note the way in which the current
increases: quickly at first and then more slowly.

When the switch is moved to its other position
power from the battery is removed anci the resistor is
connected as a load across the coil. Self-induction
causes the coil to oppose the decrease in current, with
the result that current drops gradually rather than
instantaneously.

As with any other electrical property, it is
necessary to be able to specify how much effect a
given coil will have upon a circuit, and the unit for
measuring inductance is the Henry. There are two
new symbols to remember: 'l- for inductance (it is also
used to labelcoils on schematic diagrams) and 'H'for
Henry. The definition of the Henry is that it is the
amount of inductance which will cause an EMF of 1V
to be induced when the current changes at a rate of
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lApersecond ln otherwords, a lH coilwillgenerate
its own EMF of 1V if the supply current changes from,
say, 2A to 3A in one second.

The value of the induced EMF is not often
required for most work, however, and a more useful
measurement is that known as the time constant of a

circuit. The time constant is the period of tinre it takes
for the curreni to increase to 63.ZVo of its maximum
value. ln Figure 6, the maximum current value is
calculated using Otrm's Law - the result is 100mA.
The amount of time taken between the closure of the
switch andthe currentreachingalevel of 63 2mA (i e
63.2% of 100mA) is the time constant

The time constant can be calculated by way of a

simple formula which states that the time is directly
proportional to the inductance and inversely
proportional to the resistance in the circuit l'he time
constant can be lengthened by increasing the ir-rduct-
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Fig.5 lnductance in a DC circuit

FROM OHM'S LAW:

l=E/R=10V/1OOR=100mA

TIMECONSTANIT: L/R

so

r = L/R = 10H/100R = 01 SECOND

0 TIME-l
0 lsec

Fig.6 Time constant in an LR circuit
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diminish by 63.2% of its original value (or, to put it
another way, the length of time it takes for the current
to drop to 36.87o of its starting value) We have
covered some important concepts in the preceding
section, so it is worth pausing for a moment to
recapitulate Herc are the important points to
remember: Inductance always opposes a change in
current; increasing supply current causes self-
induction to generate a counter-EMF; decreasing
supiply current causes self-induction to generate an
aiding EMF; an inductor stores energy in the form of
a magnetic field.

Inductance In AC Circuits
So far we have seen how inductance affects DC

circuits by delaying the build-up of current to its
maximum value In an AC circuit, the situation
becomes a little more complex.

Figure 7 shows a simple AC circuit consisting of
just one load resistor and a power source. The graph
should look familiar - it is the one we used last month
to examine power in AC circuits. Notice how the
voltage and current curves, E and I, are in phase with
each other (i.e. they both reach their positive peak at
the same time, both cross the zero point at the same
time, and so on). Recall that the power curve never
goes negative, because the product of two negative
values (E and I) is always a positive value.

ance or reducing the resistance. Notice that the time
constant is affected by the entire circuit, not just the
coil itself. In the circuit shown, the current through the
coil will reach63.2Vo of its maximum value in one-
tenth of a second.

The measurement of the time constant also
applies when current through the coil is decreasing.
It is the period of time it takes for the current to

In Figure 8 the resistor has been replaced by an
inductor. Look closely at the voltage and current curves
and you will see thatthey are 90o out ofphase - as E
reaches its negative peak, for instance, I is just crossing
zero on its way to the negative peak. We can say either
that the current lags the voltage by 90o or that the
voltage leads the current by 90 o. The descriptions are
equivalent and are justtwo differentways of sayingthe
same thing The reason for this phase shift is the self-
inductance ofthe coil. The phase ofthe source voltage
is determined by the power supply, but the inductor
causes the current to lag behind. The graph in Figure
8 also shows how the power curve would appear.
When voltage and current are both positive or both
negative, the resulting product (P) is positive. When
either E or I is positive and the other is negative, the
power curve drops below zero. As has been already
stated, a negative power levelimplies thatthe circuit is
supplying power instead of consuming it. During the
positive parts of the powercyclethe inductoriscreating
an expanding magnetic field. During the negative
portions, the magnetic field is collapsing and returning
its energy to the circuit.

You will see that the power curve is symmetrical
and centered on zero, so its average level is, therefore,
zero. This leads to an important fact: A purely
inductive circuit, such as the one shown, does not
consume any power. All the power taken to create a

CURRENT AIID VOLTAGE

Fig.7 Resistive AC circuit

Fig.8 lnductive AC circuit

CURBENT LAGS VOLTAGE BY 9OO

VOLTAGE LEADS CURRENT BY 90'
AVEBAGE POWER = O



magnetic field around the coil is returned when the
field collapses.

Inductance opposes the flow of alternating
current but not direct current. In a DC circuit the
current will eventually build up to its maximum value,
but in an AC circuit the polarity of the supply voltage
has changed before the current has had time to reach
that same level. The inductor may be considered to
have a special kind of 'resistancd to alternating current
only. To avoid confusion, this opposition to the flow
of AC ls called reactance, and when applied to coils

it is called inductive reactance (you will come across
another type of reactance later in this series).
Reactance is not constant for any particular coil - it
varies with the frequency of the alternating current.
If the frequency of the AC suppty is increased, the
current does not have as much time to increase before
the supply voltage changes polarity. The result is that
current decreases as frequency increases, or to put it
more formally, inductive reactance is directly
proportional to frequency. The inductance value of
the coil itself also affects the amount of reactancel
more inductance gives a longer time constant for the
circuit, thereby preventing current from increasing so
rapidly. Inductive reactance, therefore, is also directly
proportional to inductance.

The symbolforreactance is'X' and when referrinq
to inductivereactance itis usualto addthe subscript'[
to avoid confusion. Like resistance, reactance is
measured in ohms, and the formula for calculatinq
inductive reactance is shown in Figure 9. For mosi
practical purposes it is accurate enough to take n as
3.14. The example shows a 2H inductor connected
directly acroi"fl l20Y 6OHz supply. Applying the
formula for Xl gives an inductive reactance of 753.6
ohms. Although Ohm's Law is stated in terms of
cufient, voltage, and resistance, it may also be applied
to current, voltage, and reactance. The currentflowing
in the circuit may be calculated by dividing the
reactance into the supply voltage. The result is a current
of approximately 159mA. One may be tempted to
multiply the supply voltage and current together in
order to calculate the power dissipation - doing so
gives aresult of just over 19 watts. We have already seen
that an inductive circuit does not in theory consume
any power. The explanation of this problem forms the
basis of next month's installment.
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John Linsley-Hood airs
his views on the great
audio component
debate.
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electtonic
components

Is it rcaLLy all in
the mind?

ne of the most contentious areas of
contemporary debate in the field of
audio is whether the components
used in constructing the circuitry, or
used in joining complete bits together,

can or do have an effect on the final sound quality of
the system

The protagonists in this debate tend to be divided
as much by what they do for a living as by their natural
scepticism or open-mindedness, with the professional
designers and engineers tending mainly to a

determined view that it is a lot of nonsense that any
'passive' component - provided that it is not inappro-
priate to its job, faulty or overloaded - will influence
the final audio quality.

Their opponents, who tend in the main to be
either journalists working for the 'Hi-Fi' magazines, or
lay'hi-fi enthusiasts wiih an inclination to experiment,
tend to be equally resolute in their view that individual
components, cables, or constructional materials, do
indeed have an important effect, an idea which is

enthusiastically supported by the commercial
suppliers of exotic and expensive 'super grade
components... well, they would, wouldn't they?

As ever, in such debates, there is some truth on
both sides of the argument, which is a point I think
worth exploring. So I will look at the case of the 'hi-fi'
enthusiasts first.

Components do!

My recollection is that, in the days before transistors,
and other suchlike unnaturalodditles, 'audio enthus-
iasts listened fairly contentedly to their hardware, and
their debates about sound quality were mainly
concerned with whether an open baffle, or a torner
horn'loaded speaker unit would give the most natural
sound, and whether, a closed-box 'infinite baffle'
system could give more than a muffled boomy
confusion of noise.

There were bands of devotees to the products of
the various loud speaker manufacturers, Goodman,
Celestion, Elac, Tannoy, Stentorian, Wharfedale, and
so on. For the record, in those days, I was a

preferences were usually just attributed to a slightly
comic eccentricity, or perhaps to the possession of
tloth ears', by the supporters of the other camps.

Occasionally the field of debate would extend
into the more esoteric areas of circuit design. On the
valve front it was about triode or ultra-linear output
stage connections, or the respective merits of possible
push-pull'phase-splitter' circuits, or f ixed or tathode'
bias. However, the debate remained amicable, and
as newer and better components were introduced,
they were welcomed and used without hesitation -
but then, alas, along came transistors.

The advent of the 'solid state'
The decade of the 1950s saw the emergence and
development of the transistor from a laboratory
curiosity, mainly confined to the United States, into
a useful and reliable electronic circuit component,
which, at least so far as factory instrumentation was
concerned, made it more possible for the instrument
engineers desire to 'fit and forget'. However, people
have an innate wish to experiment and explore, and
before very long, transistor audio amplifiers began to
appear.

At first, these weren't very good, and people
didn't expect very much from them They lent
themselves to convenient and relatively drop-proof
portable bedside radio sets, which worked from small
and inexpensive dry batteries, and were fine for
listening to the news, but they clearly weren't in
competition with the domestic'hi-fi' audio system.
This convenient differentiation of roles also didn't last.

Solid-state hi-fi began to appear, and with it the
beginning of the parting of the ways between the
engineers and the audio enthusiasts
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The proud designers of these early solid-state hi-fi
units, and the advertising agencies who worked for
their employers, proclaimed their achievements - a
ruler flat frequency response ftom 2OHz to 20kHz,
and a total distortion below 0.1% at fulloutput power!
Overall, a performance which "surpassed the best of
the bulky, inefficient, valve designs, and which
brought new standards of audio fidelity into the
home'.(l quote!) What more could one ask, except,
perhaps, that they should be nice to listen to!

The truth, sad to tell, was that these early
transistor audio amplifier designs sounded quite nasty.
The THD and frequency response data did not tell
anything like the whole story. They ignored the
unacceptably high amounts of low-level trossover
distortion making the sound hard and thin. Miserable

transient response and load stability characteristics
made the sound so strident being consequent upon
the improper use of negative feedback to hy to
straighten out the distortions resulting from poor circuit
design -and the unsuspected presence of llew-rate
limiting' - which could momentarily blot out whole
chunks of programme, following signal tansients. This
was simply due to bad feedback loop stabilisation
procedures.

To use a phrase borrowed from a distinguished

colleague, this allowed the subjectivists to get their
foot in the door'. Their case was that the engineers had
said their designs were good, and quoted
specifications to prove it, but anyone who cared to
listen could tellat once their designs were rotten. The
moral of this must be, don't take any notice of what
the engineers say, just believe your own ears - or
better stillthe ears of the expeiencedcontributors to
your favourite 'Hi-Fi' magazine.

As each of these were overlooked, technical
faults were revealed by the invesflgations of other
engineers - their colleagues would mainly admitthe
error of their ways, and strive to do better, until yet
another previously unforseen drawback was revealed.

Uncovering and correcting the design problems
did have the effect of making solid-state audio designs
a lot better, and by the 1970s most of the
contemporary transistor audio amplifiers had
achieved a good standard - indeed I recall testing
a few high quality, and widely respected, valve
amplifiers somewhere around 1972, using the criteria
I currently applied to transistor designs, and finding
that the actual test performance of the valve designs
was not anywhere near as good as I had expected.

Nevertheless, they sounded quite well - not to
my mind, any different to a good transistor amplifier,
but then the human ear is very tolerant in its
acceptance of artificially reproduced sound, provided
there is nothing really nasty lurking in the background.

However, the effect on the non-technical user.
cf the continuing exploration of solid-state design
problems, was mainly to give support to the subject-
ivists bnly believe your own ears'campaign, though
it also gave a boost to the 'back to valves' brigade, since
the equally real problems which existed with valve
designs were not much explored or publicised.

This feeling about the untrustworthiness of
specifications, and the cloth-eared bigotry of
engineers, gained ground because most of the 'Hi-Fi'
fraternity who were concerned with audio standards
were listeners rather than circuit designers, and there
wasn't a lot that they could do about it themselves
other than to be selective in their purchases,

JI
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Fig. 1 Measured impedance of 3-way studio monitoi LS (nominally 8Rl.
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Wires are wires are wires, or are
they?
This situation changed abruptly, when some bright
spark observed that changing the wires between the
amplifier and the loudspeaker could improve (alter?)
the sound of the system. For the first time, here was
something the user could do for himself, without the
need to delve into the mysteries of his hardware, and
with little danger of doing anything harmful or
irreversible, if the results were unsatisfactory.

For a period following this observation, there was
a spate of suggestions for 'super' connecting wires,
ranging from massive, solid-drawn conductors to
multi-strand 'Litz' wfte, which was designed to have
a low impedance at very high (radio) frequencies,
though it would be pretty wellidentical in impedance
to any wire of equivalent copper cross-sectional area
at lower (audio) frequencies.

Afriend of mine, who
has a professional interest
in human psychology,
points out that people
usually get a great degree
of satisfaction from making
their own contribution to
the systems they employ,
and so in this case, there
would be a considerable
temptation for them to be-
lieve that some benefit
really did arise from some-
thing which they them-
selves had done - especi-
ally if there was a degree of
novelty involved, whether
or not any improvement
had, in reality occurred.

A rational explan-
ation for this 'speaker cable effect', where it occurred,
was given by James Moir, in an excellent article in Hi-
Fi News, (May 1979), in which he pointed out among
other things, that loudspeaker units do not provide
a constant load impedance, but rather in the case of
a multiple driver unit of contemporary type, the sort
of impedance curve I have shown in Figure 1.

It stands to reason that, if the loudspeaker cables
have a series resistance which is significant in respect
to the overall impedance, the amount of power
delivered to the drive unit, and consequently the
outputsound level, will vary as the impedance of the
drive unit changes with frequency. So it is sensible to
make sure that the cable resistance is small in relation
to the lowest actual impedance offered by the
loudspeaker.

At about this time an older generation of
equipmemt reveiwers; who had based their
judgments on instrument tests assisted by critical
listening trials based on classical music played at low
to medium sound levels; were succeeded by younger
men, who mainly based their performance
assessments on 'pop music, played at much higher
levels. Predictably, their prelerred drive units were
those which would give an exciting reproduction of
string bass, and these by pure coincidence, happened
to have a very low dynamic impedance, (perhaps less
than 2 Ohms), at certain critical parts of the audio
range. At these impedance and power levels, not only
were low impedance cables very important, if output
power was not to be lost, but also those amplifiers
which could drive such low impedance loads showed
up much better than those which could not, and this
factor greatly outweighed all considerations of such
tr'ivia as low THD or IM distortion.

I appreciate that I am likely to be denounced by

the PFPS, (the picoBel and femtoBel protection
society), but, in normal situations, small changes in
loudness level are unlikely to be noticed, and
differences in the overall frequency respons e are even
more hard to detect by ear, so if the cable resistance
is less than 10% of the loudspeaker impedance, that
is probably adequate. For this application, a 7m con-
necting lead having a resistance of 0.034
ohms/mehe, (James Moir's quoted value for standard
1/1.13mm mains wiring cable), is likely to be quite
satisfactory.

However, there are other considerations, of
which the first is just what source impedance did the
loudspeaker designer take as his reference in
designing his reproducer. Loudspeaker design is still
nearly as much an art as a science, and a lot of final
'tweaking' in the evolution of the system willprobably
have been done with a specific source impedance,
which certainly wasn't zercj ohms

There is also a more sinister reason for the
differences which may arise - feedback loop instab-
ility. Over the years I have tested quite a few
commercial audio amplifiers, and an even larger
number of published amplifier circuit designs, which
I have built out of interest or curiosity, and I know it
is not at all uncommon for quite stable amplifiers with
a pure resistive load, or a simulated 'reactive' load
consisting of a resistor in parallel with one or two
microfarad to burst into oscillation when the load
capacitance is in the range O.5- 22n.

This is just the sort of capacitance value which
some of the expensive, interwoven 'super cables' can
present to the loudspeaker output terminals, so in
some cases-changing the cables will undoubtedly
have made a difference - the unlucky amplifier will
now be oscillating merrily. If the amplifier had a bit of
crossover distortion, a bit of low-level HF oscillation
might get rid of this, by straightening out the kink, like
the 'bias' waveform in a tape recorder.

Perhaps, if the oscillation is a bit more vigorous,
warming up the output transistors may make the
crossover kink a bit smaller anyway, so the
experimenter may be quite right when he claims that
the new cables 'improved the sound quality' A better
designed amplifier, in the first place, might have been
a preferable solution.

But don't forget the contacts
Some years ago, I made a distortion meter and an
oscillator to go with it. It would operate when all was
well, down in the range of 0 0001% THD, over the
range 100H2 to 10kHz. I said 'when all was well'
because this bit of kit abruptly brought me up against
the snag that one could only get anywhere near the
potentialperformance of the system when allthe cable
and meter range switching contacts were scrupulously
clean.

Using cheap and cheerful plugs and sockets led
to a situation where disconnecting and reconnecting
the same contact pair would give a different answer
every time. If any current was passed through them,
the results could be appalling, adding noise to the
distortions due to the metal,/oxide rectifying action of
the contacting faces. Gold plated contacts, if
scrupulously clean, gave more reproducible results,
but were still variable in their contact effectiveness.

Allthis was at levels below 0 005%, meaning this
effect would probably be quite inaudible in the
presence of the 0.5-2% THD associated with most
of the then available programme sources. But then
I thought of the cheap tinned copper fuse holders in
the loudspeaker circuits of quite up-market audio
amplifiers, and the equally rough and ready fuses
poked into them, and they might pass an ampere or
two of audio output currents. Perhaps the 'super
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componenf vendors might do a more worthwhile job
selling super fuses and super holders than in selling
polypropylene film capacitors.

But what about the capactors?
Throughout the whole of my life in electronics, the
capacitor has loomed large as a source of problems,
and even now, though greatly improved, it is gener-
ally a pooer component compared to a resistor, or any
one of the family of solid state devices.

Gking them by and large, capacitors can present
any one of the spurious parasitic effects I have
illustrated in Figure 2.lnthe case of the electrolytics,
they will suffer from leakage resistance, which is non-
linear, asymmetric and variable in its value according
to the instantaneous voltage across it. They will also
suffer from a significant amount of series resistance
and inductance. Tantalum bead types, especially,
have a relatively high value of dielectric loss, which
can absorb energy in a complex manner, a defect
which offsets their many advantages.

Non-polar film dielectric types are better, though
bulkier for the same capacitance and likely to have a
higher series parasitic inductance. However, these also
suffer more from dielectric hysteresis, and 'stored
charge'effects, more particularly in the case of rigid,
biaxially oriented, films like polyester and polypropy-
lene than in the case of the more limp, solution cast,
polystyrene, polycarbonate and polysulphone
dielectrics.

The skilled circuit designer needs to know the
strengths and weaknesses of the capacitor types avail-
able, and specify the correct one for each position,
since some places, such as that of a DC blocking
capacitor in a negative feedback loop, can be quite
critical, whereas a supply-line bypass component is

much less so.
Fortunately most of the parasitic effects in non-

polar capacitors are only troublesome at very low or
very high frequencies, usually well outside the audio
range.

If the designer of a circuit has spent some time
and thought in deciding just which component type.
of the multitudes available, would be the best for any
given position, it is unlikely that he will be pleased to
be told that some more expensive substitute
component will improve his design. If it really does,
then he hasn't done his design job correctly.

One must remember the old adage that a good
engineer can do for a shilling what any dam'fool can
do for ten poundsl Cost effectiveness is also part of
the job.

Components dont!
The design of high quality audio amplifiers is a tricky
business, with a lot of pitfalls awaiting the unwary,
which is probably why there aren't a lot of good
designers around. The problem is usually one of
achieving, simultaneously, a good steady state (sine
wave) performance and a good transient (square
wave) response - especially with an awkward LS-
type load

One of the essential characteristics of a good
design, if it is to be more than a bne-off, is that it should
be tolerant of small variations in the characteristics of
the components used in its assembly. It really isnt any
good at all if a circuit will only work with components
precisely tailored to the design, and fortunately this
situation doesn't often arise.

Nevertheless, it is prudent on the part of the
designer to determine by analysis what effects will
occur as a result of inadvertent errors in component
specification, and to keep well away from critical
performance boundaries. If he has done his design
work well, all units within a batch will be very similar
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in performance, and all within the basic performance
specification.

If changing any component for another of
nominally identical specification makes a measurable
change in performance, then either the design is not
a workmanlike effort, or one or both of the
components is defective. If the ear of the listener can
detect an effect which cannot be measured, then
either the listener is deceiving himself or the engineer
is looking for the effect in the wrong place, or with the
wrong kind of instrument.

But can one measure audible
differences anyway?
I am well aware that I differ in my views from many
of my fellow engineers, on the score of performance
measurements, mainly because I believe that most of
the residualproblems of audio system design concern
errors in the handling of discontinuous waveforms,
whereas my peers seem mainly to concern themselves
with continuous, 'steady statd effects, in respect of
which we have achieved a very high standard of perf-
ormance anyway.

Where I do not differ is in the need to measure.
Progress cannot be made just on the basis that a
certain circuit arrangement, or a certain component
type 'sounds betteri This approach leads to too many
uncertainties, like whether it will sound better after
dinner, or whether I have got a cold in the head, or
how much have temperature changes effected the fre-
quency response of the loudspeaker units or the
gramophone pick-up cartridge, or whether there is an
unseen accumulation of gunge on a pick-up stylus or
replay head.

At least, in the test laboratory, the instruments
can be made to check each other, and the extent of
variability in readings can be determined. Sometimes
measurable effects can reproducibly affect the quality
of the sound, even when their presence is too small

for it to seem likely, or where they relate to operating
conditions which one feels will not arise. In these
cases, one must note these facts {or future reference
and investigation.

In other cases, known defects are overlooked by
the ear, when commonsense urges that they should
be clearly audible; like the fact that an audio quality'
perfectionist can live with a pick-up cartridge which
gives more than 1% harmonic distortion, over an
important part of the frequency spectrum.

There is a lot we know already, and there are
things we still need to know, but one thing is certain,
our progress will be made in the laboratory, with
instruments and with measurements and
computation, even if we still need to be told
occasionally that we haven't yet achieved perfection

- but then, we never will.
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Fig. 2 Possible parasitic components present in normal
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Pro gram m able T[rne/Alarm
Generator

+ 5-9V

The programmin g requires just 10 resistors giving
a different value for each note, or 10 preset resistors
which can be adjusted for different sequences. One
other resistor controls the speed of operation.

Preset resistors are adjusted to give each required
note and the maximum resistance gives the highest
pitch. R2 controls the speed (tempo) of the notes, and
can be replaced with a 100k preset to make speed
variable. All 10 notes arerepealed sequentially. The
totalcost of the main circuit is around f2.15, including
battery clip and tansducer (microphone element used
in reverse), but not including stripboard.

lf the flashing LED is not required, then this can
be achieved by omitting R5 and LEDl. The circuit in
Figure 3 shows how to trigger the alarm from a logic
circuit. LS1 is an 8-80R miniature loudspeaker, or a

600R dynamic microphone element as used in the
prototype.

Remember to observe CMOS static precautions
with IC2 (4017 counter).

It works like this. A low frequency square wave is
generated by one half of the 556 timer IC which is used
to drive the 4017 counter. This produces a positive
output at each of it's outputs sequentially. Resistors, in
series with these outputs limit the output voltages to
various levels. They are wired together via diodes to
one output which thus varies it's voltage step by step
according to the resistors chosen. This output is used
to modulate atone generatorformed with the second
half of the 556IC.

The LED is driven in opposite phase to the low
frequency square wave which drives the counter.
S Yousaf, Slough.

fhis is a hardware programmable tune/alarm
I generator capable of playing 10 notes repeatedly.

It is a very simple, low-cost circuit based around 2 ICs
(prototype uses 2 x 555 ICs instead of 1 x 556).(t)
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Reducing Electrical trnterference
OnAMRadio
f,tlanv of us are affected by interference to radio
IYlr"i"ption of AM signals: my own interest in DX
(long distance) reception of long, medium and short
wave was seriously curtailed for some time by a neigh-
bour's faulty central-heating thermostat and by time-
base harmonics generated by several neighbouring
television sets. Various other forms of domestic
interference can ruin reception of even fairly local
signals, especially if one lives in a block of flats or a
terrace of houses.

Having tried several alternative aerial systems, I

arrived at the one described here, which gave quite
amazingresults. In my own case, I decidedto make use
of a redundant 405-line television dipole located in the
loft but first changed its polarity to horizontal. The
existing coaxial downlead, which emerges from a gap
in the roof-tiles and comes down the outside of the
house, was split at a convenient point nearto the radio
receiverthat it nowfeeds; just afewfeet awayfromthe
aerial input and earth terminals. The two free ends of



the downlead were fitted with coaxial connectors to
enable connection to the device which must then be
madefrom a separate piece of coaxialcable ab out2feel
long (Figure 1).

The device is simply a convenient method of
switching the downlead so that the entire screening
braid is either used to complete a normal dipole
arrangement (Figure 2) orisbroken sothatmostof the
braid andthe dipole armsbecome one'long wire'aerial
(Figure 3) . A linking capacitive effect (C) is provided by
the insulated gap between the inner and outer
conductors of the coaxial downlead.

Figure 1 shows how the braiding at one end of the
device is cut back, well away from one coaxial
connector; the braiding at the opposite end is

connected to the shell ofitsconnector in the usual way.
A smalltoggle-switch is then fitted at the open-circuit
end of the braiding, one connection to the braiding and
one connection to the connector shell. The latter
connection can be made by securely tie-wrapping a
piece of stripped-back wire to the shell and then
covering it tightly with insulating tape. If a smalltoggle-
switch is used, both the switch and the connections can
be neatly taped to the 2feetlength of cable with only
the toggle arm showing and free to be switched. A
coating of clear adhesive can then be added to improve
the appearance andto provide extra physical strength.

At times of either minimal or no interference, the
switch can be used in the bff position so thatthe coaxial
downlead outside the house functions. with the two

HORIZONTAL DIPOLE

DOWNLEAD
TOTALLY
SCREENED
ANO EARTHED

CO,AXIAL INSERT
AS SHOWN lN Fis 1

Fig.2

OUTER
INSULATION

/

LINKED TO
BRAIDING

APPROXIMATELY 2't OF CO-AXIAL CABLE

ONLY THIS
PORTION OF
DOWNLEAD
SCREENED
AND EARTHED

Fis. 3

dipole arms capacitively linked together, as a very
efficient long-wire antenna for all bands. The shorter
screened lead remaining atthe receiver aerialand earth
terminals reduces any nearby inlerterence.lf severe
interference recommences, putting the switch to the

bn' position reconnects the entire screening allthe way
to the loft dipole. This almost eliminates interference
but reduces signal levels on long and medium waves.
Short-wave signals are at worst, slightly reduced in
strength but are actually increased atsome frequencies
where the dipole dimensions are appropriate for
resonance. Readers may preler toreplacethe television
dipole with a larger wire dipole, cut to resonate in the
bands of their choice. It must be sited well away from
any known source of interf.erence.
Ivor Nathan, [.ondon

RainAlarm. NoRain
- No Power Drain
f herain detectoroperates on the principle of an elec-
I tronic switch which in this case is a single transistor.

The base circuit is normally open circuited. The switch
contacts being open lines of interleaving tracks on the
sensor board. The resistor in series with the base limits
the maximum cunentto a s#e value when one or more
of the lines are shorted by rain drops The diode, placed
in series with the emitter lead protects the transistor
againstaccidental reversal ofthe polarity ofthe battery
feeding the circuit.

The circuit detects rain as soon as the first rain drop
falls on the sensor board. The sensor is constructed
using high density strip board made of epoxy glass or
SRBP with copper tracks spaced at 0.1 in. Alternate
tracks are connected in parallel to form an interlaced
comb structure. The area of the sensor is not critical
Any size from 50x70mm to 75x100mm will do.
Larger areas can be used bearing in mind that lt is the
firstrain drop, per sensor area used, that is detected and
the sensor board must be perfectly dry. A damp board
willproduce some leakage current which may set off
the alarm. An adjustment for the sensitivity was
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thought to increase the complexity ol the circuit, and
demand some stand by power.

The audible transducer can be replaced by an
LED, relay or any other indicating device if required.
J R Norwicki, Marlborough
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Simple Hand
Switch
f his simple inexpensive arrangement lends itself to
I applications where a momentary operation hand

held push button switch is required. Construction is
straightforward. Wire one side of a miniature SPNO
push switchto the centre conn ector oI ar/q" mono jack
plug and the other side to the common connector, the
latter mustbe reduced in length to allow switch fitting.
Securethe jackplugcap in place usingthe switch fixing
hardware. A suitable length of two-core cable,
extendible cordage being one option, is soldered to a
1/4tt mono'in line lack socket which mates with the
modified jack plug to form the hand switch.

Although not in itself a security circuit, the jack
plug may be removed providing a level of protection
against unauthorized use if required. A medium size
terry-clip mounted on a suitable surface provides a
means of stowage where necessary.
Terry Grice, Tyne and Wear.

Millivoltmeter
Attenuator

f he AC millivoltmeter circuit (ETI August 1990) can
I be extended into a stand-alone instrument by

adding a compensated attenuator at its input. Figure
1 showsthe anangement. The capacitors are necessary
to avoid inaccuracies dueto straycapacitance around

the switch. The assembly should be hard-wired on a
rotary switch with minimum wire length and with the
compori'ents splayed outwards. The lead from the
switch to the board should be screened and as short as
possible for minimum capacitance. The whole circuit
should be battery-powered and enclosed in a metal
case which is connected to circuit ground at the input

terminal (preferably a BNC socket) only. An input
impedance of lM, 22p was chosen as a good match for
ordinary oscilloscope probe leads. To maximise the
meterresolution, intermediateranges (300mV, 3V etc)
are usef ul and these are obtained by shunting the meter
movement with the circuit shown in Figure 2.

Calibration is eased with the circuit of Figure 3.
This is a low-impedance attenuator, useable at high
frequencies without significant error. Initially, the board
is calibrated according to the constructional article. The
input switch is then set to 100mV A lkHz signal is
applied from a signalgenerator at 100mV and 300mV
and the xl / x 3 meter shunt trimmed.

The signal generator frequency is then raised to
100-200kHz and, using the test attenuator switch to

apply 100mV and 1V alternately, Cl is trimmed for a
flat attenuator response Alternately, a 10kHz square
wave input can be applied and the output of ICla
checked with an oscilloscope while the attenuator is
trimmed. As this circuit is the simplest possible
compensated attenuator and there are several possible
paths for stray capacitive coupling, perfect perfor-
mance is unlikely but it should not degrade the meter
acccuracy signif icantly.

If using the millivoltmeter for AC only, insert a 47pr
capacitor between the output of ICla and R5. This will
prevent offset error of ICla affecting the rectifier.
Simon Bateson, Middlesbrough.
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ast month I described the actual laser,
which by now some of you will have built.
You will have realised that as it stands it isn't
much use, except to shine at the wall in a
dark room or to put it where Papillon put

his money. What is required is some form of receiver,
a Ying Ior the Lasers Yang as it were.

In fact I will describe 2 receiverc or optical
amplifiers, one which is better suited for analogue
signals and the other for digital.

The Circuit
You can always tell when something obeys the law of
physics, it becomes difficult to use and gives as many
problems as it does benefits when it is actually
working. This is especially true of photodiodes, they
must be operated reverse biased, will have a thumping
DC offset and will have as much useful output as a
political debate on the state of the British Electronics
Industry. They are better than their predecessors, the
photomultiplier though so I suppose we shouldn't
grumble. They work by passing different currents at
different light levels, for example they may pass 10pA
when dark and 100pA when in strong light. They are
also reasonably linear, their speed is pretty impressive

too usually under 200ns (the one I have specified
though lumbers along like a 72 year old labrador,
having a pitifulrise time of 3.5ps, however this is good
enough for our purposes).

As I just mentioned there are two circuits, the first
is lifted in it's entirety from a Hewlett Packard Appli-
cation Note (Number 915) and there willbe no circuit
board for this circuit, it does claim a bandwidth up into
the MHz range so it may be useful if you want to
continue your experimentation beyond the laser, for
example into light pens or very high speed secure
signalling. It will work at + 5V single rail which is an
advantage, plus it only requires one chip, (l bet you
thought they were seperate transistors!). If you do use
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\\ NOTE:
lC1 = LF356N
tc2 = 1M311
lC3 = TLO82
D1 =
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Fig. 2 Laser Light receiver circuit.

this circuit, then I advise that you lay the board out
fairly carefully. There are two gain stages A1,2 and 3
are the input and impedance matching stage and Q4
and Q5 provide the extra gain stage and buffering.

The second circuit is a little more complex, it can
however be used to provide a digital or analogue
output so it willbe more useful when dealing with our
laser.

Fig, 3 Using reflectors to assist in lining up (Parts
from Euro Spectra - Address in textl.

Kevin Kirk outlines
the construction of
an optical receiver
and suggesfs some
uses.

Fig. 1 High Speed/High gain photodiode amplifier (courtesy Hewlett Packard
Application note 9151.
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Again the heart of the unit is the photodiode, I
have specified the BPW21 as it's peak spectral
response is at 56onm, with a range from 460-750nm
while the laser main output is 630nm, so they are
resonably well matched. Other photodiodes have a
closer match but are harder to get hold oI (for example
the Cenhonic OSD15-5T which may be used in it's
place if found).

The photodiode requires a negative DC offset
which i5 provided via RV1, this willbe in the order of

-10V or so and may be set to -10V by replacing
RV1 with a 10k resistor and 47k resistor for which
provision has been made on the board, having an
adjustment is very useful when you are trying to
squee?-e that exha ounce of output.

The input ampllfier is a very low noise op-amp
with a JFET input stage. It has a fairly good slow rate
with a low input noise current. National, the manu-
Iacturer, recommends it for opto amplifiers so it would
be churlish not to use it.

The gain of the stage is around 10 and roll ofI is
set below 2OkHzlo stop instability and improve the

HF rejection (we shouldn't be using over 20kHz at any
time!). The diodes provide a current output so that
must be converted into a voltage so we can all
understand it (who's into Norton equivalents anyway,
Viva Thevenin!), so that is the job of Rl. Note the use
of lR resistors and decoupling capacitors to stop noise
(especially from the laser, if ised on the same supply)
getting coupled back. This is essentially the 'classic
optodiode circuit, ie high input impedance with fairly
low output impedance, capable of driving a capacitive
load if necessary.

There is one drawback (this is physics after all).
This circuit is responsive to sunlight (with this particular
photodiode, as it is said to have an 'eye response ie
a response the same as the human eye!) so it must
be used with caution as the sun may be stronger than
the laser beam at a distance.

The next stage is fairly straightforward, it is a
standard op amp with a gain control. This is so the
gain ofthe system can be adjusted to suitthe appli-
cation (more of this later).

The last stage is configured as a comparator to
convert the input to a switched output. This is so the
circuit can be used in a digital system, such as an alarm
or data link. The mass of components around this IC
is to stop it bursting into oscillation. In normal
operation with input voltages at fairly high levels
relative to each other, the device behaves itself. At low
levels it becomes about as stable as a cental American
Government, so we need to bump up the positive
feedback {a sort of positive behavioural reinforcement,
for all you social workers and child phsychologists out
there).

This is achieved by R10, 11, 12 with C6 used to
reduce the errors caused by instability in the laser.

Note the use oI decoupling capacitors C5 and C6
which should be as close aspossible to the chip, they
may be left off and put on if the circuit becomes
susceptable to power supply interference.

The audio,/analogue output is a simple amplifier,
AC coupled so that only the modulation will get
through (hopefully!).

This circuit is not perfect, to be really effective it
should have auto biasing and should be better at
resolving the variations in amplitude caused by the
laser modulation, remember that the laser is kept on
all the time and is effectively amplitude modulated.
It would also effectively filter out the 70kHz that the
Iaser gets from it's power supply, though in truth that
should present few problems. What it is though is very
simple and the ideal basis for further experimentation,
it was designed so that it could be built in schools and
colleges by staff or students with limited budgets and
of course by home constructors who don't have
unlimited amounts of cash to throw around and who
want something cheap and effective that can be built
on to as the confidence and funds permit.

Construction
This should provide no surprises, try to keep the lead
length between the photodiodes and the op-amp as

short as possible or you may be plagued by noise or
instability. If exka gain is required two or more of the
opto diodes may be put in parallel, this may be uselul
on remote applications. Again the case is left up to
you but it may be a good idea to put the diode into
a blackened tube to cut down on the reaction lrom
incident lighting. You could hy optimising th ereceiver
Ior remote use by using a couple of reflectors (Figure
3), like a satellite dish, this may be easier to line up
in the case of light telephones.

Note, the relay marked on the diagram is not
mounted on the board, this is to give you some
Ilexibility on what relay you want to use, it can be used

''_---, ADJUST GAIN IRV2I TO OBTAIN GOOD
DISCRIMINATION OF BLACK/WHITE

Fig. 5 Reading Bar Codes or Character iecognition.



with a 12V relay coil of )300R so you have plenty of
scope.

Applications/Ideas
The idea of this section is to stimulate your
imagination, into the possible uses o{ the laser
technology for the experimenter. They are not
intended as hard and fast ways of doing things, they
may require a lot of modifications to work how you
want, they may not even work at all. If the circuit is

to be used in schools it may be wise to diffuse the beam
so that the possibility of accidents caused by staring
into the beam are minimised. This is a Class 1 laser,
which means that it is the safest but it must, like mains
electricity, be treated with respect. The main rule is
don't look at a laser, or a reflection of the beam,
directly in the eye.

Light Telephone
Connectthe laser up with a modulation input of about
1V peak to peak, which can be obtained {rom the
output of virtually any audio pre-amplifier or mixer
(Figure 4). Ensure that the oscillator circuit is not over
modulated by adjusting both the modulating input
and RVl (over modulating will cause the oscillator to
cease and so the laser will go off)

The laser must be pointed at the receiver, which
should be some distance away or have the laser beam
diffused to stop swamping the photodiode. It may be
a good idea to place a red filter in front of the receiver
to cut out interference from room lighting.

This circuit may also be used with some form of
simple modem to form the basis of a secure data
communications Iink.

The beam may be sent down fibre optics, though
it willrequire a bit of ingenuity to couple it. It may even
be received by the standard fibre optic receiver which
is usually peaked around 650nm, so a form of secure
broadcast could be arranged whereby the laser could
feed many receivers located at different points. This
may be used for a secure public address system for
example.

Character or Bar Code
Recognition
This again could use fibre optics where one laser could
feed multiple fibres which are each optically coupled.
again via fibres back to receivers. These could be used
to scan bar-codes (only one receiver needed) or
documents/images to obtain a computer inpui for a
proprietry painting,/drawing,/desk top publishing
package. This may be implemented by attaching the
fibres to the top of the print head on an Epson
compatible printer and using the Epson commands
to scan the document which will be fed through like
normal paper as the printhead/fibre-optic bundle

scans across. It may even be possible to recognise the
actual words using software such as image in, but
again these are just ideas how you do it, is up to you.

Laser Rangefinding
Bit trickier this one, the basis of it is that the laser is
modulated with a fixed {requency and when the beam
reflects from the object as directed, it will come back
phase shifted. The amount of phase shift is dependant
on the distance and you
then need to use a phase
locked loop to resolve the
difference into a
quantifiable amount which
may be metered.

This is essentially how
these secret microphones
work, the spies use to
monitor a conversation
inside a closed room. The
conversation causes the
glass to vibrate which
causes a minute phase shift
in the receiver,'and then
resolved into speech. This
is a little outside the
scope of what we are doing
here though. Of course
if GCHQ was to make me
anoffer...

Burglar Alarm
There had to be one reajly, it appears that every piece
of electronic equipment has an application in the
home security market. It appears we spend half of our
money on electronic goodies and the other half on
sophisticated electronic alarms to stop it being stolen.
So I will be no exception.

Actually this is a cut above the rest as it not only
protects your home, but your garden, car, shed in fact
anything within the boundaries of your property.

All it consists of is the laser shining through a hole
in the wall of your shed/house,/garage and hitting
mirrors placed around the boundaries of your pro-
perty, the resultant reflected beam is returned to the
recetver.

If the mirrors are tilted right then the beam can
be made to go all around the property (except if you
happen to be the Duke of Westminster), then back
again, so the receiver can be mounted adjacent to the
laser. The mirrors can be the reflectors used on the
back of cars or bicycles, as they are not so critical to
line up.

Ensure that the beam is high enough so your dog
doesn't set it off. When it's a misty morning, you can
see the beam, so if you use multiple mirrors you can
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have a network,of beams, about 6 inches apart which
can be seen. I suggest using a beam splitter, to get
beams down to the ground, in this case. The lower
3 foot or so won't work, the upper bit does though.

This will act as a deterent, like the principle of the
red laser spot above the heart does to the bad guy.
You could also put up a huge great sign saying
'DANGER LASER' or better yet 'DANGER
UNLEASHED LASER' which has more of a scientific
ring to it than 'beware of the dog', anyway you can

always tame a dog (like I'llshow you in a later article)
with an ultrasound dog tamer.

On the subject of Lasers I have been accused,
especially by the clever people I work with, of treating
a complex subject in a superficial way. It's true I'm
guilty. They seem to forget that ETI is a hobby
magazine (although they buy it, maybe they don't
know everything) and part of the pleasure of
electronics is experimentation. (We like to appeal to
all types you know - Ed).

These articles are really a basis for just such
experimentation, they are to stimulate the mind into
exploring uses of lasers. The basic circuits can be
modified to provide different applications, and better
receivers, mains supplies and the like. (ETI has
published articles like this in the past).

A range of Lenses and mirrors can be obtained
from Euro Spectra Limited, PO Box 60, Crow-
borough, East Sussex TN6 zYX. Telephone 0892
667700 (Fax 0892 665177).

Errata
Regarding last month's article, it was found that on
some supplies with tubes, the combinational
component-spreads was too much (so much for
theoretical design) This resulted in the power supply
getting a bit too 'soggy' to strike the tube.

The following will rectify the problem:
1) Replace the 10k resistor with a 22k or ZTkresistor
(25k is around the optimum but they dont make one),
or even a 33k trimmer plot. This trims the oscillator
to the natural frequency of the core and load.
2) Reduce the turns ratio of the transformer primary
to 2 or 3 turns, while increasing the wire core area (use
3 or 4 strands together).

*
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Reader

It's survey time again and your chance to win one of 50 prizes supplied
by Maplin Electronics and ETI.

f t's been three Vears since our last survey and so it
li, ti.n. to update our information. Although some
of the questions here may not seem to relate directly
to the magazine, please complete the whole
questionnaire. Your answers not only help us to steer
the editorial content of the magazine in the direction
you want but they also help us to build up an overall
profile of readers to present to advertisers who require

'1. lf you could make one improvement t0 ETl, what would it bel

such data to select suitable magazlnes for their
products.

No names and addresses will be disclosed to any
third party and all information will be treated in the
strictest confidence.

As an incentive for your hard work, all entries
received by 10th June will be entered in the draw for
the 50 prizes given by Maplin Electronics and ETI.
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Eoes noso Eosr
Eosu Eosz Eog+
noss Eoso Eosz
Eoee Eoss Eroo
! ror E roz E rog

Ero+ f]ros nroo
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6, lf read, please indicate what you think of the following magazines.

Not as good As good Better

as ETI as ETI than ETI

E rzo Znt E rze

Erzs Erao Erer
ff raz n ras E re+

Eras Ereo Ere;

PCB Service

Photocopy Service

Foil Patterns

Buylines

Subscriptions

Back numbers

'13. Do you modify ETI project designs?

Not At All
A Few Mods

Many ModsPractrcal Electronics

Elektor Electronics

Everyday Electronics

lVaplin Magazine

E zas

E zeo

E zez

No Ezas

D zso

Ezgr
n zsz

E zgs

E zs+

E zss

E sor

E soz

E sos

D so+

E sos

n goo

E soz

! soa

E sos

E sro

Esrr
Esrz
E srs

Esrn
n ars

E sra

E grs

E szo

Dszr
Agzz
E e:g

Aszt
n szs

E szo

Zszt
E sza

E szg

E sgo

E ssr

E ssz

--^-

7, Which ol the following do you buy and how frequently?

Neverzzz Sometimes Regulally

Electronic Components n res E rso E rsr

Complete Electronic Kits n rsz E rgs E rgq

ETI PCBs E rss U rso E rsz

Stripboard/Wirewrap Etc E rsa E rsg nzoo
Cases/Case Materials Ezor l)zoz flzoe
Tools Zzoq n zos E zoo

PCB making Equipment/Materials Ezoz Ezoa nzos
Pre-prograntmed ROMs Azo n zr l)ztz
Computer Softwaro E zrs l)zq n zrs

Floppy Disks llut Zze Ezrs
Electronic Books Zzzo Zzzt llzzz
Data Books Zzzs Zzz+ Zzzs
Second Hand Equipment f)zza Zzzt l)zza

8. Please indicate what you think of the services offered:
Poor Average Good Not used

E zzs D z:o E zsr Zzzz
l)zss l)ztq Ezes Ezso
Zzy Zzza nzss l)zqo
Zzq Az+z Zzqz Zzqt
Nz+s Zzqe Zzct l)zqa
nz+e Ezso Dzsr Zzsz

14. Do you preler to build ETI projects from complete kits when they are

available?

Yes Ezaa

15. Do you make your own PCBsT

Never

Sometimes

Always

16. Do you primarily build electronics projects

To save money on commercial goods

As a satislying passtime

As an instructional exercise

,l
I

17, As far as electronics design and construction is concerned, do you

consider yourself;

Novice Azst
Proficient Euge
Accomplished Ezss
txpert Esoo

18. Estimate the value of your electronics test gear and construction
equrpment as new:

Under f25
f25.f100
f101-i200
t20t f500
t501 1000

t1001-2000
i2001-4000
over f4000

9. Do you watch any ol the following TV programmes:

Tomorrows World

OED

Equinox

Horizon

Spectrum

BBC Micro/i\4aste/Electron

Commodore 64/128
Amstrad CPC

Amstrad PCW

lBlVl PC Compatible

Atari ST

Amiga

Archimedes

Cortex

0ther (please specify)

l'1. How many ETI projects have you built in the past 12 monthsT

None

1.3

4-b

t -tt
More than 12

'12, Do you find ETI projects;

Reliable

Easy to builS

Useful

lnstructive

Technically understandable

Work first time

19. How much do you estimate have spent on equipment and components

during the past 12 months?

'10. lf you own or regularly used a computer, please indicate which it is:

Nothing

under f25
f25-t 50

f51-r100
fr01.t200
f201-f500
t501 f1000
over f1000

2'1, How long do you keep your copies of ETI for:
Less than one month

0ne month

Three months

Six months

A year or more

22, ll kept, how often do you reler back to issues of ETI?

0nce a week or more

About once a month
0nce every three months

Less often

Never

23, How long do you spend reading you copy of ETI?

0ver 2 hours

I %-2 hours

1{% hours

%l hour

Less than 14 hour

E zss

Zzsq
E zss

n zso

Zzst
E zse

E zss
E zeo

Ezor
Zzaz
E zos

Zzaa
E zos

E zoo

Zzat

20, Are you responsible for recommending/ specifying electronic
equipment in your job?

Yes Esrz No Esra

E zea

n zos

Azto
lf ztt
Zztz

Yes No

Zzts Zztc
Zzts Zzte
Zztt Zzte
l)zts Ezeo
E zar Zzez
E ze: Zzeq



24. How long have you been an ETI reader?

Less than three months

3-6 months

7-12 months

1-2 years

2-5 years

0ver 5 years

25. How often do you buy ETI?

0ccasional issues

Most issues

Every issue

26. How much of ETI do you read?

Read only some articles
Read most articles

Read all articles

27, With regard to the advertisers in ETl, do you?

Read or look through most or nearly all the ads

Read or look through some of the ads

Just read or look through the occasional ad

Very rarely/never look at the ads

Very useful

Useful
0uite useful

Not very useful

Not at all useful

30. Does anyone else read your copy of ETI?

Nq only myself

One or two other people

Three or four other people

More than four other people

35. li you are a subscriber, on which date did you receive this issue?

E g+o

E a+r

Zzqz

E g:a

E gss

n soo

E ggz

E a:e

E sss

E s+a

E:++
E s+s

I s+o

Zect
E s+a

E s+s

E seo

nsor
E roz

E sos

364

Zctc
E+rs
E+ro
Zqt
E+re
E+rs

Aczo
Zqzt
l)nz

No E+z+

Zqzt
l)eze
Aczs
E +so

nasr

28. Thinking specifically about the advertising content, would you please

rate the two main types of advertisement:

Display Classilieds

E:so Essr
E:sz nss:
Essa n:ss
E:so [:sz
fl ase E ssg

29. Which of the following would you most like to see featured with the

magazine? (one box only),

Cover mounted gifts

Additional supplements

Competitions

l\iloney saving offers

0ther (please specifv)

31. lf you copy ol ETI is read by other people, please give details of their

age and sex:

Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4

tnc0me:

Under t6,500
i6 501-t8,000
t8,001-f10,000
i10,001-f12,500
t12,501-t1 5,000

f15,001-t19,000
f19,001-i25,000
0ver t25,000

42, What is your agel

Under 15 yrs
'15-18 yrs

19-21 yrs

22-24yrs
25-34 yrs

35-44 yrs

45-54 yrs

55-64 yrs

0ver 64 yrs

43. Which of the following newspapers do you read?

The Times

The Daily Telegraph

The Financial Times

The Guardian

The lndependent

The Daily Express

The Daily Mail

The Daily Mirror

The Sun

Today

None of the above

I 365

I soo

L-.: so:
D soe

E asz

n +sg

E +s+

E+ss
E+eo
Zqst
E lee
E +sg

E ++o

n+ar
Zuz
E ++s

Z+u
E +as

E ++s

Z+at
E l+e

E ++g

n +so

E+sr
l) qsz

n +ss

E asa

E ass

E qso

E +sz

E+se
E+sg

Age:

9-14 yrs

15-24 yrs

25-34 yrs

35-44 yrs

45-54 yrs

55-64 yrs

Over 64 yrs

Sex:

lVlale

Female

n sos

E sz:
Zst
n ser

X sas

I sez

E:sr

l-r:ss
Ll:ss

n szo E szr Zetz
Zstq E:zs E azo

nsza E:zg E:ao
l.isez Eses nsa+
! eea n:es n eso

Isea E:es Egso
nssz E:sg Ege+

E:so E:s; E:ga
E +oo E +or Zqoz

32, Are you aware of the scheduled publication date ol ETI

Yes Eqos No E+oo

33. lf the answer to the last question is YES, do you normally attempt to
purchase the magazine on that day?

Yes Eaoz No fl+oe

34. How do you normally obtain your copy?

Chance purchase

Newsagent shop collection

Newagent home delivery

Subscription

Passed on copy

ETr luNE r 99 r

E aos

Earo
E+rr
Jqz
n+rs

tr tr/tr tr/tr tr
36. lf you are a subscriber, how long have you subscribed tothis magazine?
'l-6 months
712 months

1-2 years

3-5 years

6-10 years

0ver 10 years

Subscription too expensive

Not every issue required

Not aware subscription service available

37, lf you do not obtain your copy by subscription, is it due to one of the

following:

38, Are you aware that to subscribe to this magazine in the UK costs the

same as purchasingit in a shop?

Yes Eozs

39, Would you like to receive further details on taking a subscription?

YesE +zs No E+ze

40, lf you do not subscribe, lrom which type ol newsagent do you most

olten obtain your copy?

High Street Shop

Estate shop

Corner shop

Travel point

0ther {please specify)

4'1, Please tick the box which represents the annual total ol your gross
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44. Which of the lollowing Sunday newspapers do you read?
The Sunday Times E+oo
The 0bserver n+or
The Sunday Telegraph f,aaz
The Sunday Express E+os
The Mail on Sunday !+s+
The Sunday Mirror E+os
The People E+oo
The News of The World E +oz
News on Sunday n+oe
None of the above Eaos

51. lf a student what subjects do you study?

52. lf you have children, please indicate their aqe and sex {qive details of
the four youngest if you have more than four)

45, What is your marital status?

Married

Single

Divorced

46, Sex:

Male n+zs

47. Are you a member of a book club?
Yes n+zs

48. Are you a member of a record club?
Yes E+zz

49, Are you:

ln full time employment
ln part time employment
Not employed at present

Retired

Student - full-time

Student - part-time

50. lf in full-time employment, please state your occupation:

To post, fold on the dottet line A. Fold again at B and c and tuck B into the flap formed by C.

l) qto

E+zr
r--^

Female E+z+

No E+zo

No Eara

Age: 1-3 yrs

4-8 yrs

912 yrs

rJ-tb yrs

0ver 10 yrs

First Second Third Fourth
n+as flaeo E+sz n+ee
E+es E+go E+sr E+gz
E+ss E+s+ E+ss E+so
D+sr naga Eess Esoo
nsor Esoz Eso: Eso+

Esos Esoo Esoz Esoe
L-.1sro Ll5l L_.lsrz L l sr:

Male

Fema e

:419
L 480

il+er
i taez
E +e:

Zqa+

Name

Address

Postcode

A

qE=d

Ee 
E#

ooo
:+o

=@=o =.oo,qr
6--r 

=oaX

3il o'org150)' o(olo
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

E9106-1 Laser Receiver . .. ........... F
E9106-2 Temperature Controller - Power Supply ..... G

PCBs Jor the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

Usetheformoraphotocopyforyourorder Pleasefilloutallpartsoftheform Makesureyouusetheboardreferencenumbers.This
not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published. The first two numbers are the year, the next two are the
month

Termsareslrictlypaymentwithorder Wecannotacceptofficialordersbutwecansupplyaproformainvoiceifrequired Suchordere
will not be processed until payment is received

PB
SE IC

June

E9104-1 TestmeterVolts .. .. ..... .............. .. E

E91.04-2 Active Direct lnjection Box . ... . F
E9104-3 EPROM Eraser ........ .. ......... F
E9104-4 Digital Tachometer ............................ F
E9104-5 Radio Calibrator ........ ..... ....................F
E9105-1 ModulatorLaser (2 boards) ................... H
E9705-2 ThyristorTester............ ... . .... F

E9105-3 FrequencyPlotter......... .. . .............. K

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(o442',)
6655 1

ACCESS or VISA

Price Price
code (inc.

vAT)
c s1.E0
D L2-50
E L3.25
F f4.00
G L4.75
H t5.50
I L6.62
K L7.20
L f.8.80
M t10.60
N f 13.10
o t15.80
P L17.90
a r2r.80
R f.23.90
s L25.90
T f,29.00
u L32.20
v t35.80
w 837.90
x L40.70

E9004-2 Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser .. .. . L
E9004-3 BassAmplifierMicro .. .. .....,......N
E9O04-4 QuadPowerSupply . ................ O
E9005-1 Business Display . .. O
E9O05-2 Phone Lock and logger .. F
E9006-1 Dark Room Timer . . . . . .. . ... ... G
E90O6-2 Telephone Extension Bell ... ..............,. C
E9006-3 TelephoneExternalBell ...,.....,..... . .. D
E9006-4 Fecko Box G
E9006-5 Bug Spotter . . E
E9007-1 GuitarPracticeA-p .. ,..G
E9007-2 Digital Frequency Meter . .. M
E9007-3 Footstep Alarm . . E
E9007 -4 Tiansistor Tester ... ,... C
E9007-5 Decision Maker . ,,.... ,, . J
E9008-1 ACMillivoltmeter,. .. ,.. K
E9008-2 Temperature Controller ,.... .....,,... ..,... N
E9008-3 FM Generator ... ... ... L
E9009-2 Slide Projector Controller .....,.,..,,,......... E
E9009-2 Ultimate Diode Tester ,...... D
E9009-3 The Entertainer .,...,,. . . . G
E9010-1 ComponentTester .. , . .... .... F
E9O10-2 Active Contact Pickup , . ... ,...,,...... E

E9010-3 R4XlongwaveReceiver .... .. ....C
E9011-1 The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided) .. N
E9OL1-2 Infra-lock transmitter (2 boards) .. ......... K
E9011-3 Infra-lock receiver .,,.... H
E9011-4 Four-track cassette recorder (record/playback

one channel)
E9011-5 Four-track cassette recorder (Bias/erase oscillator

board,....,..... .. K
E9O72-l lnfra Switch ...... F
E9101-1 Remote Control - Main Board ...,....... .. J
E9107-2 Remote Control - Display Board . . . H
E9101-3 Remote Conhol Timeswitch - liansmit board E

E9101-4 SBC Micro-Controller Board . . ..... F
E9101-5 SBC Practice lnterface Board . .,. . F
E9101-6 5 in 1 Remote Sensing Switch , .. . .. E

E97O2-l Remote ControlTimeswitch - receiver board F
E9702-2 Anti Theft Alarm (2 bds) .. H
E9103-1 Ariennes Lights . . L
E9103-2 64K EPROM Emulator .. .. ... ........ N
E9103-3 SSB Radio Receiver G
E9103-4 Active l-oudspeaker board .. .. H

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quanttty Ref. no Prlce Code Prlce Total Prtce

Post and packing 90.75

Total enclosed t

Please send my PCBs tc (Bu)cK cAprrArs pLEAsE)

Name .

Address.

Postcode
I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASp Ltd. !

t-
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Damon Hart-Davis
reports on the exciting
advance in factory,
home and office
automation with the
$70 computer.

n of the moment is e wanted to wire
e nt and conservation; mote controlled
's can help keep your even outside o{

ms that would run up
ula wanted more. Also
weren't lmart' in the

A company in the U5 calted tchelon has brought
a productthey callthe NEURON CHIPTM which
help to pull these strands together with off-the-shelf ,

light bulbs that talk to your PC, timers that talk hot stu?
to your heating, and automatic sen{ries that turn oo:,u,r:

your lights and your microwave when Vou turn t

at around $100.
he 'Computer
also noticed was
mputer for $10.
ou might find in

recorders or
were made
to be sold in

The US company was sent up in 1988 to
sci-fi into the factory, the office and the home. The
parallel processing device is cheap enough to be put
into light fittings at $10 a time, and yet is clever enough
to run timers, operate relays, and talk to other Neuron
Chips across custom cable or the power lines. It is
aimed at products for controlling factory machinery
right through to household appliances, integrating all
of them.into a single intelligent system.

The Idea
The idea was born when A.C. "Mike'Markkula, one
of the founders of Apple Computer Inc., was building

costs, and
ud else

or video

4-bit
re

the software.
When Joe Bloggs, or his US cousin Joe Citizen,

goes down to B&Q (or K-mart perhaps for Ms Citizen)
to buy herself a light fittlng, she will look at the price
first. So whatever Echelon designs has to be cheap
enough not to make a big difference on the ticket. And
remember that the cost of something to the consumer
is about five times what it cost when it left the factory
gate after the wholesaler and retailer (and any others)
have had their cut.

"Shall I have an ordinary one, or one that costs

ns
are
'his

uct

a
=
r-\vI

'iadio links and the like, and
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twice as much but has this nice gizmo?' is the question
to which Echelon want the answer to be "lt's not all
that much more expensive; Iet's have the gizmo'.
Echelon wont be making the gizmos themselves.
Motorola and Toshiba have signed up to make the
chips, and large manufacturers willputthem into their
designs. So what is this 'total design'? What is the
hardware and the software?

The Hardware
Well, there is the Neuron Chip. It comes in a plastic
package about the size of a postage stamp but contains
three microprocessors sharing the same memory and
other facilities. The memory consists of 2K R AM,lzK
EEPROM (Elechically Erasable Programmable Read
Only Memory, ie unlike ordinary RAM it keeps its data
when the power goes off) and ROM. On one version
of Neuron Chip, the ROM is external so more complex

applications in bigger ROMs can be programmed, or
so that smaller runs can be cost eff.ective.

In normal use one of the microprocessors is
devoted to running the connection between the
Neuron Chip and the bus over which they alltalk. This
bus is a little like an Ethernet, and the protocolfor any
Neuron Chip to send to any other Neuron Chip over
the same piece of wire is as you might imagine quite
tricky.

The second microprocessor is devoted to
handling such things as authentication (so your
neighbour can't turn your lights on and off even if his
signals get through to your power line), making sure
messages actually get across from one Neuron Chip
to another, broadcasting and so on. In {act, the
communications system is similar in structure to the
OSI 7 layer network reference model that is now the
world standard. All this in your light fitting!

The last of the microprocessors is dedicated to
actually making the system do what the user wants
it to - working out when to fade the lights on one
Neuron Chip, turn on the stereo on on another, and
turn on the answering machine with a third. And of
course the chips can talk together over your power
lines to coordinate this automatically if required.

But some of the hardware that supports the
Neuron Chip is designed to make it work in tougher
environments such as on the factory floor, where it
must perform reliably. Some bus networks like the one
that the Neuron Chips use to communicate have a
reputation for being unpredictable under heavy load,
Ethernet being an example. When Ethernet is heavily
loaded, instead of taking the usual microseconds to
get data across the network it can take seconds, with
most of the available capacity wasted because the
protocol does not work terribly well. Echelon has
solved this problem with their protocol.

In your home, if a light took an extra second to
come on it might be irritating. You might not even
notice. In a factory an expensive item of equipment
might have fallen off the end of a conveyor belt

ETr JUNE l99 r

w

because a robot arm hadnt moved over in time to pick
it up. So consistent and reliable performance is a must.
High performance of the individual Neuron Chip
alone, though essential, is not enough - the whole
LON has tointeroperate effectively - another aspect
of total design'.

And what works in the factory will work also in
the office, for example, energy management. This can
make dramatic cuts in the company's heating and
lighting costs by warming the building to a tolerable
though low temperature just before anyone comes in,
but then turning on lights and quickly heating the
individual rooms in a matter of minutes to a normal
working level as people come in. This means power
is onfy used when it is really needed on a room by
room basis and yet the building is as functional as if
a dumb thermostat and time switch combination was
keeping the whole building at working temperature
from (say) 8 to 6 even when the caretaker forgets to
turn it off on a bank holiday.

A LON system can also provide security by
detecting the presence oI people when they're not
expected, and. maybe sounding an alarm or talking
to a PC to get itt6 summon the police.

It is possible to connect up to about 32000
Neuron Chips into one LON system if desired, or just
one or two, and because the [.ON can talk over power
cable at 9600bps, or over cheap telephone type cable
at up to 1.25Mbps, systems can be fitted into old
buildings for minimum cost and with minimum
disruption, or into new buildings at construction to
operate more quickly, or bought item by item as
normal electrical goods and plugged in when
required.

Think of the advantages of being able to buy all
your electrical products such as your TV and video,
or washing machine and tumble drier, or cooker or
llghts, all with the company's lonTalk logo. You could
point your infra-red remote control at either lheTY
or the video and operate any ol lhe lonTalk devices
in the house Irom the one control, as well as in the
conventional way. But hide the control unit from the
cat! (Actually, this is where the authentication might
come in useful, to stop the cat reprogramming the
video, or flashing all the lights on and off).

And think on. What about having a tonTalk
answering machine as well? This could enable you to
call home just before leaving work and rather than
controlthe answering machine itself with the supplied
bleeper, turn the water on for a bath. . .

All this has been only for the very rich and the
very patient until now, but LON and the Neuron Chip
arc designed lo do these things as part of their normal

F
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rcWU USTFIBUTION TEMPEFATUBE
STOFING A COFFOL SENSOAS

ACTUAIOFS CONTROLS IDENTIFICATION

Fig. 2 LON in the factory. (Courtesy Echelonl
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function. We shall have to see what the Aristons and
Zanussis and Sonys of this world'dewith Echelon's
new chip. . .

The Software
So what Whizzo software is going to support all this
put-out-the-cat-from-Los-Angeles hardware? It
obviously has to be fairly sophisticated, and yet fairly
small to go in a few Kbytes of ROM. Mind you, only
a few years ago when CP/M reigned supreme and
MS - DOS was but a gleam in Bill Gates' eye, all the
normal programs one ran to do accounts or store all
those recipes (!) had to fit in the same sort of space,
and only got one microprocessor to do the thinking.
Simply speaking, Echelon have drawn in two of the
most exciting strands of state of the art programming
into the LON, which is in fact why it is a LON.

the whole LON shares one piece of wire - see Figure
4,

Imagine the home situation described above with
a and a [o Suppose the
v control fa ay not matter
b ay be able t, albeit a little

detected someone? Is the room too cold? Do we need
to turn a light on?' etc, the programmer treats things
such as light bulbs and cookers a bit more like the reit
world, as objects. An instruction can be issued to the

(Zero-address means that all operations are done
relative to a stack rather than with registers which is
good for much C code that does not involve intensive
calculation.) In fact, in a way, the LON is programmed
as a whole, because one ofthe functions ofthe second
microprocessor in each Neuron Chip as described
above is to allow software objects called network
variables to be shared across the whole LON as an
integrated whole. This is a particularly clever aspect
of the LON.

How Many Sales
Echelon have identified markets in the home, the
office, agriculture, car electronics and other areas.
They think they have a potential market of more than

Neuron Chips in 1991 alone,
themselves do not plan to do
technology at $2500 one offto r, and with chips ready to roll

so

The Future - The High-IQ Home
So are we all going to live in an unfathomable world
where t ou enter a room. or
the mic ks your bacon aiter
4pm (is you?), or will we all
suddenly live and work in almost telepathic homes
which practically choose the menu and answer the
door at the slightest wave of a hand?

enter or leave, or let us program the video from the
office if we forget to set it up for Neighbours. Actually,
if it won't let us miss Neighbours, I'm not sure if I,m
ready yet!

What are
these?
The first is disl
dbuted process-
ing. As it happens
a LON has lots of
mircoprocessors
spread out across
a bus network
(which you may
think is what you
just paid the elec-
trician to rewire so
that plugging in
the hoover didn't
burn the house
down), all cooper-
ating to control
your building or
production line.
Many systems fail
to acknowledge

a
=
l-\

-J

this potential and have a cenhalised system where
some beefy conkol box has to be powerful enough
to control everything, has to be bought before the first
device is plugged in, and brings the lot to a halt if it
fails. In a LON there need be no central box so you
don't have to buy anything expensive up front which
anyway is potentially quickly outdated or
underpowered. Furthermore, the system can be
designed so that failure of a single component need
not make the whole building grind to a halt. What can
happen is that the system as a whole is just a tiny bit
less effective

Actually, this distributed processing is the same

Fig. 3 tON in the office. (Courtesy Echelon)

Fig. 4 How a LON is Wired compared to Transputers.
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NOW ONLY Erg.(x'll REF 1gPt4,

t[GH PiOWER AIIIPUFIER Foryorcar, it has 150 watts orFut
Freq@ncy respoM 2OHZ to 20 KHZ and € signal to noise retio
betq ihil 6odb Has builli n short cirdit protection I nd adjustablo
Input lryelto $it ydo exigling car st€@, I ne€ds no pro-amp
WoilsintospoakeE r€rSoPTdescribedbolow A real baEain atonly
C57 0O Order rsl 57P1
l{lcH POWEB CAR SPEAKERS. Sterc pairoutsut loow @ch
4ohm impedsnce and @nsisling ot 6 1/2" warer 2" mid rango and
f iwe€tor ldealtowo*withtheamplif qd€cdbedabow Pi@per
pair e3O 0O Ordor rel 30P7
PERSONAL STEREOSCustomer retrrns hJt @mplete with a
pair ol steEo headphonee very good value at e3 OO ref 3P83
2KV 500 WATT TRANSFORMERS Suitabte tor high rctage
e)perirenborasaspareloa micowaw oven etc 25OvAClnput
e1 0 0o rel 1 0P93
IICROWAVE CONTROL PANELMains operated, with touch
sr.fitchss Comploto with 4 digit display, digital clock. ard 2 rclay
outsuts one lor power and one ior pul$d power (prog.ammablg)
ldeal lor all sone of pccision limsr spplications eb .e6 O0 rel 6P1 8
FIBRE @TlC CABLE.Stranded opticalfbres sheath6d in btad(
PVC Fivo tr€tre length e7 00 rol7P29
1 2V SOI-AR CELL2OOmA ouput ideellorti.*le charging €rc 3OO

mm square Our pica e15 00 r€, 15P42
PASSIVE lllFRA-RED e- \
vmppcwrmoayugnrs .C
on iimr (8 sc -15 rins), 50' Enge with a 90

(i:),w.^r'\ .*-,:- /, ,';ffiv
t-tr--'

and vid@ Eignab lrom either a vido carera,
vido l@rdq or computer to any standard TV et rilhin a 1OO'
r8tE€! (tuD€ W to I spare channel) 12v DC op e15 OO r6f 1 5P39
Suitablo mins adaptor [5 0O 161 5P19't
Ft IBllMiiilTTERh@sd in a standad wqking 13A adapt€r
(b./g iB mins ddwn) e26 O0 Ef 26P2
III{ATUFE RADIO TRAifSCEIVERS A par ot ffikie ta-0(ies
wilrr s 69e d up to 2 hln€tre Units ma$re 22x52x155mm

17P3
SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER.Charges 4AA nicads in
I houB Brand new and €sed E6 00 ret 6P3
MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS ETC.loo watt melet
pair 2SJ99 and 2SK343 e4 O0 e pair with pin out inro rel 4P51 Also
avaliablo is a 2SK4l3 and a 2SJ1 1E atf4 00 €f 4P42
10 MEMORY PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONESThese are'cu+
tomr r6tums' so they mEy need sli ght attention BT approwd !6 0O
each rel 6Pl 6 or 2 torC10 00 ref 1 0P77
12 VOLT BRUSIILESS FAtl|+ 1/2" squa€ brand n6w ideal lor
tEai, qr, €ravsn elc f5 0O EI 5F206
ACORN DATA RECO8DER ALF503 Made lor BBC corn$er
but witable lor otheB lncludgs mains adapter, leads and book
el 5 00 ref 15P43 &
roEes wh6n it hits anything Kd with complele asgrbly instruc-
riss €10 00 6t 10P81

PT{UPS LASER. 2MW HEUUM NEON LASER TUBE.
BRAND NEW FULL SPEC E/O.OO REF 4OP1O. MAINS
POWER SUPPLY KIT E2O.OO REF 20P33 READY BUILT
AND TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE T75.OO REF 75P4.

SO{-DER 22SWGresin @red slder on a 1/2kg Eel Top qwlity
!4 0O a rel Ef 4P70
6(x, WATT HEATERS ldeallor air or liquid, will not @rrcde, lasts
toryeaB cdltyp€ @nstruclion 3"x2" mounted on a 4'dia motal plate
for 6asy fi xing e3 m q ref 3P78 or 4 lor C1 0 00 rel 1 0P76
TIUE AND TEMPERATURE II|ODULE A clock, digital ther-
rcretor (Cehius and Farsh6il(+'t60 dog F) programmable too
hot and too cold alarms Runs Ior al least a yer on one AA battery
€9 0O El 9P5
Remoto tompereure prcbe lor €bove unit !3 00 rel 3P60
GEARBOX KITS ldeal lor models etc Contains 18 gears (2 ol
@ch size)4150mm axlesand a powerful9-12v rctor Allths geaB
€tc ac trlsh fit C3 00lor complete kit rel 3P93
ELECTROI{C ICKET MAG}||NES Th6e unils @ntdn a
magneic €rd roadq, trc mal.ix printeE, rctoE. snsors and
bads ol ebclronic componenls etc ('12"x12'x7') G@d valug at
l120o rel 12P2A
JOYSTICKS BEnd new with 2 fire buttons and scion f6etth6e
unils can be modified lor mosl @nput* by changing theconnetor
etc Pice is 2 fore5 0O tEl 5P174
GAS POWERED SOLDERING IBON AND BLOW TORCH
Top quaiify tool with intorchangeable hEads and metal body Fully
adjustabl6, runs on lightor gas f 1 0 00 ref 1 0P130
SMOKE ALARMS lonization typ6 5 year waranty complete with
batlery only E5 00 rel 5P2O6
ANSWER MACHINES BTapproved remote mesage playback,
intorgral push butlm phone, power wpply and tape Exceptional
value at !45 00 161 45P2
CAR IONIZER KIT lnprove the air in y@r carl cleas smoke and
helps to roduce latigue Case equired Cl2 00 ret 12PB
6V 1 OAH LEAD AGlBealed battery by yuasha ex 6quipment bul
in excellont @ndition now only 2lorEl0 @ El10P95
12 TO 2n V INVERTEF KITAs wpplied it will handle up toEbout
1 5wat220vbutwith I lsrg6rtranslorrerilwillhandleS0watts Basic
kit E1 2 0O rel 1 2P1 7 Larger tEnslormer 012 @ @l 12P41
VERO EASI WIRE PPOTOTYPING SYSTEMldeal ror design-
ing projets on otc Compl€te wilh lools, wire and reusable board
Our pice e6 00 ref 6P33
MICFOWAVE TURNTABLE MOIORS. ld@l tor window die
plays etc 15 0O ref 5P165
STC SWTCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY22ovorllovlnput
giving 5v at 2A, +24v at O 25A, +1 2v at O 1 54 and +gov at O 4A e6 @
rd 6P59
TELEPHONE AUTODIALLERS.Thes units, whsn trigge€d will
sutomaticaliy dial arry tel€phone numb€r Oiginally made for alarm
panels BT approwd El 2 00 ref 1 2P23 (pleas siate lelephone no
raq'd)
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIERC STKo.l3 With the addition o,
a handlul o{ comFpnonts y@ can build a 25 watt amplifior e4 00 rel
4P69 (Cir@it dia includod)
UNEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 22Ov input +5 al 3A, +12
at't A, J 2 at'l A Shod circuit prot€c1€d 112 OO rcl 12P21
MAINS FANS Snail type construction Apprcx 4"x5" mounted on a
m6tal platelor€asy tixing Newe5 00 5P166
POWERFUL IONIZER KlT.Generates 'lO times mop ions lhan
commercial unitsl Complete kit including ca$ e1 8 00 rel I 8P2
MlNl RADIO MODITLE Only 2" square with lerrite aeial and trner
Supefret Fleq's PP3 battery fl 00.ei 8D716
l{GH RESOLUnON IIION|TOR.o" black and whiro Phillps tube
in chassis made for OPD @mput€r but may b6 sitable lor othe6
e20 00 €f 20P5

BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 2OOMAH 1.2V PACK OF
E4.00 REF 4PS2, PACK OF 1@ e30.00 REF 3OP16

CB COWERTORS.Convofts a @r radio into an AM CB EcaivEr
C6ed wilh cir@it diagram e4 00 rel4P48
FLOPPY DISCS. Pack ot 1 5 31/2" DSDD !'lO OO ref 1 OP88 Pack
ol 10 51/4" DSDD e5 00 rel 5P168
SONIC CONTBOLLED MOTOR Ons click to starL two clic* to
rewrs direction, 3 clck to stop! f3 00 each rel 3Pl 37
FRESNEL lilAGNlFYlNG LENS 83 r 52mm e1 oo bt 8D827

B3

[_.r

100lll REEL OF WHITE BELL WREtigure 8 pattern id@l lor
inle@re, d@r bells etc e3 0O a Eel pI 9P107
TRANSIrITTER RECEVER SYsTElloriginelly made lor nue
call sysilffis they @nsist o, a pendanl slyla transmittor and a
re@iver with teL$ofic aeial 12v-80 diffeEnt ch8nnels C12 00 ref
12P26
CLAP UGHT. This devi@ trrns on e lamp at a linger 'snap' etc
niely €sed with built jr bettery op€rated lighr lde8lbedsidelightatc
f4 00 each re, 4P62
ELECTRONIC DIPSIICK KlT.Cotains all y@ need to build an
electronic devi@ to give I 10 lewl liquid indietol !5 0O (ex ca$)
161 5P194
UNIVEPSAL BATTERY CllABGER.Takes AA's, c's, D's and
PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 batrdies at orco New and c6ed, mains
operated e6 0O Df 6P35.
ONE THOT SANO GABLE TlESlTsmm x 2 4mm white nylon
cable ties only 85.00 ret 5P1 81.
PC iIOOEMS'I2OOr/S baud modens designsd to plug into a
PC complete with mnual bul no software e18.00 rel 18P'12
ASTEC SWTCHED IIODE POWER SUPPLYEomm x l65mm
(PCB size) giws +5 at 3 75A, +t2 El 1 5A, -12 at 0 4A Brand ns
!12@8112P39
VENTILATED CASE FOR AEOVE Pslhiih lEc filter€d ed(et
and porer Ewitch e5 0o rel 5P190.
lN CAR POWER SUPPLY.Plugs inio dgar ecket and giv6
3,4.5.6.7 5,9, and 12v @Duts at 80OmA Completo with uniwEl
stidor plug.E5 @ al 5P167
CUSTOIiER RETURNEDsuitched mode porer sppli6 Mxed
type, good for sparc d repai e. OO each rcl2Pn2
DRILL OPERATED PUllP.Fiteanydnlland isslf griming €3 OO

ref 3P1 40
PERSOiIAL ATTACK A[-ARll.Complete with built in lorch and
vanity mircr Pocket sized, req's 3 AA batteriee eg 00 ret 3P135
POWERFUL SOLAR CELL lAllP .45 VOLTbn! rs00 rei
5P192 (oth€r sizes avaliablo in catalogue)
SOLAR PRO.TECT KlT,Consias ol a solar cell, special DC mtor,
plaslic lan and turmsbl€s etc plrs a 20 psgo b@k on slar enqgy!
Price is f8 0O ref 8P51
RESISTOfi PAGK,10 x 50 vatres (5@ resigtqs) all 1/4 mn ?/"
metal film e5 0O ref 5P170
CAPACITOR PACK 1.10O asofted non als.tro[tic capeciioe
E20ot*2P286
CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 a$oded electrolylic €pacitors E2 00
td ?P297
OUICK CUPPA? 12v immeEion heater with l6ed end cigsr lighter
plug €3 00 re, 3P92
LED PACK .50 red leds. 50 gresn leds and 50 yollow leds all smm
e8 00 ref 8P52
FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channel radio controlled €r
with roNard. BveE6,2 gea6 plus turbo Working headlights
Q22 oo Bl 22P6
ULTRASONIC WIPELESS ALARM SYSTEMTwo units, one
e sen$r which pbgs into a 13A socket in the ersa you wish to
protec{ The other, a centEl alarm unit plugs into eny oth€r socket
elserere in the building Whon lhe sensor is triggered (by body
movemst elc) tho alam @nds Adjustablo sensilivily Pri@ pgr
pair 420 O0 ra-f 20P34 Addtional seners (max 5 per alarm unit)
e11 00rel11P6
TOP OUAUTY MICROPHONE. Unidireclional eleclrcl con-
don$r mic 600 ohm snsilivity lElEkhz built in chims complete
with magnetic midophons stand and mic clip E12 @ rcl 12P42
WASHING MACtfl NE PUMP.Mains operarod now pump Noi sell
pdming e500El5P18
IBM PRINTER LEAD.(025 to centronics plug) 2 metre parallel
!5 00 rd sP185
GOPPER CLAD STRIP BOARD17" x 4" of 1" pitch "vero" board
!4 0O a sh€el rct 4P52 ot 2 sh*lslot E7 @ rel 7P22
STRIP BOARD CUTING TOOLc2 00 bl 2P3s2
3 'l /Z' di$ drive 7mK epacity made by NEC E6O 00 El 60P2
TV LOUDSPEAKERS.S watt magnetical! scr@ned 4 ohm 55 r
125m8 €3 0O a pair rel 3P'109
W LOUDSPEAKERS.3 watt I ohm magnetically $reened 70 x
50mm q3 0O a pair rsf 3P1Oo
BBC TRACKBALLS Once agein in stock onry e4 m FI 4PE6
CROSS OVER NETVUORKS I ohm 3 w8y Japanee mads units
Ex@llent units avalable at only e2 0O lor a psirl rel 2P363
SPEAKER GRILLli EEtof 3 mtching gdlls of differentdiam€tee
2 packs lq e2 00 (6 grille) El 2P364
50 METRES OF MAINS CABLE E3.00 2 corc black pre@t in
ccnveiient 2 r l€ngtlrs ldeal lor repsirs and projecrs @! 3P91
4 COHE SCREENED AUDIO CABLE 24 METRES E2.OII
Pro@t inio conwnient 1 2 m lengths Rel2P365
TWEETERS 21l4" DlAS ohm mounted on a smart motalplatolor
easy liting !2 00 rat 2P366
COiIPUTER li[CE Onginally made lor FutuE PC's but can be
sdapted lq olher mchines Swis made eO 00 rel 8P57 Atad ST
convsEion kit E2 0O rel 2P362
6 1/2' 20WATTSPEAKEBBuihintwoeter4 ohma5 0orel5P2o5
5" X 3" 16 OHll SPEAKER 3 fqal m!! ref cD213
AIIJUSTABLE SPEAKER BRACKETS ldeal tor runiins
spqkgBon intornalorextemal 6rneB. uneven $rra@s etc 2lor
e5 @ rel 5P2O7
PIB UGHT SWTCH Replaces a standad light Bwitch in econds
lghl op6rat6s wh6n anybod ome within deteclion range (4m) and
stays d lor an adjuatabl€ lire (1 5 scs to I 5 d ns) Complel6 with
daylght ener Unit also fundions aB s dimrer switch! 200 watt
rox Not witable lorfl@resents e14 00 rel 14P10
2 MEG DISC DRIVES 3 1/2'di$ drivs made by Sony hosed in
e 5 1 14" l@ne 1 2 meg lqmetted €56 00 ref 66Pl
360J( 3 1/2" DISC DFIVES 1/2 height E2s 00 rel
40 CHANNEL TBANSCEIVEB 4 WATT OUTPUT,
HANOHELD SOUELCH CONTBOL ETC E7O,OO

EACH REF TOPI
OR AVALNALE AS A PAIR WITH NICAD
BATTEBY PACKS FOF Cl5(IOO BEF 150P1
llluminsted channel display, 10 seclion asdal,
Hi-Low power swilch, exlernal serial scket,
DC chargor ec*st, 12v DC power sod(61,
carying slEp and owne6 manual

WIISPER 2000 USTENING AlD.Enablc you to heer sounds
that w@ld otheruie be inaudiblel Compl€le with h€adphones
Csed CS @ Gl 5P179
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIOI-ry ost stereo systom giving
5 wgttE ps chenn€i. Signalto ncise ratio bettorthan 45db, wow and
iutter lB than 35ol" Neg earth QS OO td 25P21

ol baltery t r
. orrr pri@ I Itt
"t:60*.1t l Ll

Caod !25 El25P14
|ICAD BATTERIES. Brand nry top quality 4 x AA's q4 OO ret
4P44 2 x C'sq4 00 rel 4P73, 4 x D's !9 00 ref 9P1 2, I x PP3e6 m
ref 6P35
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The uhimte equivalents b@k Latest ediiion E2O OO ref
20P32
CABLE TIES.142mm x 3 2mm whit€ nybn pack ot 'too 0g oo ref
3P1 04 Bumpor pack of 1 ,000 taos Cl 4 00

VIDEO AND AUDIO MONITORING
SYSTEM

Brand ngwunits @nsisling ota cameE, l4cm monitq, 70 metresol
csbh, AC adapter, manting bracket and owneE manual 24Ov AC
orl2vDCopeEtioncompletewithbuillin2wayintercom Cgg.00 El
9€P2

1991 CATALOGUE AVAII.ABLE NOW IF YOU DO NOT
HAVE A COPY PLEASE REOUEST ONE WHEN ORDERING
OR SEND US A 6"X9" SAE FOR A FREE COPY.

GEIGER Co'rliITER KlT.Conploto with tube, PCBand altcompc
nerts to build a batt6ry operated g6i ger c@ nter 839 OO ref 39P 1

Fil BUG KIT.N* d6ign with PCB €mb€dded @il Transmits to
any FM rado 9v battery Eq'd f5 0O ref 5P158
Fil BUG Buih and t6led superior gv operation f14 0O ref 14p3
COMPOSIIE VIDEO KlTS,These @nvert composiie vid@ into
soparale H rync, V qnc aM vid€o 12v OC eE 00 rot 8P39
SINCLAIR C5 rcTORS 12v 2sA (tu[ toad) 33oo .pm 6,,x4,, 1/4!
O/P shaft. Nd. 820.00 .61 20P22.
As abow but wth fitted 4 to 1 inline Eduction box (8oolpm) and
toothed nybr b€[ ddv€ @g E40 0O re, 40PE
SINCI-AIR C5 WHEELS1 S or 16'dia anctuding rFaded tyre and
inneriubg Whgob ac blad(,spoked onepiocapoly €rbonate 13,,
wh@le6 OO ref 6P2O. 16" wh6le6 @ rel6P21
ELEGTROT{C SPEED CONTROL KlIIorc5 motor
PCB and all coFpoMls b build a sp@d @ntrcll€r (O-

95% o, sp€od) l.rss pube width mdul8tion !1 7 OO rel
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VELLEMAN KITS
Over 100 Project Kits in stock

Send 50p for 1991 Catalogue + price List
RETAILERS \,VANTED

Why not 9 t tany_retailers who carry our top
range of kits (Discounts to be arfunged)'

ils and Letterhead to:

HIGH.Q.ELECTRONICS
DEPT ETI, PO BOX 1481 LONDON NW74RF

rct:o707 26,3562
FAX:081-2091231

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES WELCOME

SUPPLIERS OF AN EXTENSIVE
BANGE OF TOP QUALITY
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS,
ACCESSORIES & HARDWARE

NEW t991
COLOUR

CATALOGUE

81-OO
lnclud.a P+p

BOOKS - PCB PRODUCTION AIDS-TEST EQUIPMENT

TOOLS - SELF ASSEMBLE ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

Tel: O91 251 4363

Fax: Ogl 252 2296
Eoulrlcr Wclcomc' 

-Srllo.oo-5.oo gn

ESB Electronic Components
Statlon Rd, Cullercoata,
Tyne & Wear, NE30 4PQ

schoola Colbgc! lnd Trrd.

OPEN :Mon-Frl 8.30-5.OO

ti\II
\

m
7f leading tJK security compan

:3'tr8iiilf::H[:!Ylt
al VHFradio ortuned higher

MTX Liicro-minialure audio transmitter .17mmx.17mm 
9V operaton lOOm range €i3.45

VTF500 Hi-power audio transmitter 25OmW output. 2ommx4Omm. 9-12V operation. 2_gOOOm

VXT Voice activated transmitter Variable sensitivity.20mmx6Tmm gV operation IOOOm range
e19.45

scRx sub-carier scrambred audio transmitter cannol be monitored without decoder ritted to
radio. 20mmx67mm. 9V operation. 1OO0m range .........,.,................,............. ...,.,..................,,.......... G22,95
SCDM Sub-carier decoder unit tor monitoring SCRX. Connects to radio earphone socket.
Provides output for headphones.32mmxTOmm.-9-l2V operation .... ,... .........-..,..................... gZZ.SS

HV-X40 L4ains powered audio transmitter Connects direcily to 24Ov AC supply. gommx35mm,
500m ranoe

XT89 Cryslal controlled audio transmifter. High performance. tO0mW outDut, SuoDlied with xtal
for 1081\.4H2. Others available to 1'16NIHz. B5mmx2Bmm.9V operation 2-iOOOm i.;nge...,837.95

OTX180 Narrow band FM.cryslal controlled audio transmilter tOOMHz frequency. Requires
scanner receiver in our OBX180 krt (see Call 20mmx67mm. 9V operalion. t006m ra;ge CiO.95
TKx900 Tracker/Bleeper transmi[er Transmits continuous stream ol audio purses.variable tone
and rate. Powerful 200mW outpul.63mm,25mm. 9V operation. 2-3000m ringe_022.95

Connects belween lelephone lines
lly with useof phone.All conversation

rr-xzoo i/icro miniature tetephone transmitr..;;;; ;i;;;i;rr-i","] ,"n.i"r., *o 
"with phone use. All conversations transmitted.2ommx2omm. Foweret from line..10O0m

ector/loca ty. [,lultic
ate bteepe OCoNF

and nor al such
/ul[il^ ruurnm Yv operaton ,., es0.9s

Send 2xlst class stemps lot the new tggl Catatogu{ 
)
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rESil G
TM SERIES MUTIITUIEIERS

D-MM Good Value!
The TM series of low cost meters, with
31/z digit LCDs, full overload protection,
strong ABS case and packed with
features. Supplied with test leads,
battery and manual.

TM 5315 DC curent (10A) continuity and diode test
TM 5365 Capacitance and frequency (ZoOkHz)

ranges
TM 5375 Frequency range (ZoMHZ) and HFE test
TM 1 15 AC & DC current (10A), HFE and

continuity test
TM 135 Capacitance and temp. ranges (inc.

probe)

TM 175 Frequency (1SMHz) and capacitance
ranges and HFE, diode, continuity and SO_OO1ZS fSI.49
LED test.

77OS Capacitance meter, I pF to Z0,0O0uF 56-0Z?05 f3g.gg

BlAGK
STAR
Top quality, UK
made, frequency
counters and
generators.

s6-os31s fl9.99

so-oss6s f37.90
s6-os37s f36.75

s6-0011s f33.67
s6-o0t3s f45.95

s6-00100 cl25.35
s6-00600 tl55.25
so-orooo f204.10
s6-r0r00 c339.25
s6-02000 f343.95
s6-o0so0 f|25.50
s5-02001 ft7t.35

HAMEG
'sc0PEs

All Hameg scopes
are supplied with
two x 10 probes,

mains lead, manual
and 2 year
warranty.

s6-s2037 c388.r0
s6-s2os3 f701.50
s6-s6o4o f701.50
s6-o100s fgt0.85

Meteor 100 l00MHz counter
Meteor 600 600MHz counter
Meteor '1000 1000MHz counter
Apollo 100 l00MHz counter^imer
Nova 2400 2.4GHz counter
Jupiter 500 500kHz tunction generator
Jupiter 2000 2MHz function generator

HM2O3-7 Dual channet, Z0MHZ
HM205-3 Digitat storage, 20MHz sampting
HM604 Dualchannet,60MHz
HM1005 Triple channet, 100MHz

Full details of all the above are lnctuded ln our comprehensfue
catatogue, EI.6O (tnc. p&p).

AJI the above are currently ln stock and ayallable for lmmedlate
dellvery. Standard P&P 61.00, next day dellvery G4.SO.

All prices include VAT

ETr JUNE t99l
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Fig. 1 Silicon diode typcial V6/lp transfer
characteristics.

his article looks at practical applications of
modern temperature sensor' ICs; all the
specified ICs are 'commercial grade'types
manufactured by National Semi-
conductors, and are wideJy available; they

are also made in'industrial' and'military' grades, with
greatly enhanced specifications

Sensor Basics
Until f airly recently, electric / electr on ic te mp erature
sensors were available in only four basic types, none
of which werc really suitable for use in accurate
'temperature-to-voltage converter' or'electronic
thermometer' applications. Of these four types, the
bead thermistor is highly non-linear, carbon rod
thermistors have excessively wide tolerances, and
thermocouples give very low outputs; none of these
three devices gives an output that can be directly
calibrated in a known temperature scale.

The fourth type of sensor is the ordinary silicon
diode (or transistor base-emitter junction) which, as

shown in Frgures 1 and 2 , generates a forward voltage
of about 610 mV and has a temperature coefficient
of about -2mV/oC at a forward current of 1 mA, and
can thus be employed as a temperature sensing
device. Major advantages of this sensor are that it gives
repeatable and consistent results and, because of its
small physical mass, has a fairly rapid thermal
response time. Its major disadvantage is that its normal
forward voltage is very large compared to its
thermally-induced voltage changes; also, its forward
voltage varies with forward current; Figure 3'helps
illustrate these problems.

Figure 3 shows, in basic form, an electronic
thermometer that uses an ordinary silicon diode as

its sensor and is calibrated to span the -10"C to

ETr IUNE 199r
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Fig. 2 Typical rdlmA)

thermal characteristics of a
silicon diode.

+40oC range. The diode is driven via a constant
current that is adjusted (during thermal tests) to set
D1's thermal coefficient at precisely -2mVoC. D1's

output is fed to the input of the x10 op-amp inverting
amplifier, which has an offset voltage (Vpsp) applied
to its non-inverting terminal to exactly cancel the
effects of D1's forward voltage at - 10oC. Thus, the
op-amp gives an output that falls to zero at - 10oC,
has an effective thermal coefficient of +20oC, and
rises to +1V at"f40oC.

Once calibrated, the Figure 3 circuit has two
possible sources of error. The first is variation in D1's
forward current, but here a 10% shift causes only a

3 mV change in forward voltage, so such errors are
quite small (equal to an error of 0.15oC, percent). The
second possible source of error is variation in V*at,
which has a nominal value of 600 mV Here a 7Vo

variation (6 mV) is equal to a 3"C shift in the D1
temperature, so this can be a major source of error.

Figure 4 shows a useful variation of the basic

diode sensor, using a so-called hmplified diode (Q1)
as a thermal sensor. Here, ZD7, generates a thermally
stable 4.7 volts, and matched transistors Q2-Q3 form
a current mirror in which an input current (\5) fed
into diode-connected Q2 inherently generates an
almost identical sink cunent (1a,"*) in the collector of
Q3. I51x6 flows via the Ql-R1-R2 'amplified diode',
which generates an output voltage (between its
emitter and collector) equal to its base-emitter
junction's volt drop multiplied by the (R1+R2)/R2

Ray Marston looks at
modern temperature
sensor ICs and sftows
how to use them.

Vout
= +20mV/.C,

-10oC TO +4OoC

+

Fig. 3 Basic -looC to +40oC thermometer with silicon
diode sensor.

s-af

OUT
tv7

R4

RV',l

R5

R3'

zo1
4V7

ozl

F1
40k

R2
10k

{

f 
,",nr,,-o,

log

.,1 +8',

OV

Fig. 4 Thermal sensor using an 'amplified diode'.

Vout : 4V7 (sxvbe1l
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value, which in this case equal 5; this amplified ciiode
thus acts like five series-connected silicon diodes, and
drops approximately 3 volts and has a thermal
coefficient of - 10mV/oC at 20oC. Thus, the circuit,s
final output taken between Ql's emitter and ground,
equals 4.7 V minus this value, and at +20"C
approximates 1 7 V and has a temperature coefficient
of +10mV/oC Note that a very stable V*.. offset

IC NUMBEB LM34CZ LM35CZ LM335Z LM 39,I1N

TEMP RANGE
SPOT ACCURACY (TYPI
RANGE ACCURACY (TYPI
OUTPUT SCALE
SUPPLY VOLTAGE RANGE
OUIESCENT CURRENT

-40'F TO +230'F
10 8oF AT +77oF

11 6oF
lOmV/oF
5-30V
70pA

-400c To +1100c
i0 4oC AT +25oC

r0 8oC
10mV/'C
4V 3OV
60uA

-40'C TO +100oC
a2oc AT +25.C

14 0oC
10mV/"K

NA
045mA

-25oC TO +85oC
NA

a10oC
10mV/oK

8- 35V
1mA NOMINAL

Fig. 5 Temperature sensoi lc selection chart (National semiconductor ,commercia
grade' devices).

voltage is available via RV1.
It can be seen from Figure 3 and Figure 4 that the
really major snag of using the silicon junction as a
precision thermal sensor is that of initially calibrating
and scaling its usage circuitry. In recent years,
however, advances in manufacturing techniques have
made it possible to house a complete sensor and its
processing circuitry in a small IC package and, by
using very tight production control and on-test
trimming, to produce high-performance devices that
require a little or no external calibration. Such devices
are widely available, reasonably priced, and are simply
known as 'Temperature Sensor ICs'.

nfn ov
CENTIGRADE SENSOR

(+20C TO +11ooc)

Fig. 6 LM34CZ/LM35CZ
outline and basic
application circuits.

Fig. 8 Single-supply full
-range tempe.ature
sensot,

Fractical Temperature Sensor ICs
Temperature Sensor ICs are sophisticated devices that
convert temperature directly into voltage. National
Semiconductors are one of the major manufacturers
of these devices, and produce a range of four widely
available ICs of this type; Figure 5 shows details of the
low-cost tommercial grade'
theLM34CZand LM35CZ a
devices that give outputs pr
i'espectively, and the LM335Z is a simple trimmable
device that gives an output proportional to oK.
Finally, the LM3911N combines a voltage reference,
a temperature sensor and an op-amp on a single chip,
and can be used to act as either a temperature
indicator or as a precision thermal switch.

Fig. 10 Analogue oF or oC meter.

LNIS4CZ / LM3 5 CZ Circuits
The LM34CZ and LM35CZ are housed in 3-pin
TO-92 packages, and are designed to consume
quiescent currents of onl
this minimising internal he
the outline and basic appl
note that these basic
temperature readings of +5oF or +2oC. The ICs
can be made to give full-range outputs (i.e , to give

40"C) by
Figure 7,

A minor weakness of the LM34CZ and i'fi:L"&
is that, like most micropower ICs, they tend to become

Fig. 12 Operation from a wide-range supply
voltage.

BOTTOM VIEW

+ 10mV/oK
OUTLINE

,.O I BASIC CIRCUIT

TRIMMED CIBCUIT

Fig. 11 Outline and basic application circuits of
the LM3352 degrees-Kelvin sensor.
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tcl-3

Fig. 13 Minimum-temperature sensor.

LNl3342 Circuits
T he LM334Z temperature sen -

sor IC acts like a temperature-
sensitive trimmable Z.ener diode
that gives an output of +10
mV/oK (e.9., 2,982 volts at
+25"C). Figure 11 shows its
outline and simple ways of using
the device in either the basic
(accurate within + 2oC al
+25"C1 or the 'trimmable'

unstable if their outputs are directly loaded by
capacitive loads greater than a few picofarad. This
snag can be overcome by feeding such loads in either
of the ways shown in Figure 9.

Iavg =
+30mV/oK

LM335Z

LM335Z

LM335Z

Fig. 14 Average-temperature sensor.

Figure 13 shows three
LM334Zs used in a circuit that
gives an output equal to the
lowest of three measured temp-
eratures, and Figure 14 shows
a circuit that gives an output
proportional to the average of
three different readings. Finally,
Figure 15 shows how two
sensor ICs can be used to make
a differential temperature ana-
logue meter; the meter should
be a centre-reading (50FA - 0

- 50pA) 100lAtype;the CAL
control is initially
set to give zero
reading when
both ICs are at
the same temp-
erature, and Rl
is chosen to set
the desired full-
scale differential
reading

Both of these ICs can be directly used as
analogue thermometers by connecting their outputs
to a 100pA moving coilmeter via a suitable'ranging'
resistor, as shows in Figure 10. This ranging resistance
(which includes the meter's own internal resistance)
must equal 100 ohms per degree of full-scale reading
e.g., 10k for an F.S D., reading of 100oF or 100oC,
etc. The ICs can be used as digital thermometers,
driving a digital display module with a basic 200 mV
full-scale sensitivity, by feeding the IC output to the
module via a 10:1 attenuator.

Fig. 15 Differential temperature analogue meter.

OUT

IN

NC

NC

NC

NC

BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig. 16 LM3911N Temperature Controller outline
and block diagram.

OUTLINE
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(precision) mode; note in these circuits that the R1
value is chosen to set the IC's current at about lmA.
Figure 12 shows how the basic circuit can be modified
for 1mA operation (via a LM334Z constant-current
generator) when using a wide-range supply.

Fig. 17 Basic temperature-controller'switch'.

Fig. 18 lnverted-output temperature controller.

Fig. 19 Over-temperature switches with a common output.

LM3911 Circuits
Figure 16 shows the outline and block diagram of the
LM3911N temperature controller IC, which houses
a voltage ref.erence, a precision degree-Kelvin
temperature sensor, and an op-amp in a single 8-pin
DIL package.

Figure 17 shows the basic temperature controller
application circuit of the LM3911N. R1 sets a
quiescent current of about 1mA in the IC, and the
internal op-amp is used in the voltage comparator
mode, with pin-3 fed with a stable relerence voltage
set by the 50k pot. The circuit action is such that the
output (pin 2) is normally high, but goes low when
the IC's temperature exceeds a threshold value set via
the 50k pot. The circuit's action can be reversed, so
that the output is normally low but goes high under
the over-temperature condition, by modifying the
circuit as shown in Figure 18; the outputs of these
circurts can be switched from high to low, or vice versa,
by temperature changes of only 0.5"C. Note that
several LM3911N ICs can be wired in parallel, as
shown in Figure 19, so that the output goes low when
any IC reaches its trip threshold.

Finally, Figure 20 and2l shows alternative ways
of using the LM3911N as a oK thermometer. Note in
these two applications that pins 2 and 3 are shorted
together so that the internal op-amp acts as a unity-
gain buffer; also note that the IC can be made to give
an output proportional to oF (or any other scale) by
simply configuring the op-amp to give an appropriate
amount of gain.

Fig. 20 Basic thormometer using
positive supply.

_15V

Fig. 21 Basic thermometer using
negative supply.
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Fig. 1 Temperature measurement options

rivate, self financed research, very oftenA J P Williams
constructs an accurate
temperuture
measuring system
with a uariety of
applications.

the greatest use from a small
radiation, which means a black body is like an ideal
matt black surface.

The fraction of energy absorbed by a real surface
compared with that absorbed by a black body is
known as the absorption coefficient. Similarly the
{raction of energy emitted by a real surface compared
with that emitted by a black body is known as the
emission coefficient.

MY easuring device
which co intensity of solar
radiation ient of clear or
tuanslucent cover plates, the absorption coefficient and
the emission coefficient of collector surfaces. This
measuring device has many other uses as well.

The fundamental concept is based on making
measurements so close to the ambient temperature
that losses due to convection, conduction and
radiation are negligible,

amount of equipment. With this in mind
a temperature measuring device was
designed for use in the solarfield, with the

EtE(J
F--lH

AH

possibility of other uses outside this area.
Solar panels of the type used for heating water

usually have one or more clear or translucent covers,
to prevent heat escaping from a hot absorbing plate,
known as a collector. The efficiency of the whole
system can be increased by choosing covers that allow
a large percentage of the incoming solar radiation to
pass through a collector surface that absorbs a high
percentage ofthe sun's rays, and keeps any collector
heat losses to a minimum. Some of these require-
ments are conflicting, for example, more clear
covering layers will reduce incident radiation, but at
the same time, extra cover plates reduce heat losses

from the collector. Collectors coated with an ordinary
matt black paint are good absorbers but they also emit
infra red radiation equally well. Some collector
surfaces absorb 97 % of the incoming solar radiation,
while reducing the infra red emission from the hot
collector to 10% of the infra-red emission that would
have b6en emitted by a normal matt black paint.
These special surfaces are known as selective surfaces.
A black body is one that absorbs allthe radiation falling
upon it, irrespective of the wavelength of the radiation.
A black body also emits the maximum possible

To check the performance of th
device (and for other tests) it is useful to
changes in the one channel relative
channel, for example to check the tracking of the two
channels over a range of temperatures by having the
sensors for both channels mounted side by side on the
same test plate, see M3 Figure 1. If a measuring device
is used that has one input earthed, for the same
purpose as desribed in the previous paragraph, then
it can be connected to the output of a unity gain
differential amplifier, see M6 in Figure 1.

TIMING OPTION T

CHANNEL 1

SENSOR

Fig. 2 Timing Option 1

REFERENCE
VOLTAGE

Vrol +lOOmV



CHANNEL 1

TEMP SENSOR

CHANNEL 2
TEMP SENSOR

Fig. 3 Timing Option 2

The temperature equivalent of each voltage
reference is indicated by the setting of three switches
and one calibrated variable resistor. When the
temperature of a sensor is slightly higher than its

equivalent reference temperature, a piezo-elechic
sounder operates, which enables the temperature of
the sensor to be read directly from the setting of the
reference switches without using any meters.

Most of my tests are carried out using copper
plates 30cm x 16.7cm (500 cm2 approx). The size is

not that important but it makes calculation a little
easier to make the area l.2Om2. The copper plates
were chosen to be 1mm thick, this ensures that the
mass of each plate is sufficient to prevent the plate
heating up too quickly when it is exposed to
maximum intensity sunlight and the surface has the
maximum possible absorption coefficient. This results
in the highest rate of rise of temperature, of about 1

degree in 3.4 seconds. The sensor time constant must
be in the order of 0.1 second, for the change in
temperature to be accurately followed.

To measure the temperature change rate, it is
desirable to make the temperature measurement
interval as small as possible so measurements can be

made as close as possible to the ambient temperature.
If the interval is made too small, the electrical noise

of the system prevents accurate measurement. An
interval of 1.00o Celcius was chosen as a good
compromise as well as being a very convenient value
for calculation purposes. Two identical measuring
channels are required so two measurements can be
compared under the same conditions. Providing the
two channels are calibrated using the same temp-
erature ref.erence then co mparative measurements
between the two channels are good. If care is taken,
measurements of rate of rise of temperature using
identical copper plates and surfaces, taken under the
same conditions, produce results that are within 1%
of each other. Absolute temperature measurements
to within - / +0 5" Celcius can be achieved (see

meters M1 and M2 in Figure 1).
Before taking a measurement it is usefulto know

whether the object being measured is in a state o{
equilibrium with its surroundings, (not changing in
temperature). Detecting very small changes in
temperature requires the voltage output of the sensor
after amplification to be measured relative to the
relerence voltage. This can be set to the equivalent
of any temperature within the range of the instrument
(see M4 and M5 in Figure 1). These meters are only
indicating a small voltage and therefore can have a
good resolution. Changes of one hundredth of a

degree are easily observable if the noise and drift of
the system is small.

Timing Option 1
The logic output in Figure 2 changes from low to high
state (t1) when channel 1 sensor reaches the
temperature equivalent of Vref, ie comparator A

ETI ILrNE l99r

output goes to its high state. The logic output changes
back again to the low state (t2) when the sensor
temperature reaches the temperature equivalent of
Wef : + 100mV, so comparator B goes to its logic
high state. Since 100mV represents one degree
Celcius, then the time interval between t1 and t2 is
the time taken for the sensor to rise through one
degree Celcius.

The circuit has a similar operation for measuring
the time taken for the sensor to fall through one degree
Celcius, In this case the equivalent reference
temperature voltage (Vref : + 100mV) is set initially,
slightly below the sensor temperature.

A piezo-elechic sounder operates when the logic
output is in its high state, this allows the setting up oI
the equivalent reference temperature. The end of the
timing process is indicated by the sound output
ceasing.

Timing Option 2
When the temperature of channel 1 sensor is slightly
higher than the equivalentreference of channel 1,

then the logic.'or-rtput moves to the high state at tl
(Figure 3). Similarly for channel 2 when the sensor
is slightly higher than the equivalent temperature of
channel 2, then the logic output moves back to its

original low state (t2).
The time interval between t1 and t2 indicates the

time taken between sensor 1 and 2 reaching its pre-
determined temperature.

The situation is similar for falling temperatures,
in this case if there is no alteration of the relerence
settings, t1 will be determined by the channel 2 sensor
and t2 by the channel 1 sensor.

HO\v IT WORKS
Ihe Constant Cunent Generattrs and Relerenco Vohege

A stable voltage relerenee is required, this being derived by passing

a constant current thmugha known stabletesistance. The resistance

consists of 3 bafiks of switched resistors, $hown a$ onetesistor RV2

in Figure 1 fsee also Figure 5) and one continuously vailabte resistor

RV3. in Figure t. The constant currelltgenetatoliormed from lC2,

03, 04and R4 prwides a current of SrnA by using a 2.5V reference

voltage lfotween the +15V and +'17.5V supp]yraild mto$sthe 500R

input resistor 83,

The amplified outputrolup from the temperature sensors was

ehosen so that 1000 Celsius prwided 10V. this being amnvenient

voltage for display on any digital or analogue fletel A referenee

volta ge ior a 1 
o 

change is provided by the constant current of 5 mA

also passing through a ?0H resistor. fl5. The vohage aaoss R5 is

100mV which ensures that it is lerge compared with any 0p-amp

offset zero voftages, The va{ue oJ the constant cunent was chosqn

to ensure that the bias cunents ofthe Op.amps wouldbe ntgliglbh

in comparison and the total vslue of RV2 andRV3 was low enough

to ensure a small value ol induced noisa pa{t 0fthe constant curEnt

isiedtothe-15V railvia R16 fsdend Ed R17. By tduoingthe vdue

0f the constafit curentthrough RV3,lhevatueofHV3 could bekept

to a conveDient easily obtainable vrlue.
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The Smi-conduotor Probe and Amdilier
The LM3 5 temperature sensor shown in Figure 7 gives 0V output at
00 Celdius and lV output at 1000 Celcius, ie asenshivity of 10 mV
per 0. 

Ths line regulati0n of thE L[i|35 is typically 0.02mV,V and as

tho l5V supply is regulated the enor from this source is negligible.

The loadregulation of theLM35 is typicatly 0,5mV/mA, The change

in load cunent over a 100 0 
change in temperature is only 0.EmA ie

a 0.0250 error in f000 change and this small enor can be trimmed
out duting the line up procedure if rcquired. The eflor due ro self
heating is typically 0.080 Celcim in still air,

Theouiput of tlrre LM35 isledvia pin 6of a 7 pinOlN ptug to thr
semicorductor sensor amptilier lC8. tn ihis non-irrverting amplif ier,

R26andC2 form an inputfilter to reduce high frequency noisefrom
the sensor, C3 and 829 reducethe HFgain 0fthe amplifier to also

minimise roise.

IlOproviries a stable DC voltage tl+a1 is apptied lo the inverting
input of lC8. The adjuStment of RV5 varies this DC output so rhat
Zero voltage outputcen be oitained at the output of lC8 when the
semi-coflductorsensoris at 0o Cetcius. The nominalgain of the lC8
stageis'10. Thisgain can bevarMslightly by mearrs ol BV4,so that

the output 0f ICB is exactly '10V when the temperature sensor is at
1000 Celcius. The outputo, lC I is led t0 pin4 of the input socket and

a strap on the input plug returils the output backto pin 3 on the input
socket where it is then fed to the signal qutput socket and also to a
linecomrnon to 2 comparator$tages and aditferential amplilia stage
Thef,omparators and Log{c Stages

lC3 and lC5 are voltage iotlowers. The difference in the output voltage

bstween these two voltage followers being 100 mV, ie the same as

the voltage across R17.

[4and lC6arcregenerativecomparat0rs. Theoutputrersistance

ofthe signalarnplliiers being sutficiently low to prevent changes in

iilput current (as the comparator switchesl from significantty

aflecting the value 0i the signal output,

Assurnethat the voltageat thejunction of RV2 and RE has been

setto5V by adjustingthe value of RV2. This voltagerepresents b0o
Celcius. When the tempemture sensor reaches E0o Cetciusthe signal

output will be 5V aod comparator lC6 will switch so that its output
goes positive As the temperature rises to 510 Celcius the signal

output witl reach 50.1V and the output of IC4 will change to its
positive state. The feedbackresishrson the compaaators have been

NOTE:
lC1-8,10 = OP77G
rcg = 74HC86
O1-4 = BC559

D3 05 = 8C547
D1.4 = BAX16
ZD1-4 = BZY88C 4V7
ZDS = BZYgaC 5V1

sw1

R19
1OK DIFF O/P

Srcrulr I FROM OUTPUT 15k
orp I -oF tc6 oN cAnnI CHANNEL 2 

_

Fig. 4 Main Circuit diagram



chosen togive a hysteresisoi just under 10mV which ensuresthat

arty noise does not give muftiple triggering of the comparators.

The output 0f the comparators changes from appto,<imately

-15V to +15V. Theresistors anddiodes between the output of the

corRparahrs ard ttre input of the following XOR gate ensures that

the logic levelvarres htween 0V and 4.7Vto be compatible withthe

XOR gate usinglhe conditmns mentioned at the beginning of this

paragrcph, when ttetempuaturoof the sensor reaehes 504 the input

to [9pins goesto itshigh state and pin 4is al itslow state thus the

output 0i lcg prn 6 goes to its high statr Whenthe temperature of

the sensor reaches 510 pin4 also goesh the logic high state so the

output of 1C9 pin 6 goes to its low state ie the width ol the pulse

output lrom lC9 pin 6 indicatesthe time taken ior the temperature

to move between 50o and 51o. The output llom pin6 o{ lC9 is fed

into pin 10 f lC9 andsince pin9 isheld constantly at logichigh then
pin I provides an inrlerted output of the pulse at pin 6.

When SW2 is closed the output from pin 8 of tC9 is used to

operate apiezodecticsourder whichglvesan audible waming when

theti,ning putse ]s present.

The togic output trom pin 6 of lC9 isfed via anemftter follower

(Q5) to an outputteminal, This output was used to drive a long co-

axial cabtefeeding a remote compuler.Thecomputer beingused t0

time the pulse width,
TheXOB gate pins 1 and 2 and inverto pins 12 and 13 operate

in a similar manner to that described isr the other sections of lC9.

tn this case the gate is operated from lC6 output lrom each of two

ssparatBldentical circuits bothasshownin Figure 1, SeeFigure 3ior
details,

Tlu Hatinum flesistancs Probe

The semi'conduetor sensor is very convenient Jor many

meawrements beirq relatively robus and physically smallbut itstime

constant was too long to measure accurately a rate oi change of

temperature of One degree Celcius in 3.6 seconds which was the

maximum rate of changethat I required. This requtred response ifor
stuface measurement ofl rnetal) was obtained by using a small

unsheathed plati*um resistance sensor,

The sensor has a resistanee of 100R at 0 
0 Ceicius ard 138.5R

at 100oCelcius, A cofistant current generator formed {rom lC1, 01,

02, fl, fi2 & fVl in Figure 4 provldes 2.597mA which is passed

Calibration Procedure
Adjust RVl in the power unit (Figure 8) until the
voltage across R5 (Figure 4) is 100mV - / +0 1%.
This automatically ensures that the 2.5V power supply
output is very close to its nominal values as R4 and
R6 are both 0.1% resistors

Quick approximate calibration of the semi-
conductor sensor (See Appendix 1)
Connect a + 1V DC supply between pin 6 of the input
socket and the chassis Adjust RVS untilthe P.D from
the junction of R31 and R33 relative to chassis is 0V.
Adjust RV4 until the PD between pin 4 of the input
socket and chassis is 10V Plug ihe semiconductor
sensor into the input socket and the accuracy for
temperature measurement will be within - / +1,.0o
using the LM35D sensor and slightly better for the
LM35C sensor
Precise calibration of the semi-conductot
sensor (See Appendix 1)
Plug the semi-conductor sensor into the input socket.
Keep ihe sensor at 0o Celcius (see appendix 1) and
adjust RV5 until the output of ICS is 0.00V relative
to the chassis Keep the sensor at 1000 Celcius and
adjust RV4 until the output of ICS is 10.00V relative
to the chassis The accuracy will then be typically

- / +0 25o over the whole range
Quick approximate calibration of the
Platinum Resistance Sensor
Plug the platinum resistance sensor into the input
socket and temporarily replace the sensor with a 100R

- / +0 1. resistor Adjust RV1 (Figure 4) untilthe PD
across the 100R test resistor is 0.2597V, make the
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through the sensor via pin 2 of the input plus and socket. This value

ol cunent was chosen'to makethe sensitivity ofthe sensor lrnV' per

Degree Cetcius while keeping the sensot power dissipationdown to

0 674rnw at 00 Celcius and 0.934mW at t00oCelcius. The self

heating coefficientwith infinite heat sink is0.00050 per mW and in

still air 0.2o per mW, so lor rnost measurements self heating doos

notcontribute much error, A 4 wire sensing system is used as shown

in Figure 6. tC 1 and lC3 are both voltage lollowers, the output ol lC1

relaiive to the output of lC3 being the voltage directly across the

sensor. lC 2 and its associated resistors form a differential amplifier

with a voltage gain of '100.

The '1.26V 
reterence voltage causees a cutrent of 126gA to flow

through fl8 and also 810, R11 & B 12. Besistor R10 is selected so that

the potential at the output of lC4 is -0.2597V relative to the output

of lC3, ie it has the same magnitude as the voltage acrossthe sensor

at 0o Celcius. This results in the output of lC2 {atpin 3 oi the input
plus) being zero when the sensor is at 00 Celcius. R5, C2, C3 and

89, C5 reduce the gain ol stages lC2 and lC4 respectively at high

frequencies to minimise noise,

The platinum resistance amplifier is mounted in an external

screened probe so that there is a much larger signal to be led along

long connecting screened leadsd to the main unit, Most 0f the

resistors within th?pEtinum resistanceamplif ier are 0.1% toensure

a gain close to 100and to give the requhed long term stability. For

my purposes the accuracy with a fixed gain for [C2 wes sufficient,

but obviously the gain oi this stage could be made adjustable over

a small range for a more precise calibratisn,

Ihe fower Unit

With reference to Figure 8, the lower hatl of the circuit is a two
conventional fult wave reclifier circuits, loltowed by 15V stabilisers

to give +15V and l5V relative to the chassis l0V).
The top half of the circuit is a conventional full wave rectifier

folhwd by a vaiable stabitiser which has been setto give 7V output

This 7V is connected in series with the +15V fromthe lower half ot

the circurt to give a stabitised 22V supply which is required for the

constant current generators supply vohage The 7V supply also feeds

a voltage reference IREF 03) to give a very stable 2,5V supply which

ensures a verY stable Currentlrom the Constant current generators.

-
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-
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measurement between IC1 output and IC3 output
(Figure 6). Select a resistor or resistors for R10 (Figure

6) with a value close to 63R so that the output on pin
3 of the input plug is 0.00V relative to chassis
potential.

Replace the platinum resistance sensor, the
accuracy will then be typically - / +0.6" Celcius for
class A sensors and -,/+1.0o Celcius for class B
sensors. This accuracy could be improved slightly by
using a 0.01% tolerance test resistor.
Precise calibration of the Platinum resistance
sensor. (See appendix 1)
Plug the platinum resistance sensor into the input
socket Keep the sensor at 0o Celsius and adjust RV1
(Figure 4) until the PD across the sensor (measured
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between ICl output and lC2 output) is O.2597V.
Select a resistor or resistors for R10 (Figure 6) untilthe
output on pin 3 of the input plug is 0.00V relative to
the chassis potential. Keep the sensor at 1000 Celcius
and shunt R4 until the PD between the junction of R3,
R4 andthe chassis is 9.97V. This should give a typical
overall accuracy of + / - 0.4o Celcius
Calibratlon of R12 (Hundredths of a degree)
Temporarily disconnecl R17 (Figure 4), so that the full
5mA constant current flows through RV3. Turn RV3
fully anti-clockwise and mark the dial where the knob
pointer is positioned. This mark will enable the knob
to be re-positioned after calibration. Turn RV3
clockwise until the PD across RV3 is 5mV mark this
position on the dial. Continue to turn RV3 clockwise
marking the dial every SmV step until RV3 is fully

clockwise. Make the marks longer at 50mV and
100mV as these points will represent 1 and 2 tenths
of a degree Celcius. Reconnet R17 and select a value
for R16 so that the current through RV3 is 1mA. The
other channel can be calibrated ih the same way and
the dial marks then made more permanent.

Extending the temperature
measurement range
The platinum resistance sensor can be used down to
- 50o Celsius. If the gain of IC 2 in Figure 6 is reduced
to 10 then temperatures should be measurable up to
500" Celcius.

The LM35DZ semiconductor sensor can be used
from 0 to 100o Celcius and the LM35CZ sensor can
be used from -40 to +110o Celcius.
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Appendix 1

'10 A=B:B=0

15 TlfvlE=0

20 BEPEAI

30 M0USE xoossr, ypos70, button%, time%

40CASEbrrficn\ 0F

50WHEN i: tlmeAl % =TIME:A=1

60 WHEN 2: timeBl 9n =TIME:B ='1

70 ENDCASE

S0UNTltA=1 0RB=1

90 IF A=1 IHEN GOTO 1OO

95IFB=1 THENGOIO 165

1OO REPEAT

110 M0USE xcosc{,, ypos%, button%, time%

120 CASE button -cb 0F

130 WHEN 3:timeBl% =TIME:B=2

140 ENDCASE

150 UNTILB=2

155 G0T0 220

165 REPEAT

170 M0USE xpos%, ypos%, buttonTo,timeTo
'180 CASE bunon% 0F

190 WHEN 3rtimeAl?i =TlMErA=2

2OO ENDCASE

210 UNTIL A=2
220 REPEAT

230ltil0USE xpos%, ypos%, buttonTo, timeTo

24CCASE button% 0F

250WHEN 1: timeB29o =TIME:B=3

260WHEN 2:t meA29'o =TIME:A=3

270 ENDCASE

280UNT|LA=30RB=3

Fig. 7 Semi conductor probe

290 lF A =3 THEN G0T0 310

3OO IF B=3 THEN GOTO 4OO

310 REPEAT

320 l\40USE xpos%, ypos%, buttonTo, time%

330CASE button% 0F

340 WHEN 0:time B2% =TIME:B =4
345 ENDCASE

350 UNIIL B=4

360G0T0 520

4OO REPEAT

410 MOUSE xpos%, ypos%, button%, time%

420CASE button% 0F

430 WHEN OrimeA27o =TIME:A = 4

440 ENDCASE

450 UNTIL A=4
520 PB INT "Channel 1 " (timeA2 %-timeA']70 )/100 " Seconds"

530 PBINT "Channel 2 " (timeB2%-timeBl%)/'100 " Seconds"

1. Load above program

2. Set temperature reference switches to their required settings

3. Press escape key: RU N: press RETURN key to obtain timings.

5k0
R2
2k2

N OTE:
lC1 = REF 03 2V5 REF
tc2 = 1M317
lC3 = uA7815 15V 1A
lC4 = uA7915 15V 1A
D1-6 = 1N4003

c4
N 1O00u

L1
470uH

L2
470uH

Fig. 8 Power Supply unit
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This and next month
James Archer looks at
the final batch of
proposed ATV
systems, making some
predictions about
which are likely to
succeed, and those
likely to disappear
without ttace.
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NUMBER OF SCANNING LINES 525 525
INTERLACE 2i1 2i1
HORIZONTAL FREOUENCY 15,734 26 15,76A 79 O 21% FASTER
VEBTICAL FREOUENCY 59 94 60 07 O 21O% FASTER
suBcaBRtER 3,579.545 3,579,345
ICLES OF SUBCARBIER PER LINE 227 5 227 -. 0.21% LESS
cHRoMA cRAwL yEs No' * 

tMpRovED
CROSS COLOUB YES BEDUCED IMPROVED

Fig. 1 Differences between CCF and NTSC.

The High Resolution Sciences
CCF system

igh Resolution Sciences, Inc. is a
research corpordtion dedicated to
develop technologies that improve the
quality of visual displays. They have
not so far put forward a comprehen-

sive scheme for advanced television, but they did
submit a paper to the FCC Advisory Committee on
Advanced Television Service, and the techniques
which HRS have developed look as though they

could make a significant impact if they were applied
to various AfV systems.

The heart of the technology developed by HRS
is a system called Chroma Crawl Free (CCF). This is
a novel method of encoding and synchronising tele-
vision pictures so that unmodified existing television
receivers will display a picture without the effect
known as 'chroma crawl', and with greatly reduced
cross-colour and cross-luminance artifacts. Chroma
crawl can be seen along the edg'es of brightly coloured
parts ofNTSC images and in some coloured patterns,
as colour dots which move slowly up the picture. The
effect can be disturbing, especially when looking at
titles in saturated colours, or at detailed patterns. It
occurs because of the relationship between the line

and frame frequencies in the NTSC system, which
were originally chosen to minimise the effects of
adding the colour signals to the black and white
pictures, it being particularly important to see that the
millions of viewers with monochrome receivers were
not disturbed. In order to make the spectra of the
colour information interleave with that of the
luminance information, the colour subcarrier freq-
uency was chosen to be an odd multiple of half the
frame and line frequencies. It works out that each
NTSC line has 227 .5 cycles of subcarrier and each
fuame 119,437.5 cycles. Since each field ends with
the subcarrier 90 degrees out of phase with the one
before it, each scanning line will begin with the
subcarrier 180 degrees out of phase with the
preceding one. In consecutive fields, therefore, the

colour subcanier position will appear one line higher,
and this causes the throma crawl' or Uot crawl' effect.

The CCF System changes fro m the 227 .5 cycles
of subcarrier per line used in NTSC to 227 cycles,
increasing the horizontal frequency by about 2%. This
makes every line of the same field have the same
subcarrier phase, but an additional half cycle of colour
subcarrier is added at the end of each field, with the
net effect being that the next field willbe 180 degrees
out of phase. Fields one and three have the same
subcarrier phase on every line, and have the opposite
phase from fields two and four, and the resulting in
no dot crawl. As an added advantage, the change in
the relative phasing of phase has the effect of reducing
cross-colour artifacts.

Fz
9o

>z
o

COMPOSITE
NTSC SIGNAL TO
TfiANSMITTER

Fig. 2 OuanTv transmission - block diagram.

NTSC
ENCODER



Fig. 3 OuanTV receiver - general principles,

Compatibility
The difference betueei ::e :::.2::::. aid r,ertical
scanning freq uencies :s s::: a.. a:::: g:. :o ce r,, ell within
the tolerances oi :e.ei rs:::. :e:?.,. ers and video
recorders. anc ies:s i:a sa::..::: a;d cable systems
have resultec :: :.o :::.:.a..-.:. ::c:ir','iewers There
can be problerns ::. :a::r. :y::s o: siudio equipment
such as cameras spa:.a. z::.::s -r:-lirs and C-format
video recorcers'.i.:.:::. :::t'.e :ie!r synchronising
signals by dlr:c::= ::,,.:. ::::: ::e colour subcarrier.

QuanTV - a neru technique from
the Quanticon company
As the Quant:cc: s-:::.:ss:o:. :o the FCC ACTS says,
"QuanTV is no: :;a-,-- = :e,er:sion system, but it is a
technique ,.r i-.:::- :. =::-.:abie ro both analogue and
digital telerisro:, s->-:":-.s. arc i,,hich can reduce noise,
distortion a:-, j ::.:e ::e:.::e. The signals produced by
the system a:e :::::ai:l,e rvith existing NTSC
receivers and :a.-. := :=-,a: rr ithin the existing 6MHz
NTSC rac:c :r:: -e::. channel. An advanced
receiver co:l: -s: Q':arTV signals to rebuild the
componeni ia:: ::.ai :rouide pictures. They are
claimed to b: ::ea .::n all impairments caused by
channel nc:s= .:.:€-?rence cross-modulation,
echoes, anc ::.:-: ::=.cr-i.ons The transmitted signal
can be recor:e: .: a1 erlsting NTSC video-recorder
and will p]a-; :=," .:.:: a normal NTSC machine at
standard NTSC :-:a.::_.. a better quality machine
would be r:;-::<: rc record the higher quality
QuanTV p.c::::= \: ::ange in the 4:3 aspect ratio
is involvec

The :e::.:.:'-: tsed in QuanTV is called
'psychophis,::, ::::p:essionl and Figure 2 shows
what is do:.a a: ::.= :aismittlng end After filtration,
luminance a:.: ::.:cminance components are
sampled a:: :-;::..'. designed dither signals, called
'cinematic :.:,:=:. :re added to the sampled signals
before qua:.:=a: -:- iakes place The ciither signals
vary from p:r:.::.:,xal and from line to line, and this
technique a-: -". = :: .'. er bits to be used in the quantising
process r,i:::.: -:::: ,-.oricable contouring effect. If the
signaLs li e:: :-= -:.-i- sent. which is not currently the
case, the:. ::. : a:: .,. iith would be reduced from that
requirec :l :::-:n-:: a standard digital NTSC signal.
In the c ..::=:.: --:cumstances, however, where
analogue ::::..= :::on is to be used, the increased
bandwiCtr. :a: := :eliberately sacrificed in order to
improve ti. .,;,--:- :o noise ratio of the analogue
signals. ai:: -: :z: jer them more rugged and less
susceptibie :. -:.-erence

ETI JUNE I99 I
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The psychophysical compression technique uses
luminance sampling having seven or eight levels , but
the dither signals cause variations in the level of each
picture element between the amplitudes of two
adjacent steps. The effect oI the dither gives a
subsampling eff.ecl, i.e.lots of mini-steps for each main
amplitude step, and this is especially noticeable in
areas of low contrast. The low contrast parts of the

picture can use a trade off between spatial and
temporal resolution and contrast. This turns out to
provide acceptable pictures with improvements in
signal to noise ratio, distortion, and ruggedness that
were described earlier.

The dither signals are generated by computer
techniques, and the transmitter must be modified
before QuanTV can be incorporated.

Standard NTSC television receivers can make
use of the NTSC signal that results from the dithered
signals without any problems, but in order to make
use of the QuanTv signals to generate improved
pictures in the home, a special receiver containing
frame storage is necessary, and Figure 3 shows the
general principles.

The QuanTV receiver takes the luminance and
colour difference components from the NTSC
decoder and then quantises luminance using seven
or eight levels and colour difference using three levels.
Appropriate delays are inserted in the luminance and
chrominance channels, and the regenerated pictures
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Fig. 5 Osborne system using a single digital channel.

are free from noise and interference. Clock circuitry
in the receiver uses the colour subcarrier to ensure
synchronisation between the sampling processes in
the transmitter and receiver. The QuarilV receiver has
to be a dual-mode design which can switch over to
normal NTSC decoding when standard NTSC signals
are being transmitted; the diagrammatic changeover
switch can be seen in Figure 3. It has been suggested
by Quanticon that an ancillary signal carried in the
NTSC vertical blanking interval could be used to
switch the receiver between QuariTV and NTSC
modes.

It seems that the QuariTV tinematic dithering'
technique, which brings the benefits of reduced noise
and distortion to those equipped with the noise
reducing receivers is more likely to be applied to other
AIV systems, rather than being adopted as a system
in its own right.

The Osborne Compression System
Osborne Associates, Inc. has proposed a flexible
system that could be applied to various types of AIV
system, and several variants have been detailed. The
HDTV signal can be transmitted through a 45
Mbit/sec digital data channel, over a single 9MHz wide
channel, or over two 6MHz channels. The aim of the
system is to optimise the efficiency of digital
transmission by bit rate reduction, and by this means
to provide a method of moving to HDTV whilst still
providing pictures on standard NTSC receivers. The
decoder in the receiver would be the same, whichever
of the three transmission methods was used.

In%ach case, the system subsamples a high
definition picture to provide an NTSC picture, and
adaptive sampling is used, as in other systems, to
make the most of spatial redundancy in the original
picture. Figure 4 shows how the system works when

two 6MHz radio frequency channels are available.
The subsampled NTSC picture is transmitted directly
on the first radio frequency carrier, so that all standard
NTSC receivers would receive a normal picture. In the
encoding equipment this NTSC signal is then
decoded, but using the sarne adaptive interpolation
algorithm as is to be used in the HDTV receiver, so
that an hrtificial' HDTV picture signal is present in the
encoding equipment, as can be seen from Figure 5.
The second radio frequency channel is then used to
carry an 'error' or 'difference' signal derived by
subtracting the artificial HDTV signalfrom the original
HDTV source signal. When this second signal is
received by the HDTV receiver it is added to the NTSC
signal received on the first channel, and the receiver
can then rebuild a copy of the original HDTV image.

If two 6MHz channels cannot be made available,
then it is possible to transmit the NTSC part of the
signal in a standard 6MHz channel, the error, or
augmentation signal being transmitted in an extra
3MHz wide channel

Single channel digital system
The third option, shown in Figure 5, is to go for digital
transmission, and the Osborne Digital Compression
system, using both temporal and spatialcompression
together with a digital coding system that uses the
minimum possible bit rate, allows the complete NTSC
signal and the error signalto be compressed to a data
rate of 45Mbit/second, and transmitted over a 6MHz
wide satellite channel using QPSK coding, which can
be considered as a four level code which enables a lot
of data to be carried in a limited bandwidth.

HIGH RESOLUTION
LUMINANCE
INFORMATION OUT

Fig. 6 Showing how the colour and high resolution luminance information may be distinguished between
and extracted in the Fukinuki improved NTSC proposal.

-l-\

-
-
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The Fukinuki approach to
improved NTSC
Dr Fukinuki of Hitachi Research has already been
mentioned in connection with the'Fukinuki hole', an
area or areas of the existing spectrum which are
currently being used to carry colour information, but
which are not being f ully utilised in the NTSC system.
Although no official proposal has been submitted to
the ACATS, he has suggested a method of carrying
the highest definition parts of the luminance signal in
these areas, and has shown that such improvements
in definition could be achieved in a manner which
existing NTSC receivers would find completely
compatible.

The proposal can be understood by considering
each NTSC television field as a separatd plane, so that
an NTSC picture will consist of parallel planes
separated from one another by one sixtieth of a
second. In the NTSC system the colour subcarrier is

different in phase by 180 degrees on adjacent lines,
and it can be shown that a similar 180 degree phase
shift takes place from field to field and from frame to
frarne: The Fukinuki idea is that when a field starts with
orie particular phase of subcarrier the information
being carried will be ihe conventional colour infor-
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mat.- "",-F:.= ." <1 a fieldbegins with the opposite
pha=; -, :--.--=: .::.:gh definition luminance infor-
matic: ,.'- :e :===: :n the areas normally used for
thec: - -: -r--::'r duringthatfield In orderthat
the ra := . =- ,,- :e =:,e to detect which information
is be::: l:-:- :: 

=: 
rvhich instant of time, the area

of the : - - : 
=, -a,ls of interest is {irst selected by

filten:: =. : - *- .-- - :gure 6, and the resulting signals
are ti.=- : -- - ---: -Eh delays of 262lines and263
lines =- - .--: i -- i, lrases are then compared with
those : ; r- - - - r: s:gnal. Fukinuki has shown that
if the = =- 

: -: r--: - : :=se after a 262 llne delay then

Fig, 7 Sh,cr r-.: r,o.* the OUME signals are obtained.

the incc:- :: : --:. ...... be carrying the colour infor-
mation ...: =:= == . ::.e_- are in phase afler a 263line
delay the I 

=- 
I ...'- :e ::e higher definition luminance

informa::: --= --:::ges taking place from field to
field mea -:: :-:-, a slstem would of course need
to utilisa =-::= ::-. :: motion compensation tech-
nique. a--- -= -r--::uki proposal is probably best
regardec -: -=:-: ::e to be used in conjunction with
some o: '.:.. -'-.:::oposed systems that we have
discusse:

The QUME system - Quadrature
Modulation of the Picture Carrier
Althoug:. ., -:: - -, =ubmitted an official proposal to
the ACAIS .= -'::arese Matsushita company has
suggestec . .-.--: -,: cf enabling an NTSC signal to
carry acd.--:. -.:::::ation which could be usedto
improve :,: -.r...-:rr of an NTSC picture or to
provide al .:.-=1-- 

=pecr ratio. The technique used
iscalled Q;:----:= l.lodulation of the Picture Carrier
(QUMEj ;-.: :. 2 r.a:;le describes the system very
well. It is re:- - : :.,:iopment of the way in which a
black ani .i...:. :r::-:e ruas made to carry additional
colour inic::--:::-. r: the addition of a subcarrier.
Figure 7 si:c .,.. :-. : a-.:: :dea The vision carrier signal,
before mo::,a:- :s aided, is phase shifted through
90 degree. l - ?hase shifted signal is then
modulateci. '.,..::. ::= errra tnformation which is to be
added to t:: \.SC s:gnal The resultant modulated
signal is the:. :-,:e:.: and it is added to the standard
NTSC moc:-a::: .:s:on carrier, effectively providing
quadrature ::r::.:.L:on of the NTSC vision carrier,
and giving:.s; :c -,. iat is known as the QUME signal

Figure S s:.3.rs a diagram of the final video
spectrum. a:: r:.an be seen thatthe extra informaiion
has been slc::e: ::io ihe normal spectrum at the low
frequency e:.j. ar idea which we have come across
in other pro!csais

A norrra. \TSC receiver should ignore this extra
Iow frequenc';:nformation, and to ensure this,
Matsushita hai e laken considerable trouble to design
the filtering clrcu:ul used when producing the QUME
signal so that any; potential inlerlerence is reduced to
a minimum for \TSC viewers. Enhanced receivers
designed to uuiise this system would contain a
synchronous ietecror circuit which could separate out
the standard \TSC information and the additional
information ani the two signals would then be
appropriately combined in order to generate an

ETI JUNE t 99l

Fig. 8 Baseband spectrum of the OUME signal.

enhanced picture; the extra information could be used
to provide more luminance detail, or to give the same
amount of detail on a wider aspect ratio display.

CBS Proposal
An AfV proposal from the Colombia Broadcasting
System (CBS), requires the use of two DBS satellite
channels, so it cannot be considered compatible with
standard NTSC receivers in the same way as other
systems, since a special adaptor box would be
necessary even to allow NTSC receivers to provide
a picture; nevertheless, brief details are included here,

-
-
-
v
-

for the sake of completeness
The CBS system uses two channels, each of

which carries a Multiplexed Analogue Component
signal. These transmissions are not called MAC in the
CBS system, but TMC, Time Multiplex Components.
Figure 9 shows the basic method of operation

The source picture can be in a variety of formats,
but must be converted to a 1050 line 5:3 aspect ratio
interlaced before the actual TMC processing begins.
To provide a signal suitable for transmission over
channel one, the so-called'compatible channel' every
alternate pair of lines from the 1050 line source is
averaged, and the result is a 525 line interlaced signal
with a 5:3 aspect raiio. The central 4:3 aspect ratio part
of this piciure signal is then extracted, and it is this
signal that is transmitted over the 'compatible channel.

The second channel carries every other line of
the 1050 line 5:3 aspect ratio interlaced picture, and
it also contains the information about the 'side panels'
which were removed from the pictures in the first
channel when the 4:3 portion was selected

Figure 10 shows the construction of the TMC
(MAC) lines used on each of the two channels. The
horizonial resolution of the picture in the first channel
is about 1.5 times that of NTSC, since the satellite
channels for which the system was designed are of
wider bandwidth than that available for NTSC, and
the final HDTV picture also has the same resolution
The side panels oi the 5:3 picture, however, have
lower resolution than the central portion because they
must be compressed by a greater amount to allow
them to be carried along with the extra information
in the second channel.

In the home equipped with only a standard
NTSC receiver, a satellite receiver feeding an adaptor
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STANDARD
4:3 BECEIVER
USES ONLY
COMPATIBLE
CHANNEL

^,"8$g$,h',,CHANNEL

Fig. 9 The CBS ATV system using two satellite channels.

box uses the first channel to provide a 525 line 4:3
aspect ratio picture. Where an HDTV receiver is

available, however, both signals will be utilised, and
the combination of the two allo.ws the receiver to
display a 5:3 aspect ratio 1050 line HDTV picture.

GENESYS - A remarkable
proposal from Production
Services Inc.
If allthe proposed AIV systems are trying to squeeze
a quart of information into the pint pot of an NTSC
channel, then the GENESYS system from Production
Services Inc. (PSI) takes the prize for at least claiming
to fit in a whole barrelful. It claims that using its unique
processing techniques it can carry a standard NTSC
picture and an HDTV picture and four channels of
sound within a single 6MHz channel. The system that
PSI have put forward is not so much a system, more
a method of carrying extra information within the
NTSC channel, and they claim that their ideas could
be utilised to carry MUSE signals or any of the other
HDTV signals that have been proposed by other com-
panies. So far they have demonstrated that they are
able to carry an additional3MHz of information along
a standard NTSC channel at the same time as the
channel is carrying an NTSC picture, without any
visible mutual inlerference, but it is their remarkable
claim that they expect to be able to carry a full band-
width ll25/60 production standard video picture
along the same 6MHz channelthat has really caused
eyebrows to be raised in the industry, some people
being openly sceptical of the claims.

The GENESYS system owes its action to four
separate processes or techniques. The first is a'new'
modulation technique, called'waveform modulationi

1050 LINES
5:3

and claimed to be completely different from AM, FM,
or PM, in that it modifies the shape of the canier signal
in a manner that renders this modulation completely
invisible to AM, FM, or PM demodulators in receivers,
so that no unwanted artifacts can be seen on the
NTSC picture with which such signals are transmitted.

The second technique is an analogue to digital
conversion technique which is claimed to provide an
infinitely small resolution instead of the usual steps that
ADCs provide; it is believed that a modified form of
Delta modulation is probably involved.

The third leg upon which the GENESYS system
stands is a bit compression system that allows 16 bit
digital signals to be sent using only three bits, providing
a five times increase in the data that can be transmitted
over a particular channel.

The fourth process is a novel method of demo-
dulation of the complex signals produced by the
GENESYS system. PSI claim that they have a
demodulator containing only afew standard compo-
nents which can detect the modulation used in the
GENESYS system down to very poor carrier to noise
ratios, whilst at the same time demodulating standard
AM or FM signals.

The system would allow a broadcaster to carry
HDTV and normal NTSC signals on his normaltrans-
missions, allowing the viewer to receive either signal,
according to whether an NTSC or an HDTV receiver
is used. Whilst this sounds to be close to an ideal
solution to the American need for a compatible
method of providing HDTV it seems that there is

some way to go before the limited demonstrations that
have so far been given are supplemented by demon-
strations of the full HDTV transmission system, and
some engineers have said openly that they believe that
the company is extrapolating too far from its proven
position, thus seeming to obtain a magical increase
in the amount of information that can be squeezed into
a given channel.

The Avelex system
A proposalthat was submitted to the ACATS but has
since received little publicity is a 6 MHz single channel
NTSC compatible system 15 from the Avelex com-
pany. Known as the High definition and High Frame
Rate Compatible NTSC Broadcast Television System,
the system uses NTSC as its basis, but incorporates
sub-nyquist sampling and uses an eight field
sequence. The proposal suggests that up to 1500
pixels could be displayed on each horizontalline, and
that 966 lines could be displayed. Aspect ratios of
16:9, 5:3, and 4:3 can be accommodated, and
motion vectors are transmitted by multiplexing them
with the 'l' colour difference signal, and used to
provide motion compensation information for the

EXTRA COLOUB EXTRA LUMINANCE
DIFFERENCE INFORMATIONrNFoRMArroN 

[Tt*'rt{&TfIL",
Fig. 10 The TMC signals for the two channels ,"3d in the CBS system.



Pier,oFilm

Fig.1 Simple charge amplifier.

range of natural maienals such as quartz
and tourmaline ann:b:i so called piezo-
electric (force -e Iec=:cr-r-.' I properties. The
phenornenon re.ares io mechanical
forces produc:rg alectrical effects.

iheir sensing properties. The emergence of so called
PVDF films during the 1970's provided an ideal
material for the development of sensor devices.

PVDF (or polyvinylidene flouride) films are
essentially a polymer with the basic monomeric unit
CH2CFZ. The compound is chemically inert and
similar in mechanical properties to PTFE.

In the production of the piezo-eleclric film, the
material is initiglly stretched to between 400% and
500% of its initial size and heated to temperatures
between 50oC and 100oC. This encourages the 'beta
phase of the polymer to form If an electric field is then
applied across the material at around 80 volts per
micron thickness of film and the film is cooled with
the poling field applied, then this process of 'poling,
confers on the film perman enl piezo-electric
properties.

So when a piezD-e'.ecrnrc 
=aterial is subject to

forces of compression or ie:slon or is twisied, a
corresponding voltage r,"':ll ire developed across
surfaces of the materiai Co:r-..erseiy. when electrical
signals are appJied across sucit rnaterials, they can be
driven into mechanicai vi'cration.

From the time when rne phenomenon of piezo-
electricity was first disco,,.ered by.- Jacques and Pierre
Curie in the last cenrury. there has been a search to
develop man-made piezo-eiectric materials. This
search has certainl-t- 'been ciriven by the need to
develop transducers for use in SONAR applications
for submarine detection.

The emergence of Bari.um Titanate and later the
PZT range of cerarnics prot,ided a stable range of
transducer materials rlhich could be used both as
detectors and generarors of mechanical vibrations
over a broad range o{ irequencies.

FET

Fig.2 Simple buffer amplifier.

Properties Of
Piezo Films
The main properties of piezo
film are listed in Table 1. The
g33 piezo-electric stress con-
stant describes the electric field
generated across the film (in
the poling direction) for a
specific stress (N/m2) applied
to the film (eg squeezing it).
The value of g31 refers to the
effect of applying tension
along the film, eg pulling its
opposite ends. These values
of piezo - electric con stants are
several times larger than the
corresponding values of, for
example, PZT:S ceramics des- ,

igned for optimum sensitivity.
The value of capacitance

of a sensor is important when
con necting to electronic
circuitry. It is desirable to

While rhe PZT range of ceramics were entirely
satisfactory as transducer components to create
mechanicai r. ibrations, such as in ultrasound
transducers in SONAR systems and medical
ultrasound ciiagnostic scanners, there were many
applications for ivhich as sensor elements they were
not ideal. Lack of mechanical strength was certainly
one drawback and the high cost of elements angther.

PVDF Films
It had been appreciated for some time that films of
plastic polymers could be made to exhibit piezo-
electric properres. Early products lacked stability in

ETr IUNE l99t

minimise capacitance to improve voltage sensitivity.
The pyroelectric constant of the PVDF film

indicates the sensitivity of the film to temperature
changes. Thus a lcmz section of film, having its
temperature raised by 10C should release an amount
of charge Q : -25x 10-6-X 10-4 C

:-25x10-IUC
When this charge is distributed across the 380p

capacitance of the film (ignoring effects of lead
capacitance), using the equation V: QZC, the voltage
which should be observed is given by:-

:-25x10-I0,,
380x10-12 "

:6V

This indicates that the film has a very high
potential sensitivity to tettrperature changes.

Such films are used, in security systems where

The force to electric
phenomenon examined
by Douglas Clarkson

Table 1; Main properties of
Piezo-f ilm (Pennwalt Kynarl

Typical properties of Piezo-Film

9, 16,28,52,
\10 220 and
800 microns
(1 micron :
10-6 metre)

Piezo-electric
stress constant
(933 : in poling direction) -339x10-3

V/m
N,/m2

(931 : along length of film) 21,6xlO-s
V/m
N/m2

Operating temperature range -40oC to
1000c

Water absorbtion 0.02%
Maximum operating voltage 30 V/micron

thickness
Frequency response 0.005 Hz to

GHz
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lenses focus infra red radiation from areas being
scanned onto sensitive PVDF film assemblies. Such
systems can detect body heat from individuals at
distances ol 20 leel.

PVDF films are often supplied with metallised
contact electrodes which are poor absorbers of infra
red radiation. The degree of absorbtion can be
improved by coating the film surface with marker
pens. PVDF films are sensitive to wavelengths of infra
red radiation greater than about L.5 microns. (The
visible spectrum extends from.abbut 0.4 microns
(blue) to 0.7 microns (red)).

The upper limit of 100oC on the operation oI
PVDF films relates to the breakdown of the organis-
ation of the polymer units. This represents a limitation
in relation to, for example PZT ceramic materials
which have an upper maximum temperature of
around 300oC.

The maximum operating voltage of 30 V/micron
indicates, for example, that a 9 micron thick film
cannot be operated at driving voltages in excess of
270V.

In many ways, interfacing electronic circuits to
PVDF sensors is relatively straightforward. Figure 1

shows a circuit used as a charge amplifier and Figure
2 a direct voltage buffer. The peak positive or negative
value of a sensor waveform may be required. Figure
3 indicates how this can be achieved using two low
leakage diodes and a conventional operational
amplifier. The switch SWl can be set to select the
mode of peak holding required.

Vibration Pick Ups
Perhaps one of the simplest types of application to
consider is that of sensory pickup of sound and
vibration signals for which the circuit of Figure 2 would
be appropriate.

The frequency response of PVDF sensors is

LOADING
MASS M

VIBBATING
SURFACE

Fig.4 Design of accelerometer I
incorporating Piezo film element. I

superb, certainly better than conventional
microphones. This property has been used for pick
up devices for guitars and even high tech violins. Part
of the skill, however, in using such PVDF films in this
way is to efficiently couple the sensor to the vibrating
mechanical structure. While a PVDF sensor stuck
down with double sided adhesive tape will pick up
somet[ing, it is not the best way and can certainly be
improved.

Piezo-film technology has been used by the
Toronto based company Raad Inshuments Inc for the
conshuction of a new electric violin.

Part of the advantage of such a system is the low

loading of any vibrating system and the rapid response
it provides. An improved signal to noise ratio is also
obtained.

Meaningful measurements of the mode of vibra-
tion of structures can be obtained using accelero-
meters as shown in Figure 4. The accelerometer is

attached to a vibrating surface and will cause the
loading mass, M, to vibrate and so communicate a
dynamic force across the PVDF film. The resulting
signal from the PVDF film can be used as a measure-
ment of structural vibration.

In industry, there is often a need to 'listen into'
systems such as turbines, engine bearings and jet
engines in order to detect abnormal vibration patterns
before they result in catastrophic failure. While
previously PZT ceramic elements have been used for
accelerometer systems, PVDF sensing elements can
now be used in their construction or as elements
directly contacting the vibrating surface.

Impact Measurement
A number of applications using PVDF films involve
measurement of impact forces and pressures.
Attention has for some time been directed to using
PVDF films to detect the 'signature' of coins dropped
onto them in vending machines. PVDF films have also
been used in research in the automotive industries to
record impact pressures on lacial surfaces of dummies
in car crash situations. Such films have also been used
to record pressure distributions on the soles of feet of
individuals with walking difficulties. It is very often
difficult to isolate various types of mechanical
deformation and also temperature effects. If a film
experiences pure compression, then one type of effect
willbe experienced viathe g33 stress coefficient. If the

PRESSURE
SIGNAL

Fig.5 Diagrams of 'raw' and 'corrected' pressure
waveforms for Piezo film detector.

film is pulled, then another elfecl via the 931
coefficient is experienced. If the film is bent upwards
it will experience a separate signal. AIso if the film's
temperature is changed, then it will experience a

separate pyroelectric effect.
The way in which a PVDF sensor is mounted

must be clearly identified in order to say which signal
is to be detected. The support of the film should be
as rigid as possible.

Figure 5 indicates the typical waveform recorded
for the establishment of a pressure signal to a typical
PVDF sensor. As charge builds up on the system due
to the piezo-electric effect, it also leaks away again as

current leaks across the PVDF film and the amplifier
system.

During an interval of time dt, when the voltage
present is V the charge lost will be:
Vdt
R
where R is the leakage resistance of the sensor circuit.
This will be equivalent to a fall in voltage of (V dt)/ (R

C) where C is the equivalent capacitance of the sensor
system.

The total 'lost' voltage can be calculated by
summing the value of the expression (V dt/RC) over

Fig.3 Peak hold circuit to sample either positive or negative
peak of waveform.



ail the t::; --:=:-.-=r oi the measurement period. In
analogua ::r-:-_- r-i can be undertaken with some
form oi :::=.--=:- =cuit. Where data is sampled
using a A | ::,- .q-zr computer software can readily
reconstri- :-€ =_a :iessure trace.

For =r:-"-:--. -:=:e the impacts are occurring in
times app:z:,:: ,. :---:ner than the time constant RC
of the se:-r:. -r_-s=-'. : ,en the maximum uncorrected
signal is a -.€:- r 1- i:on of the peak pressure across
the sensc: l-:i --=-: cf sensor elements, however.
the time tt---:-- 3.C of each element and its
calibranc:. I1-:--ii=-ra usually have to be separately
determi:e:

'Elec::: : : ::.,:s make use of such sensor
technoiog--- :: -,:::e how loud keys should be
played ura- -=s-- j impact and pressure sensors
are also icea,::i -- -'under the carpet'sensors in
securitg' s.,=.:- :

Film Sqritches

Singing Technology
The development of so called 'singing technology,
using PVDF films introduces new techniques to
measurement and control systems. Two transducers,
one a sensor device and the other a vibrating element
driven by an elechical signal allow information about
the resonant mechanical frequencies of a structure to
be determined. One application could relate, for
example, to the change in resonant frequency of a
structure as a function of weight loading or immersion
depth of a structure in liquid. Control circuitry would
maintaln the driven transducer at the system,s
resonant frequency while the value of the resonant
frequency would be used as a parameter in a control
system.

of o :li:Tf:"":f;i*'i;il:;
range of applications.

Obtaining PVDF Films
like experimentation for developing
Fortunately it is relatively easy to
s from Pennwalt in the UK. Initiallv

request a film sample which should be supplied on
a business card which allows more information on
applications, products and prices to be obtained.
Details of various experiments which can be carried
out using the sample film and of various kits (basic,
switch and vibration sensor) are also provided.
Contact:
Pennwalt Piezo Film Ltd ,

22Ridge Way, Hillend Industrial Park,
Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland, KY11 5JN
REFERENCES: Kynar piezo film, technical manual,
Pennwalt Corporation.
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Fig. 1 Time constants on lmpedaace/Frequency Plots.

Wilfred Harms takes
an in-depth
mathematical look at
RIAA charucteristics.

Fig. 3 Passive network.

he purpose of this article is to explain the
design of a network for use in an accurate
equaliser based upon the specification. It
cannot be achieved by translating three
Bode plots (often used for illustration) into

simpte R,/C pairs oniz by one bundled together. AII
three need to be considered together and although
the resultant calculations are a little long-winded,
nothing beyond ordinary algebra is involved and an
appreciation of the notation for items 'in quadrature.
i.e. the impedance of a capacitor 2ftis shown as -I in
which 's' represents jn2f, the j' merely signifies that the
item is in quadrature as compared with a normal
resistor R.

The Bode plots can
be misleading and should
be ignored The following
considers a passive net-
work, first including only
two time constants, then
the three together, and
finally, it shows how it can
be re-arranged for use in a
feedback circuit.

The specification inc-
ludes the combination of

three separate curves corresponding to properties of
resistance/capacity combinations (RIAA includes an
inductor) with time constants of t, :75, t2 :318 3
and t3:3133p secs and which take the following
form in Figure. 1.

The Formulae
As a preliminary, consider a passive network to
accommodate t, and t, as Figure 3 The Gain is

R, +,aa

R+R, +|
simplified to

1+ sCRl

1+sC(R+R1)

This must be equal to

1+st,

1+st,

and when the numerator and denominators are
equated, we readily see that RrC : t, and further
development shows
R-o
R1

Fig. 4 Passive network.

Any network with these ratios will give an accurate
response which includes t, and tr.

Now consider a network to suit all three time
constants as Figure 4, similar to Figure 3 but with an
extra capacitor. We must calculate from scratch and
and starting with the group, RrCrC r, if we call the
overall impedance'Z', we have

1 : sC, 1 1

z R.++I sll

from which

- 1+ sR. C,
L: 1 1

s(c1+c2) +s2Rrcrc,

The overall GAIN of the network is

Frequency is not mentioned but we know that
these correspond to (I:fi1 ztzz, 500.5 and
50.05H2 respectively. Realisation of this specification
in three separate stages can be achieved thus:-

The GAIN (#) 
"f 

the first stage is:

+:1 1

R+a 1+sCR 1+st,

Similarly the Gain of the second and third stages is

1+st, and ,*, The overall output is therefore

and this is the RIAA FORMULA which
equaliser must match.

any RIAA Z
Z+R

Fig. 2 3 stage circuit design.
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which woris :ij: io

.-sRrC1

1 +s(R, C- - RC- +RC2) +s2RRrCrC,

When rr:= . equated to the RIAA FORMULA
(numera:c: z:''ld denominators separately) we have
three ec:a:o:s:

R1c, : :;

RR,C- C. : trt,

RC, - RC7 - R1C, : t1 +t3

When rhese rhree equations are juggled around we
get

: :: : 3lg 3Fs RCz : tr ts = 75gp5
t2

tr -13 -t2 -t{3/12 : 6.877ys

t2

Any passive network with these ratios will give an
accurate RIAA response.

Consider now the same co
4 but with resistor R repositioned
impedance from a to b which we

*o^ )r:*. i o, zr: ffiwhilst fir 
: {-

This is precisely the same as the GAIN of network
Figure 4. Thus the overall impedance of network
Figure 5 varies in accordance with the RIAA response

and can therefore be used in a feedback arrangement
in an equaliser to produce an accurate RIAA
response.

The following three networks other than that
shown can be used in a RIAA equaliser (Figure 6).
Firstly, it can be used as a passive attenuator shown
in (A). With Ra repositioned as in Figure 5, this
network and also (B) and (C) are suitable for use in
a feedback arrangement. The ultimate value of the
components used, must of course be satisifactory for
the circuit in which the network is used. The above
ratios however are paramount.

To check the accuracy of any RIAA network, the
impedance at a particular frequency Z must be
compared to its impedance at 1k Hz to give 20 log

7
! and then compare the result with the accurate
'7k

RIAA response which is, at any frequency f,

1o log I
wnere r: f000

Fig. 5

Rtct

and

R:
R1
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Laser Receiver Foil

ETr JUNE t99t

PCBFoils

Versatile Temperature Control - Power Supply Foil
(see overlay next month)

Frequency Plotter (May 91)
Polarities have not been set on some capacitors
and diodes in Figure 7 the component overlay.
The positives for the capacitors are: C11
topside, C12 bottomside, C6 to right, C5 to left,
C10 bottomside, C9 topside. Cathodes to
diodes are: D1 topside,' D2 bottomside, D3
topside, ZDl topside. In Figure 1 lnput polarities
of lC2a should be reversed. D2 should be ZD1,
D3 and D4 should be labelled D2 and D3
respectively. C5 and C6 polarities to left

Lasers 2 (May 91)
Figure 1 should read 2D7,2:2O0V ZENER

{F
SBC09 Part I (January 9l)
Table 1 on page 49 The {ourth row, column 5
should read 87 not 07 column 12 should read
EF not ET column 17 should read FB not T0
Slxth row column 14 should read 3F not 3T

e
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LYS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
5s5TlltlEB 5tort100 741 opamp 5lor.g)
7805+VBEG 40 790s-vREG 35

7812+VHEG .40 7S12-VREG 35

LI\4317 ADJ REG 50 1M337 ADJ REG ,.50.6

ZENEF DIODES 4OOmW ALL AT ,05 EACH

HOHIZ/VEFT CARBON PRESETS 12 EACH

%W5% CABBON BESISTOFS Ol each (100) 60 (1000) C5 50 eny mix
/.W5%CAFBONFESISToHS o2each (100),90 (1000)U50anymir
smm FEo LED,08 GFEEN.08 YELLOW 08

DIL SoCKETS L/PROFILE I pin 03 14 pin .05 16 pin 06 18 pin .07 20 pin 08

DIL SWITCHES 2 way ,40 4 way 60 l0 way 90
1M3914 BAFGRAPH DHIVEF 83.40
R F.COAX (ANT MICROPHONIC) 75 OHI\,I HANGE OUTER SHEATH

(normal y t300 m[) oNLY 90 i/TR 100 MTRC6000

DIGITAL FFEOUENCY METER KIT 2 RANGES ().3(}IiIHZ/2s.lOOOMHZ

coMPLETE rNC 3 PCB'S (EXC. METALWoBK) e63.60

ANALOGIC PROBE KIT (EXC. CASE) 89.80

We have one of the lalgest ranges of used test equipment inc: Scopes, Analys€rs, Multimeters, Signal

Generators, AF Eridges elc All by leading manulactulels eg Philips PM3217 50 lllHz Scope e300

For details of any of the above contaot:

LYS Electronic Components, 10 westbrook Road, Porchester, Hants PO16 9NS
Tel: (0705) 386550 Tel:/Fax: (0705) 388303 (24 hrs)

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED
35'720K Dhkere Dnves t3900 each 260 299 353 365'373 390 399 670

10MBi1e !\,nchesleG used,3 monLhs !!ly t42,00 each 27120 EPROMS lExequrpment) t1 20 each or e5,00 /5

525 DiskDrves 80Tk oSDD t34 00 27128 EPHoMS E2 50 eech

525'D sk Drives, S0Tk DSDD Used,No My t15 00 27C256-25 EPRoMS C350 each

(The t1500 drves are $ld on a stickly'asis basis) 256K ByLe DFA[,] [,lodules removed kom equipmeil t500 each

525-Dsks,DsDD,48tpr bores ol 10 t300 box 6116 2K Byle SFAM tll0each
40w PSU 5V 375A 12V 1 5Al2V 0.4A cased w rh on/oll swilch 6264-12 8K ByLe SRAM t3 80 each

t10,00 each 62256-10 32K Byle SRAM C5 00 each

t1000 each 65256 32K Byle rams Cl 00 each

t700 each 8K ByLe NV ram ch ps !3 00 each,e10 00lour
t4l0 eech 20 pin dl low prolile C sockets t050/10,t400/100

5V al 1oAPSU t6 {0 each 24 pin d low prohle C sockes t055/10, t4 60i100

Disk Drive Dele ead BBC M cro lo Disk Drv€(s) 40 ptn d lowprofle C sockes t0,60/10, C500i100

Single 1200, Dual t4 00each circu L bsLe( I nds lau ts n TTL & Cl\,{oS ogjc circu h nc eads

D sk Orive Power ead BBC M cro Lo Disk Dilve(s) t000 ea

Singlet200,Dusle400each Keyboad l00keysinboardLCDEmrcroif t0.00eech

69000 CPLJs (The lrsl ord€rs9el 10MNz chips) ...... . . ... C3.50 each Meh prcFd boxesdrlLed 8 pamLed bulunused 29x325'5cm

Z80ACPUCTCP0t120o.chiDMAt2.00 t450.114 Torodamainslranslorme(12V4A804A12-0-12,1A&249-0-02A
74LS TTL, pckand mx, buy 10 or more lor t0l2 each t4.00/1 e6 00/2,t800/3

Types ava able 00'02 04 08 101112 13 15 20'21 26 21 3A 32 Smoke delecLors smal eze C700 each

33:7 38'42 74 83'85'86'96'107'fi?'122132 136 138 139r45 Smokederecb6 argewlhesapelghL&pauselealure

151 153 1s7 158 160 162 163r6416s I74 191 193 240 253 257 t1300 each

Prices include postage Add 50p (plus VAT) to orders below e5 00 All ilems new unless stated
Add 175% VAT to all prices Send an SAE ior our latesi I st or for more inlo

Dept ETl,374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBBIDGE, CB4 1SU
Tel:.0223 424602 or 0831 430496 (Please note mail order only)
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SOLAR PANELS. 100mm x
60mm,2.5V 0.4ff, t1.30.6for t700.
6" x 6",6V 0.7W, e5.00. 12" x 6",
12V or 6V 1.4W, e8.00. 12" x 12",
12V 3W, e14.00. 36' x 12",12V
5-6W 820.00. Prices include UK
P&P Complete panels available up
to 12V 12W, POA. Orders to, Bob
Keyes GW4|ED, 4 Glanmor Cres,
Newport, Gwent NP9 8AX

SPECIAL OFFER
SoNY BULK 3/, lnch 0.S.0 0 dlscs

'10 dl.cr.uppligd ln plaslic contalner
only t6 99 (t.l.50 p&p) +vAT

ll/e Elaorlock a vasl range ol9leclbnlcconponents
Th. El.cborlc. Shop(EIl),29 llaulng Dilch, ilrrch..lor

ila lES.Iolr 06t834 !185, F.r 06.033 296e

FM MINIATURE TRANSMITTER,
tunable 80-120MH2, buift e5.95,
telephone transmitter built C7.95,
sae catalogue, Protec (ETl), 45
Englewood Road, London SW12.

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range, sensitive electret
microphone, high quality PCB,
SPECIAL OFFER complete kit
ONLY 85.95, assembled and ready
to use e9.95 post free. Access/Visa
order telephone 021-411 1821.
Cheques/P.Os to: Quantek Elec-
tronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 45A
Station Road, Northfield, Birming-
ham 831 3TE. S.A.E. for details of
this and other kits.

N. R. BARDWELL(err)
200 Signal Diodes 1N4148......,,... ..C1.00

50 Rectifier Diodes 1N4007,.,..,..,.,..81,00
T5RectifierDiodeslN4003. ., .,.,.,t1.00
75 Bectilier Diodes 1N4001....,..,.....f 1.00

25 Asstd High Brightness LEDs . el.00
12 Asstd 7 Segment Displays,.,..., ,.t1.00
75 Electrolytics 4 7UF 63v......,,....,.E1.00
50 Electrolytics4TUF50v . . . .. .,..C1.00

Prices include VAT, Postage el 00
Stamps for lists

288 ABBEYS!DE ROAD
SHEFFIELD 57 1FL
TEL 0742 552886
FAX 0742 500689

CATALOGUEeI + 25pP&P
B6sr5lor pEck, 85 d ll6re.l, Er2 values + z€ro ohm lnk lolE
co.lenl1000resrslors ... .. .. .. ., ...tBSs
LEOS3mnl or5mm r6dor g.e€n 6peachy€ low l1P€ach
Cab€r6s lp6ache595p6r1000a4950perl0000
sl6pprngmoror4phEB6l2vT5slep50ohms 895
SAAlo2/slepprng molordrvochrp e395
FM Tran6m ller kil good qual(y sound e660
HrOhque lypholoresisl poxyqlassboards
Drm6nsons doubesd€d
3x4rn Ci 07
4x8rn l24O C260
6112' 537
12,12n ClO66

Comp!l€r arad6 capacilors w lh $Gw brm ms 38000u1220!

87,000u1 lov e1 95 68,000u115v e295 10,000!1 16v e1 50
7 segme nl comno. a node led display I 2mm e0 { 5
1M2931415 0 ow drop o!l 5v 169! alo( 10,220 package t005
88250 P channel moslel a0451 8C559 ka.srslor a3 95 pe.10O
74L80s h.x nve(or €i000 per 100 us6d &48 M c@controll€r
c350
Ste60-WVWEVuieLp eampassyrilivolJme/loleconrols
E rLlrrs s.al€. Brald 16G r. _alers cailo1 C695'aLrly t3 50.
c rcuil elc lor above c050
Hourcounl€rused7drgil240vac50Bz al 45
LCD d splay 16d gil Tr5dols dol malr r 1250
OWEFTYk€yb@d 53k€y gedqLallysw[ches.ew C5O0

oWEFTYkeyboardwrhsenaloulpulnodala t5@
Wrde range ol CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Lrnear TranssloB k ls
.apac brs loo solc always n s(@k. Please add95plowards PAP

VAT.cluded

JPG ELECTRONICS
27$278Chatilodh Foad, Cheslerlield s40 2Bli

Acc€ssrysa Ord€6(0246)21r202 Calle6welcome

r Rates: Lineage 55p per word + VAT minimum 15 words. Semi.display C14.00 per single 1
I column cm plus VAT. No reimbursemenls lor cancellations. All ads must be pre.paid. I
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Engineerinq (Citv & cuitds)
KerftgeraUon &
Air C5noiiioriins tr

ElectriGl Engineering C2r Mechanics tr
Electrical Contracting / ComDUter

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 Fer:Er/06/e1

Name tr Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

tr lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 gUN

MENDASCOPE LTD
REPAIR & RECALIBRATE

OSCILLOSCOPES
ALL MAKES ALL MODELS

NATIONWIDE COLLECTION
& DELIVERY

FBEE ESTIMATES
PHONE: 069 172 597

SERVICE MANUALS
Available for most equipment

TV's, Video's, Test, Audio etc

Wrile ot phone lor quote

MAUBTTRON (HRT),
8 CHERRY TREE ROAD,

CH|NNOR, OXON OXg 40Y
TEL (0844) s16s4 FAX (0844) s2ss4

Turn your surplus
transislors, lCs etc, into

cash lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

ELECTRONIC PLANS, taser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Planc-entre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

RING JAMES
TROTT ON 0442

66551 TO
REPRESENT

YOUR REGION

WE CAN SUPPLY A VAST RANGE FOR MANY MA
PHONE 0452 26883 FOR A'PRICE & AVAILABI

This just a small sample of our slock so holding Tools, Connec a Accsandmch.more-.For our catatogu d sop shhps/chq. MA|L add95p (UK) P&P bul nor VAT. AI t ro avaitabiiity. pri;e can
MARAPET (rD, 1 HORNBEAM MEWS, GLOUCESTER GL2 OUE

only t1799 (inc P&P)
A musl lorall $udentsand hobbyists to,rning how

mmmon electric components work

THE VIDEO
ELECTBONICS FOR THE HOBEYIST

(An excell6nt 90 minuit6 vioeo using compulorg,aphic
simulalions). Send ch€quer/po payaDle to:

oN.LtNE V|DEo IXART(ETI{G (DEPI EV3)
The Cottsge,Tredown Farm, Bradstore. Mllbn

Abbot, Tavistock, Dmn PL19 007
SAE lorlisl Alow 14

OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range ol electronic components at

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX

Tel:031 6672611
Open: Mon-Thur 9.15am-6pm, Fri 9.15am-spm,

Sat930am-5pm - 1990/91 Catatogue t150

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
8793 Dale Street Tel: 051 206 0154
4TWhitechapel Tet:051 2365489

Liverpool 2
,TH 

E E LECTRO N IC S S P EC IALI STS'
Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

ALL PARTS
TV & Video spares emporium

Phone for best price on spares
Fog Video Heads from ,10.95, hnroonic Hqds ftom Jl0.9E

Vidm Copy l(its tr5.99, Anshad Satellite SDar6
All your TV & Video needs here in Liverpool

ALL PARTS, l0l Roclq lane, Tuebrook,
Liverpool 6 4BB. Tel: 051-260 4825

Mon-Fri 10am-5.30pm, Sat 9am-5 30pm

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRON!CS
42 ELM GROVE T SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584
Barclaycard Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOIJ BUY

D!RECT ELECTRONlCS
E L EC'T RO N IC S COM PON E NT S PEC IALI STS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDON EI2 sAD
Tel:081-553 tt74

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thurs t0-lpm
We stock a large runge ol TV & Video spares

ri-lI
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ETI keeps the ever increasing band of readers happy with
l:more for you to enjoy throughout the spring and summer
monihs. We have an introductory feature on Amateur Band
microwave equipment (it's all plumbing really!) and continuing
the theme of lasers we have a series of two monthly artiiles on
semiconductor laser diodes and lasers for the medical
profession. We can give you help on fault finding in some
common pieces of equipment, or guide you through projects
such as an electronic footpedal for guitarists, yet another Active
Loudspeaker project and more construction work on the
Versatile Temperature Controller.

And if that wasn't enough,Ray Marston's circuits series
ponders over Unijunction and Programmable Unijunction
transistors.
Whether its heat from the iron or from the sun, you'[ always
feel a warm glow reading ETI inside or out. Reserve your copy
from your favourite newsagent, out on Friday 7th June.

The abow atticles ate in prcpaation but circumstances may Wevent publication

l-eiE"FilpTfr .-*JFi"-'oi?r'Eio-no'ii"s;'i'[rEr6.-l
I ETI (complete in block capitals): I

Month Year ................ Page (if known) .........

Title ............

Month Year ................ Page (if known) .........

Title ............

Month Year ................ Page (if known) .........

Title ............

I enclose a chequeipostal order made out to ASP Ltd. to
the value of f1.50 per photocopy ordered.

Total remittance f ........ Date ............

Name ..........

Add ress

i ; ;; i il ; ;; ; p i ;i;i ;; ;; ;;; i,?,'.1i",'""; ;ii;; ; ; t; ;

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
BK E1ECTR0N|CS,.,,,,.,,,,.,,,,,,. tFC HALCYoN ELECTRoNICS,,..,.,,, 32

crRK|T ELECTHoNTCS ...,,,,,,,,.,, 42 HAHT E1ECTRoN1CS,,.,.,,,,,.,,,,. 61

CREATIVE HIGH Q ELECTRONICS,,,,..,.,.....42

TECHNoLoGY,, 59 J&N BU11.,,,,,,.,.,,.,.,,,,.,.,,,.,.,.,,,,41

DISPLAY ELECTRONICS .,...,.., IBC MAPLIN ELECTRONICS,.,,.,.,, OBC

ELECTRONIZE .. 7 NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS..,,.,,,,. 63

ELECTRo VALUE,,.,,,,,,.,,,.,.,,,,,,, 21 REED ELECTRoNrCS,,.,,,,,,.,.,,,,,, 7

ESR,.,,,,.,.,,.,,,,,. 42 STEWARTS 0F READ|NG,,,.,.,.,, 16

FUSE LODGE ,,,, 7 SUMA ELECTHONrcS ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,42

GNC EIECTRoNtCS,,,,.,,,,.,.,,,,,,.32 WtLMSLoW AUDt0,.,.,.,,.,,,,,.,,,,. 59

GREENBANK ELECTRoNtCS.,,, 16 J V|NCENT,...,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,,,. 7

ETI Photocopy Oervice
Argus House

Boundary Way
Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 7STt-

66

tFopics covered in the May issue were:
I T'he Physics of Stereo images

VLF and ELF loop Antennas Part 2
Modulated He,/Ne Laser Project
Thyristor Tester
Frequency Plotter
Constant Current Generator Circuits

Back issues are available from Select Subscriptions
(address on contents page).

-3><-J
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Brand rew aniJ boxed 84 key PCD(T typ€ keyboalds ln standad
IBM grey wlth very attractie motted finish ard "dicky'solld fel
keys. 1 0 funclion keys on slde. EngNlsh layout and e sign. Gleen
LEDS lor Caps, Scroll t Num locts. e-9-95 (B) tE135 (D)

tion strip make lhese racks some o[ lhe most rrersalile rrtg have
ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therelorc
requlre only two side parels or stand singly. Overall dimendons
aE 77-112'H x g2-112"D x 22'W. Order as:

Massive purches ol standard 51/1' dives enables us to
plesent prime product at lndustry beatng low pricesl Ail units
(unless s{ated) are removed ,rom otl€n brard nev, equlprent
ard are fully lested,aligned and shipped to you wlth a 90 day
guarantee and opeate from +5 & +l2vdc, m of slardad siz6 p"n

.5a,

;ffi
vac. Dms! 3, x S" x 2.5'. Fuily guaranted BFE. Ees.q, (B)

(4,A) or 24 v
E50.es(B)

5a. +12v @
Ere.0s(B)

6a,112v @
1a*15v @ 1a. RFE andtulty tested.l 1 x 20 xs.Scms. e2lfgs(C)

CHOOSE YOUR S lNCHt ConYer AClg). 130 watt hi-grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+sv
E1S0.m(B @ 15a,-5v @ la,+l2v @ 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cms.New.
c225'00(E) ,Tii(ilono.*rch mode.rdear rordrives & sysrem. +sv@ 6a,

hard orsoft sectors- BMND NEW C250.(xt(E) +12v @2.5a, -12u ^ - -nare or soII seqors- ErriANU Ntsw t5t .ur(E) +l'zv @ z.ba, -1'2v
SPECIAL OFFERSII Famell GGv/oA s'rvi

ytecapadty hous€dln a smartcase

only 8499.00 (R
End ol llne 3 incfi AC. i1a" tilck E
megabyle of 31,2 inch AC ETBI slimline.Only 1'thlck EstardardsM { irrch AC ilo/2ov 1i2. thi6k E

and cornes complele with manual. on1y........................8390(E) 10 lnch Ac rourd. 3rl2 ttrick. Rotron 1 1ovl0inch As
62 mm Dc 12v.91424v.q) mm DC .38mm. RFE.
92 mm DC
{ lrrch DC

1 -1 l2O x 1 -3l4"H........... 83.95
Roxburgh SDA 0137E Smlla
Dlms 1 -1l2"D x 1 -U4"H....e+25
Suppre.don Deylce! SD5 A10, Extra compact gereral pUF Uonuens youl @lour monitor lnto a
pos sppressor. Plastc moulded case with single bolt fxing AUTY COLOUR TVll
and snap conmc-loB. Rated al230 vac i amps. Dlms 1-3/41- t 7]./Grt,,trn

BCllnglee type tzlzt 3 amp malns HFI filters. Hs a buiti In I a,',:^",-'; I

malns cable (English codlng), and a three dn mlnlature non-re- | , utYErl ! 
|

BEnd new htgh quality, fully esed,7 channelUHF pALTV tumr
sFt€m. Unit slmply conrects lo yourry aedal scket ard colour
video monitoriuming same into afabulous colourTV. Dortworry
ll your monitor des'nt have sourd, lhe TELEBOX €ven h6 ail

l,9J*riyrnq 1sp:a{e.r plus an nxiilary ou'pl!
I FAn Aa:tnLEAD ACID

Haln A,gXr.
l2volt F13.95(A)
6 eolts c a.gs(A)
12 Yolt! E 5.95(A)
12 volt! HFE E3s.m(Bi

aralty l2v 4ah ell pac*. Origlnally made forthe Technicololor
vicbo ompany. Containg l0 GE top quality D nicad cells in a SFCAM / NT$ mr avairahra
sman rcbust cas wtth a uc output connector. ldeal lor ponable
eqriprent. Brard rew. 8f 9.95(8)
Ex-equlprent NICAD cells by GE. RemoEd from equipfipnl
ardingood,usedcondition: OsizeAah 4iorC5(B)

F slze 7ah 6 lor g8(B)

ild al tfis pdell oNLY 859 (D) Kenwood DA{501 CD lesbr, leser pldrup slmuletor E 350

If,RGE OOdt{TlflES OF OSCIII,OSGOPES f,ND TEST GEf,R f,tWf,yS f,Vf,ll.681"E - Cf,lt- l{OW!

Qualit 6 foot 40u

THrs 
'IONTH'SSPECIALITherc has nererbeen a d€al llke thls onel

&md epr{dng n€r & bored monltors
lrom NEC, normally s€lllng al aboul f I 4Ol
Th€se are over-englneered lor ultra
rBliatility. 9' green screen conposlte lnput
with et# non{lare screen plus swltch-
aHe HgMow inpedanco lnput and outsut

Massive Reductions
Virtually New, Ultra

Less Than Half Price!
Top quality 19' rack cablrets made ln UK
by Oplima Enclosures Lld. Units leature
deslgrer, smoked acryllc lockaUe lmnt
dooc tull height lockaue halllouvered bad(
door and remoyaHe slde parels. Fully ad-

lor dalsy-chalrfrE. 3 tront contols ard 6 al rear. Standard BNC
sockets. B€auttul high contrsl srn and attractive case wlth
carMno ledoe. Perlect 6 a rEln or backuo monitor ard tol
cra;ttti us€6t t39.95 each 1o1 or 5'for El 85tol

7a*lh6l*1?.&4 bfard new & boxed 1 2' amber flat sreen
with odiond wi\C ard titt base. Sunflex filter with dark tlnt.
Silandard TTL PC co npaliu€. I I mtE bandlvldth. Very attractve
'stde d ttE arf taFered grey ce. Standard 9 pln D plug
(s+pf,€d) tr 'l retE cord and mains cod terminaied wllh IEG
@rrEdor. 24O votts corplete with operations manual- FE
*i\E!fi bas An absolul€ gifl at 850 (D) 1OE5m (c).

COLOUR IION]TORS
Decca 16- q, brJdgel range colour monitor. Featires a PlLtube,
beiltrful bak style case and guarante€d 80 column resolulion,

Telebox ST, ard other audo yisual uses. ESe(q 3EZ|5(G)
20",22' and 26' AV SPECIALEi

$peruy made [.i( marxlacture. Pf,- all solid state colour
monltors, compleb ryith composjb video & sound inpuE. Attrac-
tle teak style case. PerH lor Schools,Shops,Dlsco, Clubs-
h EXCELLENT litt€ used conddon with full 90 day guaante€.

20"....8135 22"....8155 26"....t185 (F)

HI-DEE}TNON COLOUR TOT{ITORS
Brand new 12' mutiirFrt figh defirition
colour modtoB by Mcrcvilek Nce tight
0.31" dot pitch lor superb daity and
mod€m nEtal black box sty'irE. Operales
iom any 15.625 khz syrrc PGA video
soure, nlth ellher irdyidial H & V syncs
such as CGA 8M PC's or Fre8 aralog
$th co[posite syrrc srch as Atai, Com-
modorc Amiga, Acom Arciirn€des & BEl(
12'square. Frce dala sl'E€t indudng c'o

modorc Amiga, Acom Arciirn€des & BBC. Measjres only 14" x
12'square. indudng c'onrEclion inlormalion.

punched lor any c
mounled lnlegral

leavesthegoodold5T506hleilaestandlng.lnmintcondition 4lnch AC l1,A'lhtck E

and snap conmc-loB. Rated ai230 vac i amps. Dlms 1-3/41-
x 1- t/8nv x ry8'H..........,.E3,95 or 3 ior EIO (A) 10 tor E28 (B)

oiiblo/oume conimaril epabitity. Seriai Rs-232c"with
Td(bonix 1751 Wavelomy'Vector monltor
Trio 0-1 I vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. l,lew
DEc vAxl'll7so lnc. 2 Meg Bam DZ ard tull docum-
entalion, ln brand new csnditlon
Fujttcu M3041 600 LPM band pdnter
DEC LS/02 CPU board

plotter

1.51(w 115v 60hz porer sour@
Tekbonix Rlilo NTSC Tv test slgnal standard.
Sony KTX l(rcO Vld€otex system - br.rd n6il
ADDS2lI2O VDU termlnals - brrnd neH
Se*onlc SD 15fi1 18 channel nybrld r€corder
Tr€nd 1+1 Data transmlsslon lest s€t

punched lorany c
mounled lnlegral

f2MO CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS !N STOCK
G 525

S day guaante onty [129 (E)
l{EC CGA tsM-PC compatide. Hgh Wality ex-€quipm€nt tully
tssted with a 90 day Waraflte€. ln an afiEcty€ two tore rlbbed
grey plastic case measJring 151- x 13*W x 12"H. A tetrifc
g:rihase enables us to pass thes€ on at orly.... E79 tE)

14" Colour
Multisvnci Mu ltifunction
ilerer betore his such a dea.l be€n struck to brlng you thls
qudiay Japanese marutactured muli gla,,c, multifu t'a.lio',
rofessional grade moritor al an unheard ol low pricell The
Elecbohome ECtl1Sl1 wifi its host oi inputs will connecl to
mod @mputer sydems indudrE: BM PCD(/AT/PS2 (CGA,
EGA, PGA, VGA modes) Alai, Arctirnedes (up to SVGA),
Commodore, BBC and many mre Many otherfeaures indude:
BG8 analog & TTL irputs, s€parate horizontal, rrertical, @m-
Fdte and syrc on grn lrputs; auto 15 to 3€khz operaflon;
0.31mm tJbe dot Fitch; tjnH rcn glare etched scrB€n t 30 mhz
barxrHrdth males tlis ilem il abelute snipll cuffi, matst
M prieoyq €9U), Each $pplied with mnrectlon data, fully
lested in us€d good condition, some may have screen
Uemistps comd€b wit' tull 90 day HTB guarantee. Ouantity
ds@unts avajlair€. Wllalso furrction asqualltyTv wilh ourBGB
rd€bol FUE r€c+Fic€J Marual 01s. 
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LelArllpdtbc
cd rubiq, to ou
s & cpeif,crlirns

aaoaaaaaaa -mat.-! I

An pric.6 for UK fihitr. lJt( anrbm d'17%o/o VAT IoTOTAL odotenpuf.lt*m odcr€lo. FOqd.G ltm cobm-rt,Univtritbs,Sc+@16 t Lo
wolcocminimm 6tt 0.6. e25 Cqhgt dEgE (A{2.m (B)44 50 (C)-Et 50 (D)=Sl l .5O. (E)-Sl4.m (R+18 m (c)4all At good6 sr+ptLr,
dardaldCdditimo{S.b.rdcL.dwi. ta.dgtlrni.db.Ild.y. AIgrr-a6cona nrtnbba$ba6i6 W. EsqEttE rigtrtO*nnge 6irs a
wiourFbrrEric..Hrt.copbd.t.cfto.bc1(Otltdbmw*Tlygimb.t{h-qEnttb6ttEnltpactaied EJkurplueeireyercquiEd-io.@h



...set your sig ts on a better sound !

!xperience a new sensation. An experience that
Eopens up a whole new spectrum of sound.

Put yourself on stage at the Al bert Hal l, surrounded by a great

dodging the bullets, as y0ur favourite hero battles out of yet another

tlght corner, it's lust like being in a cinema!

Nicam hiJi stereo will turn your living-room into a living room of

sound! You don't settle for second best w th television picture quality,

why settle lor second best in television sound quality? Nlcam soLmd is

thenewhlgh qualitydig ta stereo sound system, ploneeredbyBBC,

lTVandTV/video manufacturers lnlactso good is Nicam itls
comparable to the superb sound reproduction of the compact disc,

when played through your existing hi-fi arrangement lf your televiston

hasn't gota bui lln Nicam decoder, you will need the Maplin Nicam

Tuner System lJltimately almost all of your favourite ptogrammeswill

be broadcast ln superb hiJi quality stereo-sound Withouta Maplin

Nicam Tuner you won't be able t0 capture every sound to its lull.
Nicam hiJl stereo Catch your breath,0pen y0ureyes,andpin

back your earsl lt's what your hi-fi system was made lor lt's what
your ears are made forl

ELECTRON I CS

GRET}TT C&KE S{ Y&XMK
070-2 5541 61
Fora friendly welcome and the very best of seruice why not visit our
shops in Birmingham, Brighton, Bristol. Leeds, London (Edgware and
Hammersmith), Manchester, Newcaslle-upon-Tyne, Nott ngham,
Reading, Southampton and Southend-on-Sea

Sublect to availability. Pices subject to change
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